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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction

Published in part as

Phakic intraocular lenses: An overview.

Soraya MR Jonker, Tos TJM Berendschot, Isabelle EY Saelens, 

Noël JC Bauer, Rudy MMA Nuijts

Indian J Ophthalmol. 2020 Dec;68(12):2779-96



PREFACE

Refractive surgery is defined as the range of surgical interventions to make patients less 

dependent on their glasses or contact lenses. Three commonly used techniques can be 

identified: reshaping the anterior part of the eye (laser refractive surgery of the cornea), 

intraocular implantation of an artificial intraocular lens in addition to the natural lens (phakic 

lens), and replacing the natural lens by a new artificial lens (refractive lens exchange). 

In a 2019 survey on common practice styles amongst Dutch eye surgeons, an estimated 5.000 

refractive lens exchanges were performed that year (data on file, courtesy of Y. Henry), and 

71 surgeons performed either laser refractive surgery or phakic lens implantation in the 

Netherlands.1 Contrary to laser refractive surgery, phakic lenses can be used in patients using 

high power spectacles or contact lenses, whereas refractive lens exchange can be used to 

make a patient less dependent on their reading glasses. 

It is on the latter two techniques that we focus in this thesis, assessing their safety, efficacy, 

complication rate and target group. 
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INTRODUCTION

1REFRACTIVE ERRORS AND THE VISUAL SYSTEM

Light is essential in visualization of any object: seeing an object clearly requires the adequate 

projection of light on the retina. In order to obtain this state, light directed towards the eye 

is refracted by the tear film, cornea and the crystalline lens to converge on the retina, thus 

providing a clear image (Figure 1).2, 3 

The way light is redirected in the eye is defined as its refractive state. Emmetropia is achieved 

if an image is focused exactly onto the retina when a perfectly balanced eye looks at a distant 

object (Figure 1). Refractive errors occur when light is focused in front of or behind the retina 

in an eye looking at a distant object, causing a blurred image. Myopia arises in a nearsighted eye 

looking at a distant object due to excessive convergence of incoming light, or by an excessively 

large distance (axial length) from cornea to the retina, focusing light in front of the retina 

(Figure 2). Hyperopia on the other hand arises in a farsighted eye caused by either insufficient 

convergence, or a short axial length, resulting in light focused behind the retina (Figure 2). 2, 3  

Cylindrical errors, resulting from astigmatism, are caused by differences in convergence at 

different angles, resulting in the projection of an irregular image on the retina (Figure 2). It 

can exist in an otherwise emmetropic eye, as well as in myopic or hyperopic eyes. Depending 

on the direction of the refractive difference, the astigmatic or cylindrical axis is defined as with 

the rule, against the rule, or oblique. With advancing age the direction of the cylindrical axis is 

known to change from with the rule to against the rule, a shift attributed to a changing corneal 

curvature over time.3 

Refraction and refractive errors are expressed in Diopters (D), a reciprocal of the focal distance 

in meters (𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷, 𝐷𝐷 = 	 !
"#$%&	()*+%,$-,"	

) 
 
(𝐹𝐹𝐷𝐷𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹	𝑑𝑑𝐷𝐷𝑑𝑑𝐷𝐷𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑𝐹𝐹𝐷𝐷, 𝐹𝐹	 = 	 !

/)#0+-1,/
	) 

 and vice versa 

(𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷, 𝐷𝐷 = 	 !
"#$%&	()*+%,$-,"	

) 
 
(𝐹𝐹𝐷𝐷𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹	𝑑𝑑𝐷𝐷𝑑𝑑𝐷𝐷𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑𝐹𝐹𝐷𝐷, 𝐹𝐹	 = 	 !

/)#0+-1,/
	) . For example, 

a 4 D lens has a 0.25 m focal distance, and a lens with a focal distance of 0.2 m has a refractive 

power of 5 D. 

A positive convex lens converges light, and a negative concave lens diverges light (Figure 2).3 

In the human eye, both the cornea and crystalline lens function as a positive lens, converging 

incoming light so that it is focused on the retina. The interface between air and cornea forms 

the main converging refractive surface of the eye, with a power of approximately +40 D. The 

convergent refractive power of the crystalline lens is much less, contributing between +15 D 

and +20 D, but its ability to change refractive power (accommodation) is solely responsible for 

providing accurate focus at a large range of (reading) distances (Figure 3).3, 4 Accommodation is 

caused by the changing curvature of the crystalline lens, thereby changing its refractive power. 

With advancing age the crystalline lens becomes sclerotic and loses flexibility, resulting in 

decreased accommodative capacity and requirement of reading glasses, defined as presbyopia.2-4 
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Refractive errors can be overcome using glasses or contact lenses, or by surgical intervention. 

Surgical correction can consist of laser refractive surgery (changing the corneal power through 

altering the corneal curvature by removing corneal tissue), phakic intraocular lens implantation 

(intraocular placement of an additional lens in front of the patients own crystalline lens), or 

cataract surgery (surgical removal of the crystalline lens and implantation of an intraocular 

lens) (Figure 4).3 Selecting the treatment best suited for the patient depends on patient wishes, 

patient characteristics, required correction and ocular anatomy and morphometry. This thesis 

focuses on the safety and efficacy of different intraocular lenses in cataract and refractive 

surgery, treatment of (high) myopia in adolescents and adults, and treatment of presbyopia in 

middle aged and elderly patients. 

Figure 1. Light refraction and image projection in an emmetropic eye looking at a distant object. 
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Figure 2. Correction of myopia using a concave lens that diverges light (a), correction of hyperopia using 

a convex lens that converges light (b), and correction of astigmatism (c).
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Figure 3. Accommodation: change of curvature of the crystalline lens in order to produce a clear 

projection on the retina. Unfocused image projected behind the retina (top) and projection of a focused 

image on the retina  after accommodation (bottom).
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Figure 4. Surgical correction of refractive errors using laser refractive correction (top), phakic intraocular 

lens implantation (center), refractive lens exchange (bottom; 1) opening of the anterior lens capsule; 2) 

removal of the crystalline lens; 3) insertion of a - multifocal - intraocular lens; 4) final result).
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CORRECTION OF (HIGH) MYOPIA

Prevalence of high myopia has increased over the past years, resulting in a so-called epidemic 

of myopia that is especially prevalent in East and Southeast Asia (Figure 5).5, 6 In these regions, 

myopia is seen in up to 90% of adolescents, a vast increase when compared to an incidence of 

maximum 30% in adolescents 60 years ago.5-7 Next to genetic factors, environmental factors 

are the main reason for this increased prevalence of myopia. This is mainly caused by intensive 

education resulting in children both spending more time indoor and doing near work.3, 5-8 If 

children and adolescents are required to perform near work, their eyes require constant 

accommodation to focus incoming light onto, rather than behind the retina. This combination 

of accommodation and lack of natural light falling on the retina causes the eye to grow, and 

the axial length to increase to create a situation where constant accommodation is no longer 

required during near work. However, this longer axial length also results in a distant image 

that is focused in front of the retina, introducing (high) myopia. Studies have shown that the 

onset, and progression of myopia can be reduced significantly by increasing the time a child 

spends in daylight. A vast amount of research focuses on stopping the myopic progression in 

the (very) young child in order to prevent increasing incidence of high myopia, defined as -5 to 

-6 D or higher.6, 9 Prevention of high myopia is important since it is associated with potentially 

blinding complications such as myopic macular degeneration, retinal detachment, staphyloma 

formation, or macular retinoschizis.5, 7, 8, 10 Current treatments are based on using cycloplegic 

drops, orthokeratology (nighttime contact lenses) to temporarily change the shape of the 

cornea, or multifocal contact lenses.3, 8, 11, 12 Results seem promising in halting axial elongation, 

but long-term data and mechanisms have yet to be determined.3, 8, 11, 12 Furthermore, contact 

lens wear introduces a risk of corneal infection, which can result in corneal scarring requiring 

corneal transplantation.13, 14 

In a myopic patient non-surgical refractive correction can be obtained using contact lenses 

or glasses. It should be noted that refractive correction of high myopia will result in thicker 

contact lenses and glasses. Contact lenses in these patients are expensive, might cause problems 

with contact lens fitting and introduce the risk of contact lens related infections.13, 14 Glasses 

are the best option to safeguard corneal health, but are aesthetically not preferred due to a 

misrepresentation of the contour of the face, and cause visual distortion in the peripheral visual 

field. 
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1Long-term treatment of stable myopia can be obtained by three different types of surgery: laser 

refractive surgery, phakic intraocular lens (pIOL) implantation, and lens surgery for refractive 

purposes (refractive lens exchange [RLE])(Figure 4). Both laser refractive surgery and refractive 

lens exchange are permanent, whereas refractive surgery using pIOL implantation is a reversible 

procedure.15, 16 For safety reasons, laser refractive surgery is performed in cases up to -8 D 

of myopia, depending on corneal thickness, thus excluding a large group of high myopes from 

treatment.16 The relative risk of developing a retinal detachment increases four times after 

cataract surgery, with patients under 50 years old and patients with a long axial length reported 

as especially at risk for developing a retinal detachment.17 Taking into account that cataract 

surgery also removes all accommodative capacity, refractive lens exchange is rarely performed 

in non-presbyopic patients. As a result, pIOL implantation is regularly performed as a treatment 

for non-presbyopic high myopes.16, 18, 19 

Figure 5. Graph showing the number of people estimated to have myopia and high myopia for each decade 

from 2000 through 2050. Error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals. Image from Holden et al. 6
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Figure 6. Three different phakic intraocular lenses: angle supported (left), iris-fixated (center), posterior 

chamber (right) 
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HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT 
OF PHAKIC INTRAOCULAR LENSES

Phakic IOLs can be divided into: 1) anterior chamber angle supported pIOLs that function with 

haptics positioned in the angle where the iris and cornea meet; 2) anterior chamber iris-fixated 

pIOLs that use small “lobster claws” to enclavate iris-tissue and position the pIOL in front of the 

pupil; and 3) posterior chamber pIOLs that use plate haptics to support and position the lens in 

the posterior chamber (Figure 6).18, 20 

Implantation of pIOLs for the correction of myopia started in 1953 when Strampelli implanted 

the first rigid angle-supported pIOL. Although refractive results were promising, the high rate 

of corneal complications, and excessive pressure on the iris root causing inflammation and pupil 

malformation, resulted in withdrawal of the pIOL from the market. From the 1970’s until the 

early 2010’s multiple new angle-supported pIOLs were available, using different materials and 

different optic designs to try and cause less corneal complications and induce less pressure 

on the iris-root. Despite rendering good visual and refractive results, the complication rate of 

angle-supported pIOLs resulted in the withdrawal of all angle-supported pIOLs from the market 

(Table 1a, Table 2a, Table 3a).18, 19, 21

First designed in 1953 by the Dutch ophthalmologist Cornelis Binkhorst, iris-fixated IOLs were 

originally created for implantation after crystalline lens removal. The Binkhorst IOL, using a 

paper-clip design to stabilize the lens, was associated with lens instability resulting in lens 

luxation, corneal complications and chronic inflammation causing retinal edema and problems 

with intraocular pressure.22 In 1978 the iris-fixated IOL design was updated by a second Dutch 

ophthalmologist, Jan Worst. He discovered that fixation of midperipheral iris tissue with small 

“lobster-claws” provided good stabilization of the IOL, without inducing the complications 

associated with chronic inflammation in the paper-clip design. Over time the Worst IOL was 

also implemented as a pIOL for the correction of refractive errors. Current iris-fixated pIOLs 

are still largely based on the Worst lens, with different materials and designs for the correction 

of myopia, hyperopia and astigmatism, producing excellent visual and refractive results, and low 

rates of complications (Table 1b, Table 2b, Table 3b).18, 19, 23

Posterior pIOLs were launched in the 1980’s, driven by the complications associated with 

angle-supported pIOLs. By positioning the pIOL further back and away from the cornea, it was 

hypothesized that the risk of corneal complications would diminish. The specific downside of 

this design is its proximity to the crystalline lens, and zonular fibers. Early designs of posterior 

pIOLs frequently touched the anterior part of the crystalline lens causing a significant anterior 

subcapsular cataract, whereas friction between the pIOL and iris caused pigmentary dispersion 

and inflammation resulting in raised intraocular pressure. 
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Table 1a. Overview of visual and refractive results after implantation with an anterior chamber angle 

supported phakic intraocular lens

MRSE % within target UDVA CDVA Indices

Nr. eyes [nr. pt] Follow-up (mo) preop postop +/- 0.5D +/- 1.0D 20/20 (%) 20/40 (%) 20/20 (%) 20/40 (%) Efficacy Safety 

AcrySof Cachet, Alcon

Kohnen, T., 200925 190 [190] 24 -10.38 -0.23 72.7 95.7 57.8 99.4 85.7 100 1.04 1.25

Knorz. M.C., 201126 360 [NR] 36 -10.41 -0.24 78.9 91.3 46.2 97.1 80.8 100 0.92 1.21

Mastropasqua, L., 201227 36 [NR] 12 NR NR 67 100 56 100 NR NR 0.81 NR

Yang, R.B., 201228 25 [13] 12 -12.08 -0.23 84 100 60 100 92 100 1.04 1.13

Kermani, O., 201329 50 [28] 3 -9.71 -0.35 84 NR 69 NR NR NR NR NR

Taneri, S., 201430 15 [15] 12 -11.25 -0.46 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR

Gimbel, H.V., 201531 51 [NR] 36 -9.26 -0.33 78.4 92.2 77.6 98 NR NR 0.93 1.07

Kohnen, T., 201621 415 [360] 60 -10.41 -0.34 70 89.8 NR 94.7 91.3 100 NR NR

Alio, J.L., 201732 25 [NR] 60 -12.27 -0.59 48 76 20 88 68 NR 0.81 1.14

Al-Qahtani, S., 201833 36 [21] 36 -10.5 NR NR NR NR NR 41.7 NR NR NR

Mo = months; MRSE = manifest refractive spherical equivalent; D = Diopter; UDVA = uncorrected 

distance visual acuity; CDVA = corrected distance visual acuity; NR = not reported

Modern posterior pIOLs have evolved to use plate haptics to support them in the sulcus between 

the iris base and ciliary muscle, and apertures in the optic to facilitate aqueous humour flow, 

providing good visual and refractive results (Table 1c). They rely on correct sizing to prevent both 

iris chafing or pupillary block glaucoma caused by an oversized plate pushing the iris forward, 

and cataract formation caused by an undersized plate resulting in insufficient support and touch 

between the pIOL and crystalline lens (Table 3c). Although the altered aqueous humour flow 

in posterior pIOLs with apertures reduces the rate of cataract formation after implantation, 

correct sizing remains the main determinant in the prevention of complications. Unfortunately 

there is no perfect way yet to measure the sulcus, introducing a higher risk of sizing problems.

One posterior pIOL type that was taken of the market did not require measurement of the 

sulcus. This lens relied on the natural flow of intraocular fluid to keep the pIOL from touching the 

crystalline lens. However, its instability increased the rate of cataract formation, the rate of pIOL 

luxation behind the crystalline lens in the vitreous, and made it unsuitable for the correction of 

astigmatism. 18, 19, 24
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Table 1a. Overview of visual and refractive results after implantation with an anterior chamber angle 

supported phakic intraocular lens

MRSE % within target UDVA CDVA Indices

Nr. eyes [nr. pt] Follow-up (mo) preop postop +/- 0.5D +/- 1.0D 20/20 (%) 20/40 (%) 20/20 (%) 20/40 (%) Efficacy Safety 

AcrySof Cachet, Alcon

Kohnen, T., 200925 190 [190] 24 -10.38 -0.23 72.7 95.7 57.8 99.4 85.7 100 1.04 1.25

Knorz. M.C., 201126 360 [NR] 36 -10.41 -0.24 78.9 91.3 46.2 97.1 80.8 100 0.92 1.21

Mastropasqua, L., 201227 36 [NR] 12 NR NR 67 100 56 100 NR NR 0.81 NR

Yang, R.B., 201228 25 [13] 12 -12.08 -0.23 84 100 60 100 92 100 1.04 1.13

Kermani, O., 201329 50 [28] 3 -9.71 -0.35 84 NR 69 NR NR NR NR NR

Taneri, S., 201430 15 [15] 12 -11.25 -0.46 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR

Gimbel, H.V., 201531 51 [NR] 36 -9.26 -0.33 78.4 92.2 77.6 98 NR NR 0.93 1.07

Kohnen, T., 201621 415 [360] 60 -10.41 -0.34 70 89.8 NR 94.7 91.3 100 NR NR

Alio, J.L., 201732 25 [NR] 60 -12.27 -0.59 48 76 20 88 68 NR 0.81 1.14

Al-Qahtani, S., 201833 36 [21] 36 -10.5 NR NR NR NR NR 41.7 NR NR NR

Mo = months; MRSE = manifest refractive spherical equivalent; D = Diopter; UDVA = uncorrected 

distance visual acuity; CDVA = corrected distance visual acuity; NR = not reported

Modern posterior pIOLs have evolved to use plate haptics to support them in the sulcus between 

the iris base and ciliary muscle, and apertures in the optic to facilitate aqueous humour flow, 

providing good visual and refractive results (Table 1c). They rely on correct sizing to prevent both 

iris chafing or pupillary block glaucoma caused by an oversized plate pushing the iris forward, 

and cataract formation caused by an undersized plate resulting in insufficient support and touch 

between the pIOL and crystalline lens (Table 3c). Although the altered aqueous humour flow 

in posterior pIOLs with apertures reduces the rate of cataract formation after implantation, 

correct sizing remains the main determinant in the prevention of complications. Unfortunately 

there is no perfect way yet to measure the sulcus, introducing a higher risk of sizing problems.

One posterior pIOL type that was taken of the market did not require measurement of the 

sulcus. This lens relied on the natural flow of intraocular fluid to keep the pIOL from touching the 

crystalline lens. However, its instability increased the rate of cataract formation, the rate of pIOL 

luxation behind the crystalline lens in the vitreous, and made it unsuitable for the correction of 

astigmatism. 18, 19, 24
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Table 1b. Overview of visual and refractive results after implantation with an anterior chamber iris-fixated 

phakic intraocular lens

MRSE % within target UDVA CDVA Indices

Nr. eyes [nr. pt] Follow-up (mo) preop postop +/- 0.5D +/- 1.0D 20/20 (%) 20/40 (%) 20/20 (%) 20/40 (%) Efficacy Safety 

Artisan Myopia (Toric), Ophtec 

Budo, C., 200034 249 [NR] 36 -12.95 NR 57.1 78.8 33.7 76.8 61.5 93.9 1.03 1.31

Dick, H. B., 200335 48 [NR] 6 -8.90 -0.5 83.3 100 85.4 NR NR NR NR NR

Asano-Kato, N, 200536 11 [NR] 24 -12.8 -0.71 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR

Bartels, M., 200637 20 [14] 24 -11.39 -0.44 70 95 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Coullet, J., 200638 31 [31] 12 -10.3 -1.01 NR 58 NR 52 NR NR 0.60 1.13

Tahzib, N.G., 200639 120 [60] 12 -12.09 -0.60 62.4 81.5 25.8 68.3 NR NR NR NR

Tehrani, M., 200639 28 [NR] 36 -9.84 NR NR 70 NR 58 NR NR 1.04 1.12

Gierek-Ciaciura, S., 200740 20 [12] 12 -15.73 NR 65 95 NR 80 NR NR 1.71 NR

Moshirfar, M., 200741 38 [NR] 24 -12.20 -0.5 55 84 NR 84 NR NR NR NR

Tahzib, N.G., 200742 89 [49] 72 -10.36 -0.71 50.5 65.1 NR 78.7 50.6 96.6 0.83 1.10

Tahzib, N.G., 200742 89 [49] 120 -10.36 -0.70 43.8 68.8 NR 82.0 52.8 93.3 0.80 1.10

Guell, J. L., 200843 95 [NR] 12 -19.8 -0.71 NR NR NR NR NR NR 1.16 1.40

Guell, J. L., 200843 169 [NR] 12 -11.27 -0.49 NR NR NR NR NR NR 0.95 1.17

Silva, R.A., 200844 19 [NR] 60 -12.30 0.97 73.7 94.7 73.7 94.7 94.7 NR NR NR

Stulting, R.D., 200845 386 [232] 36 -12.3 NR NR NR 31.1 83.9 NR NR NR NR

Tahzib, N.G., 200846 22 [13] 12 -9.90 -0.21 NR NR NR NR 77 NR NR NR

Qasem, Q., 201047 151 [84] 12 -11.2 NR 41.7 64.9 48.3 86.8 NR NR NR NR

Hassaballa, M.A., 201148 42 [NR] 12 -12.89 -0.86 NR 56.52 NR NR NR NR 0.95 1.02

Titiyal, J.S., 201249 28 [NR] 60 -14.23 -0.63 NR NR 21.4 64.3 50 92.9 NR NR

Yuan, X., 201250 84 [43] 60 -14.17 NR NR NR 39.3 100 65.5 100 NR NR

Artisan Hyperopia (Toric), Ophtec

Dick, H. B., 200335 22 [NR] 6 3.25 -0.24 50 100 95.5 NR NR NR NR NR

Tehrani, M., 200651 12 [NR] 36 3.43 NR NR 70 NR 73 NR NR 1.14 1.04

Guell, J. L., 200843 39 [NR] 12 4.92 -0.81 NR NR NR NR NR NR 0.79 0.98

Qasem, Q., 201047 14 [7] 12 7.1 NR 57.1 85.7 35.7 92.9 NR NR NR NR

Artisan, Ophtec (Mixed Groups)

Guell, J. L., 200352 27 [16] 12 -11.78 -0.58 62.9 96.2 NR 63 NR NR NR 1.4

Guell, J. L., 200843 84 [NR] 12 -6.82 -0.77 NR NR NR NR NR NR 0.96 1.26

Qasem, Q., 201047 20 [11] 12 -9.05 NR 55 90 20 80 NR NR NR NR

Artiflex Myopia (Toric), Ophtec

Coullet, J., 200638 31 [31] 12 -9.5 -0.58 NR 83.9 NR 77 NR NR 0.79 1.12

Tahzib, N.G., 200846 27 [14] 12 -9.95 -0.23 NR NR NR NR 100 NR NR NR

Dick, H. B., 200953 290 [191] 24 -7.33 -0.15 75.2 94.3 NR 97.2 NR 100 1.00 1.09
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Table 1b. Overview of visual and refractive results after implantation with an anterior chamber iris-fixated 

phakic intraocular lens

MRSE % within target UDVA CDVA Indices

Nr. eyes [nr. pt] Follow-up (mo) preop postop +/- 0.5D +/- 1.0D 20/20 (%) 20/40 (%) 20/20 (%) 20/40 (%) Efficacy Safety 

Artisan Myopia (Toric), Ophtec 

Budo, C., 200034 249 [NR] 36 -12.95 NR 57.1 78.8 33.7 76.8 61.5 93.9 1.03 1.31

Dick, H. B., 200335 48 [NR] 6 -8.90 -0.5 83.3 100 85.4 NR NR NR NR NR

Asano-Kato, N, 200536 11 [NR] 24 -12.8 -0.71 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR

Bartels, M., 200637 20 [14] 24 -11.39 -0.44 70 95 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Coullet, J., 200638 31 [31] 12 -10.3 -1.01 NR 58 NR 52 NR NR 0.60 1.13

Tahzib, N.G., 200639 120 [60] 12 -12.09 -0.60 62.4 81.5 25.8 68.3 NR NR NR NR

Tehrani, M., 200639 28 [NR] 36 -9.84 NR NR 70 NR 58 NR NR 1.04 1.12

Gierek-Ciaciura, S., 200740 20 [12] 12 -15.73 NR 65 95 NR 80 NR NR 1.71 NR

Moshirfar, M., 200741 38 [NR] 24 -12.20 -0.5 55 84 NR 84 NR NR NR NR

Tahzib, N.G., 200742 89 [49] 72 -10.36 -0.71 50.5 65.1 NR 78.7 50.6 96.6 0.83 1.10

Tahzib, N.G., 200742 89 [49] 120 -10.36 -0.70 43.8 68.8 NR 82.0 52.8 93.3 0.80 1.10

Guell, J. L., 200843 95 [NR] 12 -19.8 -0.71 NR NR NR NR NR NR 1.16 1.40

Guell, J. L., 200843 169 [NR] 12 -11.27 -0.49 NR NR NR NR NR NR 0.95 1.17

Silva, R.A., 200844 19 [NR] 60 -12.30 0.97 73.7 94.7 73.7 94.7 94.7 NR NR NR

Stulting, R.D., 200845 386 [232] 36 -12.3 NR NR NR 31.1 83.9 NR NR NR NR

Tahzib, N.G., 200846 22 [13] 12 -9.90 -0.21 NR NR NR NR 77 NR NR NR

Qasem, Q., 201047 151 [84] 12 -11.2 NR 41.7 64.9 48.3 86.8 NR NR NR NR

Hassaballa, M.A., 201148 42 [NR] 12 -12.89 -0.86 NR 56.52 NR NR NR NR 0.95 1.02

Titiyal, J.S., 201249 28 [NR] 60 -14.23 -0.63 NR NR 21.4 64.3 50 92.9 NR NR

Yuan, X., 201250 84 [43] 60 -14.17 NR NR NR 39.3 100 65.5 100 NR NR

Artisan Hyperopia (Toric), Ophtec

Dick, H. B., 200335 22 [NR] 6 3.25 -0.24 50 100 95.5 NR NR NR NR NR

Tehrani, M., 200651 12 [NR] 36 3.43 NR NR 70 NR 73 NR NR 1.14 1.04

Guell, J. L., 200843 39 [NR] 12 4.92 -0.81 NR NR NR NR NR NR 0.79 0.98

Qasem, Q., 201047 14 [7] 12 7.1 NR 57.1 85.7 35.7 92.9 NR NR NR NR

Artisan, Ophtec (Mixed Groups)

Guell, J. L., 200352 27 [16] 12 -11.78 -0.58 62.9 96.2 NR 63 NR NR NR 1.4

Guell, J. L., 200843 84 [NR] 12 -6.82 -0.77 NR NR NR NR NR NR 0.96 1.26

Qasem, Q., 201047 20 [11] 12 -9.05 NR 55 90 20 80 NR NR NR NR

Artiflex Myopia (Toric), Ophtec

Coullet, J., 200638 31 [31] 12 -9.5 -0.58 NR 83.9 NR 77 NR NR 0.79 1.12

Tahzib, N.G., 200846 27 [14] 12 -9.95 -0.23 NR NR NR NR 100 NR NR NR

Dick, H. B., 200953 290 [191] 24 -7.33 -0.15 75.2 94.3 NR 97.2 NR 100 1.00 1.09
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Table 1b. Continued.

MRSE % within target UDVA CDVA Indices

Nr. eyes [nr. pt] Follow-up (mo) preop postop +/- 0.5D +/- 1.0D 20/20 (%) 20/40 (%) 20/20 (%) 20/40 (%) Efficacy Safety 

Doors, M., 201254 115 [73] 6 -7.53 NR 81.4 99 65.7 99 83.3 100 1.04 1.13

Munoz, G., 201255 42 [25] 12 NR NR 66.7 92.9 38.1 100 71.4 100 0.97 1.11

Ozerturk, Y., 201256 50 [NR] 24 -11.85 -1.04 NR 88 24 84 18 82 0.79 1.12

Ruckhofer, J., 201257 42 [24] 6 -7.52 NR NR NR 90 100 90 100 1.07 1.14

Ghoreishi, M., 202058 41 [41] 12 -9.44 -0.29 83 100 NR 100 NR NR 1.08 1.20

Mo = months; MRSE = manifest refractive spherical equivalent; D = Diopter; UDVA = uncorrected 

distance visual acuity; CDVA = corrected distance visual acuity; NR = not reported

Table 1c. Overview of visual and refractive results after implantation with a posterior chamber phakic 

intraocular lens. 

MRSE % within target UDVA CDVA Indices

Nr. eyes [nr. pt] Follow-up (mo) preop postop +/- 0.5D +/- 1.0D 20/20 (%) 20/40 (%) 20/20 (%) 20/40 (%) Efficacy Safety 

PRL Myopia, CIBA Vision/Zeiss Meditec

Hoyos, J. E., 200259 17 [NR] 12 -18.46 -0.22 53 82 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Pallikaris, I. G., 200460 34 [19] 17 -14.70 -0.61 44 79 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Koivula, A., 200561 14 [NR] 12 -9.19 -0.31 75 100 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Donoso, R., 200662 53 [39] 8 -17.27 -0.23 NR 71.2 NR 60 NR 88.2 1 1.4

Jongsareejit, A., 200663 50 [31] 12 NR -0.23 NR NR 44 82 54 84 NR NR

Verde, C. M., 200764 90 [NR] 12 -11.9 0.04 68 80 NR NR NR NR 0.98 1.22

Portaliou, D. M., 201165 34 [NR] 72 -14.080 -0.45 67.6 91.2 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Perez-Cambrodi, R. J., 201166 35 [20] 57 -10.25 -0.11 94.28 97.14 NR 97 NR 97 1..16 1.26

Torun, N., 201367 53 [29] 86 -12.14 -0.32 66.0 79.2 NR NR NR NR 0.9 1.21

PRL Hyperopia, CIBA Vision/Zeiss Meditec

Hoyos, J. E., 200259 14 [NR] 12 7.77 -0.38 50 79 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Koivula, A., 200561 6 [NR] 12 6.13 -0.60 67 100 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Gil-Cazorla, R., 200868 16 [9] 12 5.65 0.07 93.75 100 NR NR NR NR 0.9 0.8

Koivula, A., 200969 40 [25]] 12 5.90 -0.46 87.5 100 NR NR NR NR 0.7 0.89

PRL, CIBA Vision/Zeiss Meditec (Mixed Groups)

Koivula, A., 200561 20 [NR] 12 NR NR 75 100 50 90 NR NR 0.89 1.12

ICL V4(b Toric), STAAR Surgical

Kamiya, K., 201370 50 [28] 36 -9.47 -0.22 82 98 86 98 NR NR 0.94 1.16

Sari, E.S., 201371 34 [20] 36 NR NR 52.9 82.4 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Alfonso, J.F., 201472 35 [20] 12 -7.03 -0.18 97.1 100 NR NR 77 100 NR 1.08

Igarashi, A., 201473 41 [41] 96 -10.19 -0.44 68.3 85.4 73.2 87.8 NR NR 0.83 1.13
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Table 1b. Continued.

MRSE % within target UDVA CDVA Indices

Nr. eyes [nr. pt] Follow-up (mo) preop postop +/- 0.5D +/- 1.0D 20/20 (%) 20/40 (%) 20/20 (%) 20/40 (%) Efficacy Safety 

Doors, M., 201254 115 [73] 6 -7.53 NR 81.4 99 65.7 99 83.3 100 1.04 1.13

Munoz, G., 201255 42 [25] 12 NR NR 66.7 92.9 38.1 100 71.4 100 0.97 1.11

Ozerturk, Y., 201256 50 [NR] 24 -11.85 -1.04 NR 88 24 84 18 82 0.79 1.12

Ruckhofer, J., 201257 42 [24] 6 -7.52 NR NR NR 90 100 90 100 1.07 1.14

Ghoreishi, M., 202058 41 [41] 12 -9.44 -0.29 83 100 NR 100 NR NR 1.08 1.20

Mo = months; MRSE = manifest refractive spherical equivalent; D = Diopter; UDVA = uncorrected 

distance visual acuity; CDVA = corrected distance visual acuity; NR = not reported

Table 1c. Overview of visual and refractive results after implantation with a posterior chamber phakic 

intraocular lens. 

MRSE % within target UDVA CDVA Indices

Nr. eyes [nr. pt] Follow-up (mo) preop postop +/- 0.5D +/- 1.0D 20/20 (%) 20/40 (%) 20/20 (%) 20/40 (%) Efficacy Safety 

PRL Myopia, CIBA Vision/Zeiss Meditec

Hoyos, J. E., 200259 17 [NR] 12 -18.46 -0.22 53 82 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Pallikaris, I. G., 200460 34 [19] 17 -14.70 -0.61 44 79 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Koivula, A., 200561 14 [NR] 12 -9.19 -0.31 75 100 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Donoso, R., 200662 53 [39] 8 -17.27 -0.23 NR 71.2 NR 60 NR 88.2 1 1.4

Jongsareejit, A., 200663 50 [31] 12 NR -0.23 NR NR 44 82 54 84 NR NR

Verde, C. M., 200764 90 [NR] 12 -11.9 0.04 68 80 NR NR NR NR 0.98 1.22

Portaliou, D. M., 201165 34 [NR] 72 -14.080 -0.45 67.6 91.2 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Perez-Cambrodi, R. J., 201166 35 [20] 57 -10.25 -0.11 94.28 97.14 NR 97 NR 97 1..16 1.26

Torun, N., 201367 53 [29] 86 -12.14 -0.32 66.0 79.2 NR NR NR NR 0.9 1.21

PRL Hyperopia, CIBA Vision/Zeiss Meditec

Hoyos, J. E., 200259 14 [NR] 12 7.77 -0.38 50 79 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Koivula, A., 200561 6 [NR] 12 6.13 -0.60 67 100 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Gil-Cazorla, R., 200868 16 [9] 12 5.65 0.07 93.75 100 NR NR NR NR 0.9 0.8

Koivula, A., 200969 40 [25]] 12 5.90 -0.46 87.5 100 NR NR NR NR 0.7 0.89

PRL, CIBA Vision/Zeiss Meditec (Mixed Groups)

Koivula, A., 200561 20 [NR] 12 NR NR 75 100 50 90 NR NR 0.89 1.12

ICL V4(b Toric), STAAR Surgical

Kamiya, K., 201370 50 [28] 36 -9.47 -0.22 82 98 86 98 NR NR 0.94 1.16

Sari, E.S., 201371 34 [20] 36 NR NR 52.9 82.4 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Alfonso, J.F., 201472 35 [20] 12 -7.03 -0.18 97.1 100 NR NR 77 100 NR 1.08

Igarashi, A., 201473 41 [41] 96 -10.19 -0.44 68.3 85.4 73.2 87.8 NR NR 0.83 1.13
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Table 1c. Continued. 

MRSE % within target UDVA CDVA Indices

Nr. eyes [nr. pt] Follow-up (mo) preop postop +/- 0.5D +/- 1.0D 20/20 (%) 20/40 (%) 20/20 (%) 20/40 (%) Efficacy Safety 

Guber, I., 201674 90 [NR] 120 -11.4 NR 48.6 65.7 NR NR NR NR 0.76 1.25

Shimizu, K., 201675 26 [26] 60 -7.51 -0.19 92 100 100 100 NR NR NR NR

ICL V4c (Toric), STAAR Surgical

Shimizu, K., 201276 20 [20] 6 -7.36 0.01 100 100 100 100 NR NR 1.03 1.13

Shimizu, K., 201675 26 [26] 60 -7.54 -0.15 88 96 85 100 NR NR NR NR

Kamiya, K., 201777 57 [57] 12 -4.29 NR 93 98 91 NR NR NR NR NR

Kamiya, K., 201778 294 [294] 12 -10.31 NR 94 99 97 NR NR NR NR NR

Pjano, M.A., 201779 28 [16] 12 -9.52 -0.21 NR NR 67.9 92.9 NR NR 1.2 1.25

Kamiya, K., 201880 365 [201] 12 -8.66 NR 90 98 94 NR NR NR NR NR

Miao, H., 201881 67 [38] 3 -12.44 -0.30 72 95 94 100 NR NR 1.14 1.33

Takahashi, M., 201882 42 [21] 6 -7.37 -0.61 100 100 74 95 NR NR NR NR

Alfonso, J. F., 201983 141 [83] 60 -9.20 -0.44 67.4 90.1 45.4 88.7 86.5 98.6 0.87 1.09

Ghoreishi, M., 201984 41 [41] 12 -9.85 -0.33 80 95 NR 97 NR NR 1.24 1.40

Jadidid, K., 201985 14 [14] 36 -8.15 -1.02 NR NR NR NR NR NR 0.75 1.08

Qin, Q., 201986 30 [15] 3 -13.87 0.05 NR NR NR NR NR NR 1.01 1.01

Igarashi, A., 201987 44 [23] 3 -6.23 NR 93.2 100 NR NR NR NR 0.91 1.13

Niu, L., 201988 51 [31] 12 -14.03 -0.67 69 92 69 100 NR NR 1.14 1.33

Nakamura, T., 201989 65 [NR] 60 -9.97 NR 81.5 100 NR NR NR NR 0.77 0.94

Nakamura, T., 201989 70 [38] 120 -9.97 NR 71.4 87.1 NR 92.9 NR NR 0.66 0.88

Yu, Z., 202090 38 [19] 3 -10.77 -0.86 87 97 NR NR NR NR 1.15 1.37

ICL, STAAR Surgical (Mixed Groups)

Hassaballa, M.A., 201148 26 [NR] 12 -12.44 -0.63 NR 53.84 NR NR NR NR 0.95 1.18

Moya, T., 201591 110 [NR] 144 -16.90 -1.77 NR 34.3 NR NR NR NR 0.65 1.22

IPCL (Toric), CareGroup IOL

Vasavada, V., 201892 30 [16] 36 -16.50 -0.89 45 69 46 NR NR NR 1.02 0.64

Sachdev, G., 201993 134 [NR] 12 -10.31 NR 88 95.8 51 96 NR NR NR NR

EYECRYL, Biotech

Yasa, D., 201894 58 [29] 12 -13.41 -0.44 62 93 NR NR NR NR 1.2 1.39

Yasa, D., 202095 43 [23] 6 -10.3 -0.36 70 91 NR NR 16 88 1.25 1.41

Mo = months; MRSE = manifest refractive spherical equivalent; D = Diopter; UDVA = uncorrected 

distance visual acuity; CDVA = corrected distance visual acuity; NR = not reported
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Table 1c. Continued. 

MRSE % within target UDVA CDVA Indices

Nr. eyes [nr. pt] Follow-up (mo) preop postop +/- 0.5D +/- 1.0D 20/20 (%) 20/40 (%) 20/20 (%) 20/40 (%) Efficacy Safety 

Guber, I., 201674 90 [NR] 120 -11.4 NR 48.6 65.7 NR NR NR NR 0.76 1.25

Shimizu, K., 201675 26 [26] 60 -7.51 -0.19 92 100 100 100 NR NR NR NR

ICL V4c (Toric), STAAR Surgical

Shimizu, K., 201276 20 [20] 6 -7.36 0.01 100 100 100 100 NR NR 1.03 1.13

Shimizu, K., 201675 26 [26] 60 -7.54 -0.15 88 96 85 100 NR NR NR NR

Kamiya, K., 201777 57 [57] 12 -4.29 NR 93 98 91 NR NR NR NR NR

Kamiya, K., 201778 294 [294] 12 -10.31 NR 94 99 97 NR NR NR NR NR

Pjano, M.A., 201779 28 [16] 12 -9.52 -0.21 NR NR 67.9 92.9 NR NR 1.2 1.25

Kamiya, K., 201880 365 [201] 12 -8.66 NR 90 98 94 NR NR NR NR NR

Miao, H., 201881 67 [38] 3 -12.44 -0.30 72 95 94 100 NR NR 1.14 1.33

Takahashi, M., 201882 42 [21] 6 -7.37 -0.61 100 100 74 95 NR NR NR NR

Alfonso, J. F., 201983 141 [83] 60 -9.20 -0.44 67.4 90.1 45.4 88.7 86.5 98.6 0.87 1.09

Ghoreishi, M., 201984 41 [41] 12 -9.85 -0.33 80 95 NR 97 NR NR 1.24 1.40

Jadidid, K., 201985 14 [14] 36 -8.15 -1.02 NR NR NR NR NR NR 0.75 1.08

Qin, Q., 201986 30 [15] 3 -13.87 0.05 NR NR NR NR NR NR 1.01 1.01

Igarashi, A., 201987 44 [23] 3 -6.23 NR 93.2 100 NR NR NR NR 0.91 1.13

Niu, L., 201988 51 [31] 12 -14.03 -0.67 69 92 69 100 NR NR 1.14 1.33

Nakamura, T., 201989 65 [NR] 60 -9.97 NR 81.5 100 NR NR NR NR 0.77 0.94

Nakamura, T., 201989 70 [38] 120 -9.97 NR 71.4 87.1 NR 92.9 NR NR 0.66 0.88

Yu, Z., 202090 38 [19] 3 -10.77 -0.86 87 97 NR NR NR NR 1.15 1.37

ICL, STAAR Surgical (Mixed Groups)

Hassaballa, M.A., 201148 26 [NR] 12 -12.44 -0.63 NR 53.84 NR NR NR NR 0.95 1.18

Moya, T., 201591 110 [NR] 144 -16.90 -1.77 NR 34.3 NR NR NR NR 0.65 1.22

IPCL (Toric), CareGroup IOL

Vasavada, V., 201892 30 [16] 36 -16.50 -0.89 45 69 46 NR NR NR 1.02 0.64

Sachdev, G., 201993 134 [NR] 12 -10.31 NR 88 95.8 51 96 NR NR NR NR

EYECRYL, Biotech

Yasa, D., 201894 58 [29] 12 -13.41 -0.44 62 93 NR NR NR NR 1.2 1.39

Yasa, D., 202095 43 [23] 6 -10.3 -0.36 70 91 NR NR 16 88 1.25 1.41

Mo = months; MRSE = manifest refractive spherical equivalent; D = Diopter; UDVA = uncorrected 

distance visual acuity; CDVA = corrected distance visual acuity; NR = not reported
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Table 2a. Overview of studies reporting on endothelial cell health after anterior chamber angle supported 

phakic intraocular lens implantation. 
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AcrySof Cachet, Alcon

Kohnen, T., 200925 190 [190] 12 NR NR NR -4.8

Mastropasqua, L., 201227 36 [NR] 12 NR NR NR -4.0†

Yang, R.B., 201228 25 [13] 12 NR 2767 2764 NR

Kermani, O., 201329 50 [28] 3 NR 2650 2500 NR†

Taneri, S., 201430 15 [15] 12 NR 2676 2825 NR†

Gimbel, H.V., 201531 51 [NR] 36 3.87* 2945 2768 -3.1†

Kohnen, T., 201621 415 [326] 60 3.73* NR NR -8.9

Alio, J.L., 201732 25 [NR] 60 NR 2849 2513 -13.7

Al-Qahtani, S., 201833 36 [21] 6 NR 3017 2775 -7.2†

Mo = months; ACD = anterior chamber depth; ECD = endothelial cell density; EC = endothelial cell; NR 

= not reported.

*as measured from the corneal epithelium, around 0.5 mm consists of corneal thickness

†measurement not repeatable based on materials and methods section

Table 2b. Overview of studies reporting on endothelial cell health after anterior chamber iris-fixated 

phakic intraocular lens implantation.

ECD (cells/mm²)
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Artisan Myopia, Ophtec

Budo, C., 200034 249 [NR] 36 3.38‡ 2876 2607 NR†

Pop, M., 200496 293 [NR] 24 NR 2631 2577 -0.8†

Asano-Kato, N., 200536 11 [NR] 24 NR 2831 2750 NR†

Coullet, J., 200638 31 [31] 12 NR 2638 2473 -9.4†

Benedetti, S., 200797 49 [30] 60 NR 2616 2379 -9†

Gierek-Ciaciura, S, 200740 20 [12] 12 3.39‡ 2651 NR -6.8†

Moshirfar, M., 200741 38 [NR] 24 NR 2713 2534 -6.5†

Tahzib, N.G., 200742 89 [49] 60 3.30‡ 2817 2734 -3.3†
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Table 2b. Continued.
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Tahzib, N.G., 200742 89 [49] 120 3.30‡ 2817 2800 -8.9†

Guell, J. L., 200843 89 [NR] 60 NR 2836 2514 -11.3†

Guell, J. L., 200843 165 [NR] 60 NR 2755 2454 -10.9†

Silva, R.A., 200844 19 [NR] 60 3.87* 2481 2156 -14.1†

Stulting, R.D., 200845 386 [NR] 36 NR NR NR -4.8†

Yamaguchi, T., 200898 20 [11] 12 3.66* 3139 3023 NR†

Eldanasoury, A., 201999 90 [57] 144 3.45* 2645 1751 -26.7

Galvis, V., 2019100 67 [45] 114 NR NR NR -18.5

Shaaban, Y., 2020101 20 [NR] 36 NR 2707 2279 -15.7†

Artisan Hyperopia (Toric), Ophtec

Guell, J. L., 200843 34 [NR] 48 NR 2735 2560 -6.4†

Galvis, V., 2019100 10 [5] 108 NR NR NR -10.5

Artisan Toric, Ophtec (Mixed Groups)

Dick, H. B., 200335 70 [NR] 6 3.47* 2983 2849 -4.5†

Guell, J. L., 200352 27 [16] 12 NR 2649 2726 2.9†

Guell, J. L., 200843 67 [NR] 36 NR 2632 2537 -3.6†

Artiflex Myopia (Toric), Ophtec

Coullet, J., 200638 31 [31] 12 NR 2654 2405 -9.0†

Dick, H. B., 200953 290 [191] 24 3.65* 2634 2605 -1.07†

Doors, M., 201254 115 [73] 6 3.65* 2805 2676 -4.3†

Munoz, G., 201255 42 [25] 12 3.51‡ 2801 2538 NR†

Ozerturk, Y., 201256 50 [NR] 24 3.41‡ 3023 2797 -7.4†

Ruckhofer, J., 201257 42 [24] 6 NR 2646 2627 -0.7†

Shaaban, Y., 2020101 20 [NR] 36 NR 2899 2173 -25.0†

Ghoreishi, M., 202058 41 [41] 12 NR 2777 2721 NR‡

Mo = months; ACD = anterior chamber depth; ECD = endothelial cell density; EC = endothelial cell; NR 

= not reported.

*as measured from the corneal epithelium, around 0.5 mm consists of corneal thickness

†measurement not repeatable based on materials and methods section

‡measurement method not reported
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Table 2c. Overview of studies reporting on endothelial cell health after posterior chamber phakic 

intraocular lens implantation.
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PRL Myopia, CIBA Vision/Zeiss Meditec

Koivula, A., 200561 14 [NR] 12 NR 2989 2771 -7.4†

Torun, N., 201367 53 [29] 86 NR 2581 NR -6.4

PRL Hyperopia, CIBA Vision/Zeiss Meditec

Koivula, A., 200561 6 [NR] 12 NR 3198 3031 -6.2†

Koivula, A., 200969 40 [25] 12 NR NR NR -3.8†

PRL, CIBA Vision/Zeiss Meditec (Mixed Groups)

Koivula, A., 200561 20 [NR] 12 NR NR NR -7.1†

ICL V4(b Toric), STAAR Surgical

Kamiya, K., 201370 50 [28] 36 3.23* 2753 2682 NR†

Sari, E.S., 201371 34 [20] 36 3.22* 3307 3102 -7.8†

Alfonso, J.F., 201472 35 [20] 12 NR 2755 2634 NR†

Igarashi, A., 201473 41 [41] 96 3.24* 2819 2626 -6.2†

Shimizu, K., 201675 26 [26] 60 3.11‡ 2750 2711 -1.2†

Goukon, H.. 2017102 25 [25] 24 3.16‡ 2829 2798 -1.1†

ICL V4(c Toric), STAAR Surgical

Shimizu, K., 201276 20 [20] 6 3.13* 2798 2720 -2.8†

Shimizu, K., 201675 26 [26] 60 3.13‡ 2803 2799 -0.5†

Goukon, H., 2017102 34 [34] 24 3.14‡ 2816 2806 -0.3†

Kamiya, K., 201778 57 [57] 12 3.08* NR NR -0.1†

Kamiya, K., 201778 294 [294] 12 3.14* NR NR -0.1†

Pjano, M.A., 201779 28 [16] 12 3.48* 2656 2512 -5.5†

Alfonso, J. F., 201983 141 [83] 60 3.16 2657 2645 -0.4†

Řeháková, T., 2019103 63 [32] 24 NR 3271 2803 -13.5†

Choi, J., 2019104 71 [NR] 120 NR 2889 2749 NR†

Niu, L., 201988 51 [31] 12 2.74 3235 2964 -8.4†

Nakamura, T., 201989 70 [38] 120 3.19 2739 2581 -5.3†

Ghoreishi, M., 202058 41 [41] 12 NR 2723 2672 NR‡

IPCL (Toric), CareGroup IOL

Vasavada, V.,201892 30 [16] 36 3.28* 3036 2655 -9.7†

Sachdev, G., 201993 134 [NR] 12 3.21* 2755 NR -2.0†

Stodulka, P., 2020105 17 [10] 24 3.44 2552 2299 -9.9
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Table 2c. Continued.
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EYECRYL, Biotech

Yasa, D., 201894 58 [29] 12 NR 2713 2608 -3.9†

Yasa, D., 202095 43 [23] 6 3.23 2719 2779 NR†

Mo = months; ACD = anterior chamber depth; ECD = endothelial cell density; EC = endothelial cell; NR 

= not reported.

*as measured from the corneal epithelium, around 0.5 mm consists of corneal thickness

†measurement not repeatable based on materials and methods section

‡measurement method not reported
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OUTCOMES AND COMPLICATIONS 
OF PHAKIC INTRAOCULAR LENSES

Large numbers of studies have shown that all three types of pIOLs render excellent results with 

regard to uncorrected visual acuity, distance corrected visual acuity, and residual refractive 

error (Table 1a-c). Other outcome measures reported after pIOL implantation are mainly 

related to the safety of the pIOL in the eye and report complications associated with the cornea, 

crystalline lens, or retina.19 

The cornea is essential in refracting light – functioning as a positive lens – and its clarity is of 

vital importance to procure a clear image on the retina. Corneal clarity is maintained by the 

innermost cells of the cornea, called the endothelial cells. Endothelial cells function as an active 

pump that transports water from the corneal stroma, essential because excessive intracorneal 

water causes corneal edema and compromises its clarity. Although the number of endothelial 

cells decreases with advancing age, it remains sufficiently high to retain adequate pump 

function.2, 15, 106, 107 Any intraocular surgery causes a surgery related, acute peak in endothelial cell 

loss that varies per person as well as per type of surgery. Additionally, the intraocular presence 

of a pIOL increases chronic endothelial cell loss. Therefore, endothelial cell density should be 

checked with regular intervals, both to monitor individual safety as well as safety of the specific 

pIOL in general.108 On a patient level these measurements are performed to prevent corneal 

transplantation due to endothelial cell loss and corneal decompensation. On a population level, 

regular measurements and standardized reporting can detect trends in order to remove high 

risk pIOLs from the market. Recent evidence have led to withdrawal of angle supported pIOLs 

because of increased levels of endothelial cell loss (Tables 2a-c).18, 19, 21, 108, 109

Although high myopes are known to develop cataract at a younger age, pIOLs may also lead to 

accelerated cataract formation, causing loss of accommodation and decreased visual acuity, 

requiring pIOL explantation combined with cataract surgery (Table 3a-c).15, 19 Cataract formation 

after uneventful pIOL implantation is thought to be associated with inflammation in all pIOL 

types, but patients with posterior chamber pIOLs are especially at risk for cataract formation 

due to the design of the pIOL (Table 3a-c).15, 19, 110 As highlighted previously, the position of the 

posterior pIOL in proximity to the crystalline lens, combined with known preoperative sizing 

difficulties, frequently induces contact between the pIOL and crystalline lens. As a result of 

this friction, these patients are at a high risk to develop anterior subcapsular cataract, which 

can require cataract surgery at a much younger age, whilst adhesions between the crystalline 

lens and its surrounding capsule increase the difficulty of the surgery. Fortunately, recent 

modifications with additional apertures in the optic have presumably changed the aqeous 

humour flow and resulted in a decreased rate of cataract formation (Table 3c).111 
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1High myopia is associated with retinal complications because the retina is stretched out 

and becomes thinner, increasing the risk of developing weak spots in the retina. Ultimately 

these weak spots can result in complications such as myopic macular degeneration, retinal 

detachment, macular retinoschizis or choroidal neovascularization (Table 3a-c).9 Even though 

these complications can occur regardless of intraocular surgery, it is known that cataract surgery 

significantly increases the risk of developing a retinal detachment, especially when surgery is 

performed in younger patients.112, 113 The causative mechanism might be that cataract surgery 

requires the removal of the crystalline lens, changing the dynamics of the posterior part of the 

eye, whereas in pIOL implantation changes are only applied in the anterior segment of the eye, 

which is unlikely to result in a similar risk. 

As reported in Tables 1a-c, 2a-c, and 3a-c previous publications show large variations in the 

duration of follow-up, and reported outcome measures. This is especially true when reporting 

safety outcomes as endothelial cell loss, complications, and number and reason of phakic IOL 

explantations (Tables 2a-c, and 3a-c). 

This thesis provides a detailed overview of the major safety outcomes of recent and current 

applied phakic IOLs:

Chapter 2 describes the results after implantation with a recent angle-supported phakic IOL 

and compares it with iris-fixated phakic IOLs to assess its safety and efficacy.

The 3rd and 4th chapters focus on the long-term effects of four types of iris-fixated phakic IOLs 

on corneal health and describe the rate of endothelial cell loss after phakic IOL implantation.

Chapters 5 and 6 report the safety and efficacy profile of four types of iris-fixated phakic IOLs, 

describing visual and refractive outcome parameters, as well as complications occurring during 

the course of follow-up.

Finally, chapter 7 describes the rate of iris-fixated phakic IOL explantation, reasons for 

explantation, estimated time until explantation and risk-factors for explantation.
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Table 3a. Reported complications in eyes implanted with anterior chamber angle supported phakic 

intraocular lenses 

Explants (%) Complication

Nr. Eyes 

[Nr. pt]

Follow-up

 (mo)

Exchange 

(%)

Total Cataract EC loss Retinal Position Related Other

AcrySof Cachet, Alcon

Kohnen, T., 200925 190 [190] 12 0.53 0.53 NR NR NR 32.6% ≥15° rotation,1.05% 

pIOL related synechiae. 0.53% 

explanted due to upside-down 

implantation

NR

Knorz. M.C., 201126 104 [NR] 36 0.56 1.39 NR NR NR NR NR

Gimbel, H.V., 201531 51 [NR] 36 NR 1.68 NR 1.68 NR 1.68% anterior synechiae NR

Kohnen, T., 201621 415 [326] 60 NR 6.33 1.27 2.53 NR 4.9% anterior synechiae, 0.39% 

upside down implantation

4.1% surgical intervention, 

3.1% cataract formation, 

2.5% raised IOP requiring 

treatment

Alio, J.L., 201732 25 [NR] 60 NR 2 NR 1 NR 1% iris-cyst development 

requiring explantation

10% additional laser refractive 

correction

Mo = months; ACD = anterior chamber depth; ECD = endothelial cell density; EC = endothelial cell; NR 

= not reported; pIOL = phakic intraocular lens; IOP = intraocular pressure

Table 3b. Reported complications in eyes implanted with anterior chamber iris-fixated phakic intraocular 

lenses

Explants (%) Complication

Nr. Eyes 

[Nr. pt]

Follow-up 

(mo)

Exchange 

(%)

Total Cataract EC loss Retinal Position Related Other

Artisan Myopia (Toric), Ophtec

Budo, C., 200034 249 [NR] 36 NR 2.8 1.2 0.4 0.8% retinal detachment 10% uncentered pIOL, 0.8% 

pupillary block

2.4% age related cataract, 

1.6% hyphema, 0.8% persistent 

corneal edema

Asano-Kato, N., 200536 11 [NR] 24 NR NR NR NR NR 4.5% pigment deposition on 

pIOL

Bartels, M., 200637 20 [14] 24 NR NR NR NR 1.85% retinal detachment NR 1.85% cataract

Benedetti, S., 200797 49 [30] 60 NR NR NR NR NR 16.8% iris atrophy, 8.2% 

pigment deposition on pIOL

NR

Moshirfar, M., 200741 38 [NR] 24 1.18 NR NR NR NR 2.4% pupil deformation 4.2% pIOL repositioning, 1.18% 

surgery related cataract

Tahzib, N.G., 200742 89 [49] 120 NR 2.25 2.25 NR NR NR 1.12% additional laser refractive 

correction
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Table 3a. Reported complications in eyes implanted with anterior chamber angle supported phakic 

intraocular lenses 

Explants (%) Complication

Nr. Eyes 

[Nr. pt]

Follow-up

 (mo)

Exchange 

(%)

Total Cataract EC loss Retinal Position Related Other

AcrySof Cachet, Alcon

Kohnen, T., 200925 190 [190] 12 0.53 0.53 NR NR NR 32.6% ≥15° rotation,1.05% 

pIOL related synechiae. 0.53% 

explanted due to upside-down 

implantation

NR

Knorz. M.C., 201126 104 [NR] 36 0.56 1.39 NR NR NR NR NR

Gimbel, H.V., 201531 51 [NR] 36 NR 1.68 NR 1.68 NR 1.68% anterior synechiae NR

Kohnen, T., 201621 415 [326] 60 NR 6.33 1.27 2.53 NR 4.9% anterior synechiae, 0.39% 

upside down implantation

4.1% surgical intervention, 

3.1% cataract formation, 

2.5% raised IOP requiring 

treatment

Alio, J.L., 201732 25 [NR] 60 NR 2 NR 1 NR 1% iris-cyst development 

requiring explantation

10% additional laser refractive 

correction

Mo = months; ACD = anterior chamber depth; ECD = endothelial cell density; EC = endothelial cell; NR 

= not reported; pIOL = phakic intraocular lens; IOP = intraocular pressure

Table 3b. Reported complications in eyes implanted with anterior chamber iris-fixated phakic intraocular 

lenses

Explants (%) Complication

Nr. Eyes 

[Nr. pt]

Follow-up 

(mo)

Exchange 

(%)

Total Cataract EC loss Retinal Position Related Other

Artisan Myopia (Toric), Ophtec

Budo, C., 200034 249 [NR] 36 NR 2.8 1.2 0.4 0.8% retinal detachment 10% uncentered pIOL, 0.8% 

pupillary block

2.4% age related cataract, 

1.6% hyphema, 0.8% persistent 

corneal edema

Asano-Kato, N., 200536 11 [NR] 24 NR NR NR NR NR 4.5% pigment deposition on 

pIOL

Bartels, M., 200637 20 [14] 24 NR NR NR NR 1.85% retinal detachment NR 1.85% cataract

Benedetti, S., 200797 49 [30] 60 NR NR NR NR NR 16.8% iris atrophy, 8.2% 

pigment deposition on pIOL

NR

Moshirfar, M., 200741 38 [NR] 24 1.18 NR NR NR NR 2.4% pupil deformation 4.2% pIOL repositioning, 1.18% 

surgery related cataract

Tahzib, N.G., 200742 89 [49] 120 NR 2.25 2.25 NR NR NR 1.12% additional laser refractive 

correction
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Table 3b. Continued.

Explants (%) Complication

Nr. Eyes 

[Nr. pt]

Follow-up 

(mo)

Exchange 

(%)

Total Cataract EC loss Retinal Position Related Other

Guell, J. L., 200843 89 [NR] 60 NR 1.25 0.5 0.75 0.25% macular hemorrhage, 

0.25% retinal detachment

NR 15.1% additional laser refractive 

correction 

Guell, J. L., 200843 165 [NR] 60 NR NR NR NR NR NR 9,8% additional laser refractive 

correction

Silva, R.A., 200844 19 [NR] 60 NR 7.6 3.8 NR NR 3.8% explanted due to glare/

halo’s

NR

Stulting, R.D., 200845 386 [232] 36 1.02 1.1 0.25 NR 0.51% retinal detachment 2.54% refixations NR

Qasem, Q., 201047 151 [84] 12 NR NR NR NR 2.16% myopic degeneration, 

1.08% retinal detachment

4.32% refixation 17.9% additional laser refractive 

correction

Titiyal, J.S., 201249 28 [NR] 60 NR 1.17 NR 1.17 1.17% retinal detachment, 

1.17% perifoveal subretinal 

hemorrhage, 1.17% peripheral 

retinal tear

57.41% refixation, 29.4% iris 

atrophy

NR

Moshirfar, M., 2014114 213 [NR] 65 NR 2.76 2.3 0.92 NR NR NR

Chebli, S., 2018115 113 [60] 65 NR NR NR 0.9 NR NR NR

Eldanasoury, A., 201999 90 [57] 144 NR 33 7 27 NR NR 11% corneal edema and DSAEK

Galvis, V., 2019100 67 [45] 114 NR 4.5 3 1.5 NR 1.5% refixation after trauma 29.9% over 25% total EC loss

Artisan Hyperopia, Ophtec

Guell, J. L., 200843 28 [NR] 60 4.88 NR NR NR NR NR 20.5% additional laser refractive 

correction

Qasem, Q., 201047 14 [7] 12 NR NR NR NR 2.16% myopic degeneration, 

1.08% retinal detachment

4.32% refixation 28.6% additional laser refractive 

correction

Artiflex Myopia (Toric), Ophtec

Dick, H. B., 200953 290 [191] 24 0.34 NR NR NR NR 4.8% pigment deposition on 

pIOL, 1.4% giant cel deposition 

on pIOL, 1.4% repositioning

NR

Doors, M., 201254 115 [73] 6 NR 1.74 NR NR NR 14.8% pigment deposition on 

pIOL, 12.2% giant cel deposition 

on pIOL

4.38% posterior synechiae

Munoz, G., 201255 42 [25] 12 NR NR NR NR NR 16.7% pigment deposition on 

pIOL, 2.4% repositioning

NR

Ozerturk, Y., 201256 50 [NR] 24 NR NR NR NR 1.2% choroidal 

neovascularisation

21.7% depositions on pIOL NR

Visser, N., 2012116 35 [20] 12 NR NR NR NR NR 11.43% depositions on pIOL NR

Galvis, V., 2019100 10 [5] 108 NR NR NR NR NR NR 20% over 25% total EC loss

Ghoreishi, M., 202058 41 [41] 12 NR NR NR NR NR 2.44% reposition due to 

misalignment

NR
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Table 3b. Continued.

Explants (%) Complication

Nr. Eyes 

[Nr. pt]

Follow-up 

(mo)

Exchange 

(%)

Total Cataract EC loss Retinal Position Related Other

Guell, J. L., 200843 89 [NR] 60 NR 1.25 0.5 0.75 0.25% macular hemorrhage, 

0.25% retinal detachment

NR 15.1% additional laser refractive 

correction 

Guell, J. L., 200843 165 [NR] 60 NR NR NR NR NR NR 9,8% additional laser refractive 

correction

Silva, R.A., 200844 19 [NR] 60 NR 7.6 3.8 NR NR 3.8% explanted due to glare/

halo’s

NR

Stulting, R.D., 200845 386 [232] 36 1.02 1.1 0.25 NR 0.51% retinal detachment 2.54% refixations NR

Qasem, Q., 201047 151 [84] 12 NR NR NR NR 2.16% myopic degeneration, 

1.08% retinal detachment

4.32% refixation 17.9% additional laser refractive 

correction

Titiyal, J.S., 201249 28 [NR] 60 NR 1.17 NR 1.17 1.17% retinal detachment, 

1.17% perifoveal subretinal 

hemorrhage, 1.17% peripheral 

retinal tear

57.41% refixation, 29.4% iris 

atrophy

NR

Moshirfar, M., 2014114 213 [NR] 65 NR 2.76 2.3 0.92 NR NR NR

Chebli, S., 2018115 113 [60] 65 NR NR NR 0.9 NR NR NR

Eldanasoury, A., 201999 90 [57] 144 NR 33 7 27 NR NR 11% corneal edema and DSAEK

Galvis, V., 2019100 67 [45] 114 NR 4.5 3 1.5 NR 1.5% refixation after trauma 29.9% over 25% total EC loss

Artisan Hyperopia, Ophtec

Guell, J. L., 200843 28 [NR] 60 4.88 NR NR NR NR NR 20.5% additional laser refractive 

correction

Qasem, Q., 201047 14 [7] 12 NR NR NR NR 2.16% myopic degeneration, 

1.08% retinal detachment

4.32% refixation 28.6% additional laser refractive 

correction

Artiflex Myopia (Toric), Ophtec

Dick, H. B., 200953 290 [191] 24 0.34 NR NR NR NR 4.8% pigment deposition on 

pIOL, 1.4% giant cel deposition 

on pIOL, 1.4% repositioning

NR

Doors, M., 201254 115 [73] 6 NR 1.74 NR NR NR 14.8% pigment deposition on 

pIOL, 12.2% giant cel deposition 

on pIOL

4.38% posterior synechiae

Munoz, G., 201255 42 [25] 12 NR NR NR NR NR 16.7% pigment deposition on 

pIOL, 2.4% repositioning

NR

Ozerturk, Y., 201256 50 [NR] 24 NR NR NR NR 1.2% choroidal 

neovascularisation

21.7% depositions on pIOL NR

Visser, N., 2012116 35 [20] 12 NR NR NR NR NR 11.43% depositions on pIOL NR

Galvis, V., 2019100 10 [5] 108 NR NR NR NR NR NR 20% over 25% total EC loss

Ghoreishi, M., 202058 41 [41] 12 NR NR NR NR NR 2.44% reposition due to 

misalignment

NR
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Table 3b. Continued.

Explants (%) Complication

Nr. Eyes 

[Nr. pt]

Follow-up 

(mo)

Exchange 

(%)

Total Cataract EC loss Retinal Position Related Other

Artisan/Artiflex (Toric), Ophtec (Mixed Groups)

Tehrani, M., 200651 30 [NR] 36 NR NR NR NR NR 17.5% pigment deposition on 

pIOL

NR

Guell, J. L., 200843 67 [NR] 36 1.19 NR NR NR NR NR 5.95% additional laser refractive 

correction

Saxena, R., 2008117 318 [NR] mean 35 1.57 1.26 1.26 NR 0.31% retinal detachment 0.31% pupillary block NR

Qasem, Q., 201047 20 [11] 12 NR NR NR NR 2.16% myopic degeneration, 

1.08% retinal detachment

4.32% refixation 15% additional laser refractive 

correction

Mo = months; ACD = anterior chamber depth; ECD = endothelial cell density; EC = endothelial cell; NR 

= not reported; pIOL = phakic intraocular lens; IOP = intraocular pressure 

Table 3c. Reported complications in eyes implanted with posterior chamber phakic intraocular lenses

Explants (%) Complication

Nr. Eyes 

[Nr. pt]

Follow-up 

(mo)

Exchange 

(%)

Total Cataract EC loss Retinal Position Related Other

PRL Myopia, CIBA Vision/Zeiss Meditec

Hoyos, J. E., 200259 17 [NR] 12 18 NR NR NR NR 6% cortical lens opacity NR

Pallikaris, I. G., 200460 34 [19] 17 NR NR NR NR NR 2.9% anterior opacification due 

to lens touch

28.5% glare and halo’s, 8.8% 

damaged anterior capsule 

during iridectomy creation, 5.9% 

glaucoma requiring surgery

Donoso, R., 200662 53 [39] 8 NR 3.8 NR NR 1.9% retinal detachment 3.8% lens subluxation through 

zonules

NR

Jongsareejit, A., 200663 50 [31] 12 NR 2 2 NR 2% macular hemorrhage 2% pupillary block glaucoma NR

Portaliou, D. M., 201165 34 [NR] 72 NR NR NR NR NR 8.8% damaged anterior capsule, 

pigment dispersion, 2.9% lens 

decentration

NR

Perez-Cambrodi, R. J., 

201166

35 [20] 57 NR NR NR NR 2.86% retinal detachment 5.71% lens decentration, 2.86% 

cortical opcifications

NR

Torun, N., 201367 53 [29] 86 NR 9.3 7.5 NR 3.8% retinal detachment 11.3% asymptomatic anterior 

cataract, 9.4% slight lens 

decentration, 1.8% lens 

decentration requiring 

explantation

NR
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Table 3b. Continued.

Explants (%) Complication

Nr. Eyes 

[Nr. pt]

Follow-up 

(mo)

Exchange 

(%)

Total Cataract EC loss Retinal Position Related Other

Artisan/Artiflex (Toric), Ophtec (Mixed Groups)

Tehrani, M., 200651 30 [NR] 36 NR NR NR NR NR 17.5% pigment deposition on 

pIOL

NR

Guell, J. L., 200843 67 [NR] 36 1.19 NR NR NR NR NR 5.95% additional laser refractive 

correction

Saxena, R., 2008117 318 [NR] mean 35 1.57 1.26 1.26 NR 0.31% retinal detachment 0.31% pupillary block NR

Qasem, Q., 201047 20 [11] 12 NR NR NR NR 2.16% myopic degeneration, 

1.08% retinal detachment

4.32% refixation 15% additional laser refractive 

correction

Mo = months; ACD = anterior chamber depth; ECD = endothelial cell density; EC = endothelial cell; NR 

= not reported; pIOL = phakic intraocular lens; IOP = intraocular pressure 

Table 3c. Reported complications in eyes implanted with posterior chamber phakic intraocular lenses

Explants (%) Complication

Nr. Eyes 

[Nr. pt]

Follow-up 

(mo)

Exchange 

(%)

Total Cataract EC loss Retinal Position Related Other

PRL Myopia, CIBA Vision/Zeiss Meditec

Hoyos, J. E., 200259 17 [NR] 12 18 NR NR NR NR 6% cortical lens opacity NR

Pallikaris, I. G., 200460 34 [19] 17 NR NR NR NR NR 2.9% anterior opacification due 

to lens touch

28.5% glare and halo’s, 8.8% 

damaged anterior capsule 

during iridectomy creation, 5.9% 

glaucoma requiring surgery

Donoso, R., 200662 53 [39] 8 NR 3.8 NR NR 1.9% retinal detachment 3.8% lens subluxation through 

zonules

NR

Jongsareejit, A., 200663 50 [31] 12 NR 2 2 NR 2% macular hemorrhage 2% pupillary block glaucoma NR

Portaliou, D. M., 201165 34 [NR] 72 NR NR NR NR NR 8.8% damaged anterior capsule, 

pigment dispersion, 2.9% lens 

decentration

NR

Perez-Cambrodi, R. J., 

201166

35 [20] 57 NR NR NR NR 2.86% retinal detachment 5.71% lens decentration, 2.86% 

cortical opcifications

NR

Torun, N., 201367 53 [29] 86 NR 9.3 7.5 NR 3.8% retinal detachment 11.3% asymptomatic anterior 

cataract, 9.4% slight lens 

decentration, 1.8% lens 

decentration requiring 

explantation

NR
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Table 3c. Continued.

Explants (%) Complication

Nr. Eyes 

[Nr. pt]

Follow-up 

(mo)

Exchange 

(%)

Total Cataract EC loss Retinal Position Related Other

PRL Hyperopia, CIBA Vision/Zeiss Meditec

Hoyos, J. E., 200259 14 [NR] 12 NR NR NR NR NR 14% pupillary block glaucoma, 

7% pigmentary dispersion

28% glare and halo’s 

Gil-Cazorla, R., 200868 16 [9] 12 NR NR NR NR NR NR 50% additional laser refractive 

correction to correct 

astigmatism

PRL, CIBA Vision/Zeiss Meditec (Mixed Groups)

Koivula, A., 200561 20 [NR] 12 NR NR NR NR NR 10% pupillary block glaucoma NR

ICL V3/V4, STAAR Surgical 

Moya, T., 201591 110 [NR] 144 1.38 11.8 7.6 NR 3.47% retinal detachment 13.88% significant opacities, 

0.69% subluxation needing 

exchange, 0.69% incorrect sizing 

needing exchange

NR

ICL V4(b Toric), STAAR Surgical

Kamiya, K., 201370 50 [25] 36 NR NR NR NR NR 12% ≥10° rotation requiring 

repositioning, 8% asymptomatic 

anterior catatarct

NR

Sari, E.S., 201371 34 [20] 36 NR NR NR NR NR 8.8% repositioning, 5.8% 

asymptomatic anterior catatarct

NR

Igarashi, A., 201473 41 [41] 96 NR NR 4.9 NR NR 9.8% asymptomatic anterior 

cataract

9.8% asymptomatic nuclear 

cataract

Guber, I., 201674 90 [NR] 120 NR NR 18.3 NR 1.5% choroidal 

neovascularisation, 0.8% 

macular hole, 0.8% central 

pigment atrophy

54.8% lens opacities, 12% 

increased IOP requiring 

treatment

NR

Shimizu, K., 201675 26 [26] 60 NR NR NR NR NR 3.1% anterior cataract, 3.1% 

≥30° rotation

3.1% additional laser refractive 

correction,

ICL V4(c Toric), STAAR Surgical

Kamiya, K., 201778 294 [294] 12 0.7 NR NR NR NR 0.3% ≥30° rotation, 0,3% iritis 0.3% additional laser refractive 

correction

Kamiya, K., 201880 365 [201] 12 0.6 NR NR NR NR 0.6% ≥30° rotation NR

Takahashi, M., 201882 42 [21] 6 NR NR NR NR NR 19% glare and halo in the early 

postoperative period

NR
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Table 3c. Continued.

Explants (%) Complication

Nr. Eyes 

[Nr. pt]

Follow-up 

(mo)

Exchange 

(%)

Total Cataract EC loss Retinal Position Related Other

PRL Hyperopia, CIBA Vision/Zeiss Meditec

Hoyos, J. E., 200259 14 [NR] 12 NR NR NR NR NR 14% pupillary block glaucoma, 

7% pigmentary dispersion

28% glare and halo’s 

Gil-Cazorla, R., 200868 16 [9] 12 NR NR NR NR NR NR 50% additional laser refractive 

correction to correct 

astigmatism

PRL, CIBA Vision/Zeiss Meditec (Mixed Groups)

Koivula, A., 200561 20 [NR] 12 NR NR NR NR NR 10% pupillary block glaucoma NR

ICL V3/V4, STAAR Surgical 

Moya, T., 201591 110 [NR] 144 1.38 11.8 7.6 NR 3.47% retinal detachment 13.88% significant opacities, 

0.69% subluxation needing 

exchange, 0.69% incorrect sizing 

needing exchange

NR

ICL V4(b Toric), STAAR Surgical

Kamiya, K., 201370 50 [25] 36 NR NR NR NR NR 12% ≥10° rotation requiring 

repositioning, 8% asymptomatic 

anterior catatarct

NR

Sari, E.S., 201371 34 [20] 36 NR NR NR NR NR 8.8% repositioning, 5.8% 

asymptomatic anterior catatarct

NR

Igarashi, A., 201473 41 [41] 96 NR NR 4.9 NR NR 9.8% asymptomatic anterior 

cataract

9.8% asymptomatic nuclear 

cataract

Guber, I., 201674 90 [NR] 120 NR NR 18.3 NR 1.5% choroidal 

neovascularisation, 0.8% 

macular hole, 0.8% central 

pigment atrophy

54.8% lens opacities, 12% 

increased IOP requiring 

treatment

NR

Shimizu, K., 201675 26 [26] 60 NR NR NR NR NR 3.1% anterior cataract, 3.1% 

≥30° rotation

3.1% additional laser refractive 

correction,

ICL V4(c Toric), STAAR Surgical

Kamiya, K., 201778 294 [294] 12 0.7 NR NR NR NR 0.3% ≥30° rotation, 0,3% iritis 0.3% additional laser refractive 

correction

Kamiya, K., 201880 365 [201] 12 0.6 NR NR NR NR 0.6% ≥30° rotation NR

Takahashi, M., 201882 42 [21] 6 NR NR NR NR NR 19% glare and halo in the early 

postoperative period

NR
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Table 3c. Continued.

Explants (%) Complication

Nr. Eyes 

[Nr. pt]

Follow-up 

(mo)

Exchange 

(%)

Total Cataract EC loss Retinal Position Related Other

Řeháková, T., 2019103 63 [32] 24 NR 3.1 NR NR NR 3.1% explanted due to 

decentration and acute 

glaucoma

NR

Choi, J., 2019104 110 [60] 120 1.9 5.5 5.5 NR 0.9% rhegmatogenous retinal 

detachment

19.1% lens opacities (9.1% 

anterior subcapsular 

opacities), 1.8% exchange 

due to acute glaucoma, 0.9% 

pigment dispersion requiring 

trabeculectomy

NR

Niu, L., 201988 51 [31] 12 NR NR NR NR NR 7.8% with a small vault due to 

incorrect haptic placement in 

the sulcus

NR

Nakamura, T., 201989 114 [61] 120 NR NR 3.5 NR NR 10.5% anterior subcapsular 

opacities

NR

IPCL (Toric), CareGroup IOL

Vasavada, V., 201892 30 [16] 36 NR NR NR NR NR 3.3% clinically significant vault 

reduction over 3 years, 3.3% 

anterior subcapsular cataract 

with good VA untill 3y postop

NR

Sachdev, G., 201993 134 [NR] 12 NR NR 0.7 NR NR 2.9% anterior subcapsular 

cataract, 0.7% pupillary block 

glaucoma, 4.47% ≥5° rotation 

requiring repositioning

0.7% hypopion/TASS 

Mo = months; ACD = anterior chamber depth; ECD = endothelial cell density; EC = endothelial cell; NR 

= not reported; pIOL = phakic intraocular lens; IOP = intraocular pressure
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Table 3c. Continued.

Explants (%) Complication

Nr. Eyes 

[Nr. pt]

Follow-up 

(mo)

Exchange 

(%)

Total Cataract EC loss Retinal Position Related Other

Řeháková, T., 2019103 63 [32] 24 NR 3.1 NR NR NR 3.1% explanted due to 

decentration and acute 

glaucoma

NR

Choi, J., 2019104 110 [60] 120 1.9 5.5 5.5 NR 0.9% rhegmatogenous retinal 

detachment

19.1% lens opacities (9.1% 

anterior subcapsular 

opacities), 1.8% exchange 

due to acute glaucoma, 0.9% 

pigment dispersion requiring 

trabeculectomy

NR

Niu, L., 201988 51 [31] 12 NR NR NR NR NR 7.8% with a small vault due to 

incorrect haptic placement in 

the sulcus

NR

Nakamura, T., 201989 114 [61] 120 NR NR 3.5 NR NR 10.5% anterior subcapsular 

opacities

NR

IPCL (Toric), CareGroup IOL

Vasavada, V., 201892 30 [16] 36 NR NR NR NR NR 3.3% clinically significant vault 

reduction over 3 years, 3.3% 

anterior subcapsular cataract 

with good VA untill 3y postop

NR

Sachdev, G., 201993 134 [NR] 12 NR NR 0.7 NR NR 2.9% anterior subcapsular 

cataract, 0.7% pupillary block 

glaucoma, 4.47% ≥5° rotation 

requiring repositioning

0.7% hypopion/TASS 

Mo = months; ACD = anterior chamber depth; ECD = endothelial cell density; EC = endothelial cell; NR 

= not reported; pIOL = phakic intraocular lens; IOP = intraocular pressure
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CORRECTION OF PRESBYOPIA – 
MULTIFOCAL INTRAOCULAR LENSES

Presbyopia occurs around the ages of 45-60 when the ageing crystalline lens loses its capacity 

to accommodate, and the majority of patients will require a reading addition to see clearly at 

near and/or intermediate distance. Non-surgical correction of presbyopia can be achieved by 

glasses or contact lenses to suit the majority of presbyopes.2 Options include separate glasses 

for near or multifocal contact lenses or glasses. Also, patients may use contact lenses to create 

monovision, applying distance correction in the dominant eye, and near correction in the non-

dominant eye.3 

Surgical correction of presbyopia encompasses removal of the natural crystalline lens with 

implantation of a conventional IOL.15 Removal of the crystalline lens is regularly performed 

through a process called phacoemulsification, during which the crystalline lens is fragmentized 

and removed from its supporting capsular bag, and is replaced by a IOL. Multiple types of IOLs 

are currently available for implantation in the capsular bag, with variations based on haptic 

design, IOL material, IOL edge design and optic design.15, 20 Optic designs can be classified in 

three main categories: monofocal, multifocal and enhanced depth of focus.3, 20 All three optic 

types can also be combined with a “toric” component to correct an astigmatic error at the level 

of the cornea, to further increase spectacle independence.3, 20, 118, 119 

Monofocal IOLs focus incoming light on one point, creating spectacle independence for either 

distance or near vision. This will always require the use of glasses postoperatively.15, 20 

Modern trifocal and quadrifocal multifocal IOLs use a combination of refraction and diffraction 

to produce clear images at multiple working distances: far (around 4 m), near (around 40 cm, 

reading distance), and at the intermediate distance (around 70 cm, computer distance).3, 15, 120 

Increased time spent on computer work at an intermediate distance has precluded the need for 

bifocal multifocal IOLs, designed solely for distance and near vision (Figure 7).121-123 

The front surface of an IOL is usually convex and the material has a high refractive index, thus 

converging incoming light to focus on the retina. Unlike monofocal IOLs, the back surface of 

current multifocal IOLs consist of a series of concentric prism-shaped rings from the center of 

the IOL to the periphery (Figure 8). This arrangement of grouped circular prisms – with their 

bases pointing towards the center of the lens – causes diffraction of incoming light, bending it 

towards the base of each prism, and producing one or more additional focal points in front of 

the retina.3 As such, placing an object at the corresponding distance in front of the eye will result 

in one of these focal points falling onto the retina, and producing a clear image at the correct 

working distance (Table 4a-d).
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1Decreased spectacle independence is the main benefit of multifocal IOLs, but the light 

distribution also produces unwanted side-effects. Strongly correlated to the light-dispersing 

design, these side-effects consist of glare, halo’s, loss of contrast sensitivity (requiring additional 

light in a dimly lit room) and difficulty to cope with the fixed reading distances.120, 124-126 Optimal 

functioning of a multifocal IOL also requires a stable tear film, clear optical media between the 

multifocal IOL and the retina, as well as a healthy retina and optic nerve. Studies have shown 

that corneal astigmatism of 1.0 D or more significantly decreases the quality of the images at 

the different focal points. Patients with an expected postoperative corneal astigmatism of 1.0 

D or more should be offered a toric (multifocal) IOL, rather than a regular (multifocal) IOL, to 

optimize visual quality.118, 119

Extended depth of focus (EDOF) IOLs use a different diffractive pattern, creating a focal range 

that produces clear images from far to intermediate distance, with a distance dominant focal 

point (Table 4d).127-129 Although anticipated to generate less glare and halo’s, less blurred images 

and a smaller decrease in contrast sensitivity than multifocal IOLs, EDOF lenses have shown 

to induce these side effects at rates similar to multifocal IOLs.130 Furthermore, multifocal IOLs 

render higher rates of spectacle independence for near vision when both eyes are implanted 

with a distance dominant multifocal IOL, when compared to EDOF IOLs.121, 130, 131 

A third option to decrease spectacle dependence after cataract surgery is monovision, either 

with monofocal IOLs or with EDOF IOLs.127, 132-136 The underlying principle of monovision is to 

facilitate optimal distance correction in the dominant eye, and either optimal near or optimal 

intermediate correction in the contralateral eye, at the cost of losing some stereopsis.20, 133 Less 

commonly, extended depth of focus was produced with multifocal IOLs by combining two bifocal 

multifocal IOLs, both with an optimal distance correction but with variable near and intermediate 

correction, to create both a near and intermediate focal point (blended multifocal).134, 136-139 

Monovision with EDOF IOLs is slightly different and requires an EDOF IOL with a distance 

dominant main focus in the dominant eye, and a slightly intermediate distance focused EDOF 

IOL in the contralateral eye. This provides a focal range from far to intermediate distance for 

the dominant eye, whereas the non-dominant eye provides a focal range from intermediate to 

near distance.127, 135 

The following chapters describe two studies that were conducted just after the introduction of 

trifocal multifocal IOLs. 

Chapter 8 compares visual and refractive outcomes after implantation of either the same bifocal 

multifocal IOL in both eyes, or a combination of two different bifocal multifocal IOLs to create 

more focal points and higher rates of spectacle independence (blended multifocal).
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Chapter 9 presents a randomized clinical trial, comparing patients after bilateral implantation 

with either a bifocal or trifocal multifocal IOL. Visual and refractive outcomes, spectacle 

independence and visual side effects of multifocal IOLs are reported and compared between 

groups.
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Figure 7. Refractive multifocal (trifocal) intraocular lens with three focal points. 

Figure 8. Concentric rings in a multifocal intraocular lens (courtesy of the University Eye Clinic Maastricht, 

MUMC+)
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Table 4a. Overview of recent papers reporting refractive and visual results after implantation with a 

FineVision Micro F/Pod F trifocal intraocular lens.
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FineVision Micro F, PhysIOL

Cochener, B., 2012140 94 [47] 6 NR 0.08 0.18 0.08 0.02 0.08 0.05 0.01 0 0.03 0 0.08 0.05 0 -0.01

Sheppard, A. L., 2013141 30 [15] 2 NR NR NR 0.19 NR NR NR NR NR 0.08 0.06 NR NR NR NR

Alio, J.L., 2013142 40 [20] 6 2.56 0.39 0.24 0.18 NR 0.2 NR 0.26 NR 0.05 NR 0.17 NR 0.16 NR

Vryghem, J.C., 2013143 50 [25] 6 NR 0.1 0.16 0.06 -0.04 0.05 0.1 0.11 0.02 0 -0.07 0.06 -0.13 0.09 0.02

Cochener, B., 2014122 198 [99] mean 6.44 NR 0.11 NR 0.01 0.01 0.08 0.06 0 0 0.01 NR 0.08 NR 0.01 NR

Marques, E. F., 2015144 30 [15] 3 0.73 -0.25 0.55 0.03 0.02 0.09 0.03 0.04 0.02 -0.02 -0.02 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.01

Marques, J.P., 2015 145 20 [10] 12 -0.57 NR 0.32 0 -0.1 0.02 0 0.2 0.2 0 -0.1 0 0 0.2 0.18

Carballo-Alvarez, J., 2015146 44 [22] 3 NR NR NR 0.22 NR NR NR NR NR 0.065 -0.05 NR 0.15 NR 0.06

Plaza-Puche, A. B., 2016147 30 [15] 4 NR NR 0.27 NR 0.1 NR NR NR 0.21 NR 0.05 NR NR NR 0.16

Martinez-de-la-Casa, J. M., 2016148 48 [24] 3 -0.94 0.02 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 0.05 NR 0.25 NR 0.13

Cochener, B., 2016124 30 [15] 5.07 0.04 -0.03 0.05 NR 0.02 NR 0.07 NR 0.01 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Ruiz-Mesa, R., 2017149 40 [20] 12 NR -0.15 0.03 NR 0.01 NR 0.11 NR 0.06 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Gundersen, K.G., 2017150 60 [30] mean 11.3 -0.96 0.15 NR NR -0.04 NR NR NR NR NR -0.07 NR -0.04 NR -0.045

Bilbao-Calabuig, R., 2017151 5802 [2901] mean 3.29 NR 0.34 0.18 0.06 0.01 -0.01 -0.05 0.08 0.05 0.03 NR NR NR NR NR

Ferreira-Rios, I., 2018152 30 [15] 6 2.0 0.23 0.37 0.06 NR 0.04 NR 0.12 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR

Oliveira, R. F., 2018153 24 [12] mean 60 -0.04 -0.20 0.17 0.19 NR 0.15 NR 0.17 NR 0.03 NR 0.19 NR 0.17 NR

Poyales, F.,2018154 26 [26] 3 NR -0.03 NR 0.02 NR NR NR NR NR 0.00 NR 0.21 NR 0.13 NR

Oliveira, R. F., 2020155 24 [12] 60 -0.04 -0.20 0.17 0.19 NR 0.15 NR 0.17 NR 0.03 NR 0.19 NR 0.17 NR

FineVision POD F, PhysIOL

Poyales, F.,2018154 26 [26] 3 NR -0.09 NR 0.00 NR NR NR NR NR 0.00 NR 0.16 NR 0.11 NR

Poyales, F., 2019156 66 [33] 3 NR NR NR 0.03 -0.04 NR NR NR NR 0.0 -0.06 0.04 0.01 0.13 0.07

Ferreira, T. B., 2019157 30 [15] 3 NR -0.25 NR 0.04 -0.01 0.09 0.04 0.04 0.02 -0.01 -0.02 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.00

Ribeiro, F., 2020158 30 [15] 3 0.62 -0.07 NR 0.03 -0.01 0.04 0.04 0.09 0.02 -0.01 -0.02 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.00

Mo = months; MRSE = manifest refractive spherical equivalent; D = Diopter; CDVA = corrected distance 

visual acuity; UDVA = uncorrected distance visual acuity; UIVA = uncorrected intermediate visual acuity; 

UNVA = uncorrected near visual acuity; DCIVA = distance corrected intermediate visual acuity; DCNVA 

= distance corrected near visual acuity; NR = not reported

All visual acuity is displayed in logarithm of the minimal angle of resolution (logMAR) with 0.0 representing 

20/20 vision, and higher numbers reporting a decrease in visual acuity
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Table 4a. Overview of recent papers reporting refractive and visual results after implantation with a 

FineVision Micro F/Pod F trifocal intraocular lens.
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FineVision Micro F, PhysIOL

Cochener, B., 2012140 94 [47] 6 NR 0.08 0.18 0.08 0.02 0.08 0.05 0.01 0 0.03 0 0.08 0.05 0 -0.01

Sheppard, A. L., 2013141 30 [15] 2 NR NR NR 0.19 NR NR NR NR NR 0.08 0.06 NR NR NR NR

Alio, J.L., 2013142 40 [20] 6 2.56 0.39 0.24 0.18 NR 0.2 NR 0.26 NR 0.05 NR 0.17 NR 0.16 NR

Vryghem, J.C., 2013143 50 [25] 6 NR 0.1 0.16 0.06 -0.04 0.05 0.1 0.11 0.02 0 -0.07 0.06 -0.13 0.09 0.02

Cochener, B., 2014122 198 [99] mean 6.44 NR 0.11 NR 0.01 0.01 0.08 0.06 0 0 0.01 NR 0.08 NR 0.01 NR

Marques, E. F., 2015144 30 [15] 3 0.73 -0.25 0.55 0.03 0.02 0.09 0.03 0.04 0.02 -0.02 -0.02 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.01

Marques, J.P., 2015 145 20 [10] 12 -0.57 NR 0.32 0 -0.1 0.02 0 0.2 0.2 0 -0.1 0 0 0.2 0.18

Carballo-Alvarez, J., 2015146 44 [22] 3 NR NR NR 0.22 NR NR NR NR NR 0.065 -0.05 NR 0.15 NR 0.06

Plaza-Puche, A. B., 2016147 30 [15] 4 NR NR 0.27 NR 0.1 NR NR NR 0.21 NR 0.05 NR NR NR 0.16

Martinez-de-la-Casa, J. M., 2016148 48 [24] 3 -0.94 0.02 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 0.05 NR 0.25 NR 0.13

Cochener, B., 2016124 30 [15] 5.07 0.04 -0.03 0.05 NR 0.02 NR 0.07 NR 0.01 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Ruiz-Mesa, R., 2017149 40 [20] 12 NR -0.15 0.03 NR 0.01 NR 0.11 NR 0.06 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Gundersen, K.G., 2017150 60 [30] mean 11.3 -0.96 0.15 NR NR -0.04 NR NR NR NR NR -0.07 NR -0.04 NR -0.045

Bilbao-Calabuig, R., 2017151 5802 [2901] mean 3.29 NR 0.34 0.18 0.06 0.01 -0.01 -0.05 0.08 0.05 0.03 NR NR NR NR NR

Ferreira-Rios, I., 2018152 30 [15] 6 2.0 0.23 0.37 0.06 NR 0.04 NR 0.12 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR

Oliveira, R. F., 2018153 24 [12] mean 60 -0.04 -0.20 0.17 0.19 NR 0.15 NR 0.17 NR 0.03 NR 0.19 NR 0.17 NR

Poyales, F.,2018154 26 [26] 3 NR -0.03 NR 0.02 NR NR NR NR NR 0.00 NR 0.21 NR 0.13 NR

Oliveira, R. F., 2020155 24 [12] 60 -0.04 -0.20 0.17 0.19 NR 0.15 NR 0.17 NR 0.03 NR 0.19 NR 0.17 NR

FineVision POD F, PhysIOL

Poyales, F.,2018154 26 [26] 3 NR -0.09 NR 0.00 NR NR NR NR NR 0.00 NR 0.16 NR 0.11 NR

Poyales, F., 2019156 66 [33] 3 NR NR NR 0.03 -0.04 NR NR NR NR 0.0 -0.06 0.04 0.01 0.13 0.07

Ferreira, T. B., 2019157 30 [15] 3 NR -0.25 NR 0.04 -0.01 0.09 0.04 0.04 0.02 -0.01 -0.02 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.00

Ribeiro, F., 2020158 30 [15] 3 0.62 -0.07 NR 0.03 -0.01 0.04 0.04 0.09 0.02 -0.01 -0.02 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.00

Mo = months; MRSE = manifest refractive spherical equivalent; D = Diopter; CDVA = corrected distance 

visual acuity; UDVA = uncorrected distance visual acuity; UIVA = uncorrected intermediate visual acuity; 

UNVA = uncorrected near visual acuity; DCIVA = distance corrected intermediate visual acuity; DCNVA 

= distance corrected near visual acuity; NR = not reported

All visual acuity is displayed in logarithm of the minimal angle of resolution (logMAR) with 0.0 representing 

20/20 vision, and higher numbers reporting a decrease in visual acuity
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Table 4b. Overview of recent papers reporting refractive and visual results after implantation with an AT 

Lisa Tri 839MP trifocal intraocular lens
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AT Lisa Tri 839MP, ZEISS

Law, E. M., 2014159 60 [30] 6 -0.48 0.09 0.11 0.05 NR NR NR NR 0.16 -0.02 -0.06 NR 0.16 NR NR

Mojzis, P., 2014160 30 [15] 3 0.68 -0.29 -0.01 -0.05 NR 0.06 NR 0.15 NR -0.06 NR 0.06 NR 0.07 NR

Mojzis, P., 2014161 60 [30] 6 0.18 -0.12 0.02 0.03 NR 0.08 NR 0.2 NR 0.05 NR 0.08 NR 0.17 NR

Kretz, F.T., 2015162 76 [38] 3 0.21 -0.08 0.2 0.1 -0.05 0.15 0.05 0.1 0.05 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Mojzis, P., 2015163 120 [60] 12 NR NR 0.02 0.03 NR 0.12 NR 0.27 NR 0.01 NR 0.11 NR 0.25 NR

Plaza-Puche, A. B., 2016147 30 [15] 3 NR NR 0.08 NR 0 NR NR NR 0.17 NR 0.01 NR NR NR 0.15

Gundersen, K. G., 2016164 50 [25] 14.5 NR 0.19 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR -0.03 NR NR NR NR NR

Marques, E. F., 2015144 30 [15] 3 -0.93 -0.02 0.5 0.08 0 0.14 0.13 0.22 0.13 0.04 -0.03 0.18 0.09 0.11 0.05

Mendicute, J., 2016165 208 [104] 3 0.81 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR

Martinez-de-la-Casa, J. M., 2016148 48 [24] 3 -0.91 0.06 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR -0.04 NR 0.32 NR 0.12

Kohnen, T., 2016166 54 [27] 3 -1.6 0.05 NR 0.01 -0.06 0.06 0 0.09 0.04 -0.04 -0.1 0.04 -0.01 0.06 0.02

Alfonso, J. F., 2016167 204 [102] 3 NR NR NR NR 0.02 NR 0.13 NR 0.07 NR -0.02 NR 0.09 NR 0.06

Kretz, F. T., 2016168 100 [50] 3 -0.44 -0.08 0.16 0.06 0.04 0.09 0.04 0.06 0.01 0.04 0.04 NR NR NR NR

Bilbao-Calabuig, R., 2017151 4282 [2141] mean 3.18 NR 0.26 0.16 0.04 -0.01 0 -0.05 0.07 0.05 0.02 NR NR NR NR NR

Mencucci, R., 2018169 40 [20] 3 -0.05 -0.16 NR 0.01 0.00 0.14 0.11 0.21 0.18 0.00 -0.01 0.12 0.10 0.17 0.13

Kaymak, H., 2017170 32 [16] 12 0.90 NR 0.06 NR -0.02 NR 0.10 NR 0.12 NR -0.04 NR 0.07 NR 0.09

Mencucci, R., 2017171 42 [21] 3 -0.12 NR 0.29 0.01 0.0 0.14 0.11 0.21 0.18 0.01 0.0 NR NR NR NR

Liu, X., 2018172 50 [25] 3 NR -0.19 0.76 0.02 NR 0.08 NR 0.11 NR -0.04 NR 0.06 NR 0.07 NR

Yang, Y., 2018173 30 [27] 3 NR -0.05 NR 0.05 NR 0.23 NR 0.21 NR -0.01 NR 0.18 NR NR NR

Steinwender, G., 2018174 18 [9] 3 -1.6 0.10 0.17 -0.01 NR 0.04 NR 0.04 NR -0.05 NR NR NR NR NR

Martinez de Carneros-Llorente, A., 2019175 80 [40] 6 -0.27 -0.09 0.08 0.06 NR NR NR NR NR -0.01 NR NR NR 0.06 NR

Lubiński, W., 2020176 40 [20] 12 NR -0.30 NR NR -0.12 NR -0.01 NR -0.01 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Mo = months; MRSE = manifest refractive spherical equivalent; D = Diopter; CDVA = corrected distance 

visual acuity; UDVA = uncorrected distance visual acuity; UIVA = uncorrected intermediate visual acuity; 

UNVA = uncorrected near visual acuity; DCIVA = distance corrected intermediate visual acuity; DCNVA 

= distance corrected near visual acuity; NR = not reported

All visual acuity is displayed in logarithm of the minimal angle of resolution (logMAR) with 0.0 representing 

20/20 vision, and higher numbers reporting a decrease in visual acuity
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Table 4b. Overview of recent papers reporting refractive and visual results after implantation with an AT 

Lisa Tri 839MP trifocal intraocular lens
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AT Lisa Tri 839MP, ZEISS

Law, E. M., 2014159 60 [30] 6 -0.48 0.09 0.11 0.05 NR NR NR NR 0.16 -0.02 -0.06 NR 0.16 NR NR

Mojzis, P., 2014160 30 [15] 3 0.68 -0.29 -0.01 -0.05 NR 0.06 NR 0.15 NR -0.06 NR 0.06 NR 0.07 NR

Mojzis, P., 2014161 60 [30] 6 0.18 -0.12 0.02 0.03 NR 0.08 NR 0.2 NR 0.05 NR 0.08 NR 0.17 NR

Kretz, F.T., 2015162 76 [38] 3 0.21 -0.08 0.2 0.1 -0.05 0.15 0.05 0.1 0.05 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Mojzis, P., 2015163 120 [60] 12 NR NR 0.02 0.03 NR 0.12 NR 0.27 NR 0.01 NR 0.11 NR 0.25 NR

Plaza-Puche, A. B., 2016147 30 [15] 3 NR NR 0.08 NR 0 NR NR NR 0.17 NR 0.01 NR NR NR 0.15

Gundersen, K. G., 2016164 50 [25] 14.5 NR 0.19 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR -0.03 NR NR NR NR NR

Marques, E. F., 2015144 30 [15] 3 -0.93 -0.02 0.5 0.08 0 0.14 0.13 0.22 0.13 0.04 -0.03 0.18 0.09 0.11 0.05

Mendicute, J., 2016165 208 [104] 3 0.81 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR

Martinez-de-la-Casa, J. M., 2016148 48 [24] 3 -0.91 0.06 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR -0.04 NR 0.32 NR 0.12

Kohnen, T., 2016166 54 [27] 3 -1.6 0.05 NR 0.01 -0.06 0.06 0 0.09 0.04 -0.04 -0.1 0.04 -0.01 0.06 0.02

Alfonso, J. F., 2016167 204 [102] 3 NR NR NR NR 0.02 NR 0.13 NR 0.07 NR -0.02 NR 0.09 NR 0.06

Kretz, F. T., 2016168 100 [50] 3 -0.44 -0.08 0.16 0.06 0.04 0.09 0.04 0.06 0.01 0.04 0.04 NR NR NR NR

Bilbao-Calabuig, R., 2017151 4282 [2141] mean 3.18 NR 0.26 0.16 0.04 -0.01 0 -0.05 0.07 0.05 0.02 NR NR NR NR NR

Mencucci, R., 2018169 40 [20] 3 -0.05 -0.16 NR 0.01 0.00 0.14 0.11 0.21 0.18 0.00 -0.01 0.12 0.10 0.17 0.13

Kaymak, H., 2017170 32 [16] 12 0.90 NR 0.06 NR -0.02 NR 0.10 NR 0.12 NR -0.04 NR 0.07 NR 0.09

Mencucci, R., 2017171 42 [21] 3 -0.12 NR 0.29 0.01 0.0 0.14 0.11 0.21 0.18 0.01 0.0 NR NR NR NR

Liu, X., 2018172 50 [25] 3 NR -0.19 0.76 0.02 NR 0.08 NR 0.11 NR -0.04 NR 0.06 NR 0.07 NR

Yang, Y., 2018173 30 [27] 3 NR -0.05 NR 0.05 NR 0.23 NR 0.21 NR -0.01 NR 0.18 NR NR NR

Steinwender, G., 2018174 18 [9] 3 -1.6 0.10 0.17 -0.01 NR 0.04 NR 0.04 NR -0.05 NR NR NR NR NR

Martinez de Carneros-Llorente, A., 2019175 80 [40] 6 -0.27 -0.09 0.08 0.06 NR NR NR NR NR -0.01 NR NR NR 0.06 NR

Lubiński, W., 2020176 40 [20] 12 NR -0.30 NR NR -0.12 NR -0.01 NR -0.01 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Mo = months; MRSE = manifest refractive spherical equivalent; D = Diopter; CDVA = corrected distance 

visual acuity; UDVA = uncorrected distance visual acuity; UIVA = uncorrected intermediate visual acuity; 

UNVA = uncorrected near visual acuity; DCIVA = distance corrected intermediate visual acuity; DCNVA 

= distance corrected near visual acuity; NR = not reported

All visual acuity is displayed in logarithm of the minimal angle of resolution (logMAR) with 0.0 representing 

20/20 vision, and higher numbers reporting a decrease in visual acuity
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Table 4c. Overview of recent papers reporting refractive and visual results after implantation with an 

AcrySof IQ PanOptix quadrifocal intraocular lens
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AcrySof IQ PanOptix, Alcon

Vilar, C., 2017136 20 [NR] 1 NR -0.07 0.24 0.01 NR 0.14 NR -0.03 NR 0.01 NR NR NR NR NR

Garcia-Perez, J. L., 2017177 116 [58] 1 -0.10 NA NR NA 0.03 NA 0.12 NA 0.02 NA NR NA NR NA NR

Gundersen, K.G., 2017150 60 [30] mean12.8 -0.10 0.07 NR NR -0.05 NR NR NR NR NR -0.08 NR -0.09 NR -0.07

Lawless, M., 2017178 66 [33] mean 1.3 1.41 -0.08 0.09 0.01 NR 0.30 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR

Monaco, G., 2017130 40 [20] 4 NR -0.19 0.44 0.00 NR 0.23 NR 0.02 NR -0.01 NR 0.13 NR 0.01 NR

Kohnen, T., 2017123 54 [27] 3 -0.10 -0.04 NR 0.04 0.0 0.06 0.02 0.06 0.01 -0.05 -0.07 0.05 0.01 0.05 0.03

Alio, J. L., 2018179 52 [26] 6 NR NR 0.07 0.07 NR 0.12 NR 0.16 NR 0.01 NR 0.12 NR 0.13 NR

Mencucci, R., 2018169 40 [20] 3 -0.30 -0.20 NR 0.01 -0.02 0.11 0.07 0.17 0.15 -0.01 -0.03 0.10 0.06 0.104 0.12

Akman, A., 2019180 96 [48] 3 NR NR NR NR 0.05 NR 0.11 NR 0.09 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Martinez de Carneros-Llorente, A., 2019175 80 [40] 6 -0.05 -0.03 -0.05 0.07 NR NR NR NR NR -0.01 NR NR NR 0.04 NR

Escaf, L. J., 2020181 96 [46] 3 NR NR NR 0.10 NR 0.07 NR 0.05 NR 0.04 NR NR NR 0.02 NR

Farvardin, M., 2020182 40 [20] mean 12 NR NR NR NR 0.03 NR 0.20 NR 0.23 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Modi, S., 2020183 254 [127] 6 1.63 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR -0.014 -0.062 0.070 -0.007 0.105 0.050

Pedrotti, E., 2020184 50 [25] 3 -2.01 -0.1 NR -0.02 NR -0.02 NR 0.12 NR -0.08 NR 0.10 NR 0.14 NR

Ribeiro, F., 2020158 30 [15] 3 0.72 -0.16 NR 0.05 -0.02 0.11 0.06 0.05 0.03 -0.01 -0.01 0.05 0.01 0.02 0.00

Mo = months; MRSE = manifest refractive spherical equivalent; D = Diopter; CDVA = corrected distance 

visual acuity; UDVA = uncorrected distance visual acuity; UIVA = uncorrected intermediate visual acuity; 

UNVA = uncorrected near visual acuity; DCIVA = distance corrected intermediate visual acuity; DCNVA 

= distance corrected near visual acuity; NR = not reported

All visual acuity is displayed in logarithm of the minimal angle of resolution (logMAR) with 0.0 representing 

20/20 vision, and higher numbers reporting a decrease in visual acuity
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Table 4c. Overview of recent papers reporting refractive and visual results after implantation with an 

AcrySof IQ PanOptix quadrifocal intraocular lens
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AcrySof IQ PanOptix, Alcon

Vilar, C., 2017136 20 [NR] 1 NR -0.07 0.24 0.01 NR 0.14 NR -0.03 NR 0.01 NR NR NR NR NR

Garcia-Perez, J. L., 2017177 116 [58] 1 -0.10 NA NR NA 0.03 NA 0.12 NA 0.02 NA NR NA NR NA NR

Gundersen, K.G., 2017150 60 [30] mean12.8 -0.10 0.07 NR NR -0.05 NR NR NR NR NR -0.08 NR -0.09 NR -0.07

Lawless, M., 2017178 66 [33] mean 1.3 1.41 -0.08 0.09 0.01 NR 0.30 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR

Monaco, G., 2017130 40 [20] 4 NR -0.19 0.44 0.00 NR 0.23 NR 0.02 NR -0.01 NR 0.13 NR 0.01 NR

Kohnen, T., 2017123 54 [27] 3 -0.10 -0.04 NR 0.04 0.0 0.06 0.02 0.06 0.01 -0.05 -0.07 0.05 0.01 0.05 0.03

Alio, J. L., 2018179 52 [26] 6 NR NR 0.07 0.07 NR 0.12 NR 0.16 NR 0.01 NR 0.12 NR 0.13 NR

Mencucci, R., 2018169 40 [20] 3 -0.30 -0.20 NR 0.01 -0.02 0.11 0.07 0.17 0.15 -0.01 -0.03 0.10 0.06 0.104 0.12

Akman, A., 2019180 96 [48] 3 NR NR NR NR 0.05 NR 0.11 NR 0.09 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Martinez de Carneros-Llorente, A., 2019175 80 [40] 6 -0.05 -0.03 -0.05 0.07 NR NR NR NR NR -0.01 NR NR NR 0.04 NR

Escaf, L. J., 2020181 96 [46] 3 NR NR NR 0.10 NR 0.07 NR 0.05 NR 0.04 NR NR NR 0.02 NR

Farvardin, M., 2020182 40 [20] mean 12 NR NR NR NR 0.03 NR 0.20 NR 0.23 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Modi, S., 2020183 254 [127] 6 1.63 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR -0.014 -0.062 0.070 -0.007 0.105 0.050

Pedrotti, E., 2020184 50 [25] 3 -2.01 -0.1 NR -0.02 NR -0.02 NR 0.12 NR -0.08 NR 0.10 NR 0.14 NR

Ribeiro, F., 2020158 30 [15] 3 0.72 -0.16 NR 0.05 -0.02 0.11 0.06 0.05 0.03 -0.01 -0.01 0.05 0.01 0.02 0.00

Mo = months; MRSE = manifest refractive spherical equivalent; D = Diopter; CDVA = corrected distance 

visual acuity; UDVA = uncorrected distance visual acuity; UIVA = uncorrected intermediate visual acuity; 

UNVA = uncorrected near visual acuity; DCIVA = distance corrected intermediate visual acuity; DCNVA 

= distance corrected near visual acuity; NR = not reported

All visual acuity is displayed in logarithm of the minimal angle of resolution (logMAR) with 0.0 representing 

20/20 vision, and higher numbers reporting a decrease in visual acuity
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Table 4d. Overview of recent papers reporting refractive and visual results after implantation with a 

TECNIS Symfony extended depth of focus intraocular lens
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TECNIS Symfony, Johnson & Johnson

Cochener, B., 2016127 224 [112]# mean 5 -0.03 -0.21 NR NR 0.04 NR 0.09 NR 0.17 NR -0.02 NR NR NR NR

Cochener, B., 2016127 598 [299] mean 5 0.43 -0.3 NR NR 0.03 NR 0.13 NR 0.21 NR -0.02 NR NR NR NR

Pedrotti, E., 2016185 50 [25] 3 NR -0.27 NR 0.08 0 0.24 0.1 0.27 0.18 -0.04 -0.08 0.19 0.1 0.33 0.21

Ruiz-Mesa, R., 2017149 40 [20] 12 NR -0.19 0.03 NR 0.01 NR 0.09 NR 0.17 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Monaco, G., 2017130 40 [20] 4 NR -0.23 0.40 0.03 NR 0.27 NR 0.07 NR -0.01 NR 0.27 NR 0.07 NR

Mencucci, R., 2018169 40 [20] 3 -0.21 -0.13 NR -0.01 -0.04 -0.02 0.07 0.38 0.25 -0.02 -0.05 0.11 0.06 0.30 0.20

Ganesh, S., 2018135 50 [25]# 6 0.92 -0.22 NR NR -0.036 NR -0.044 NR 0.15 NR -0.11 NR 0.012 NR 0.22

Pedrotti, E., 2018186 110 [55] 6 0.13 -0.08 0.37 NR -0.04 NR 0.05 NR 0.18 NR -0.08 NR 0.05 NR -0.04

Pilger, D., 2018187 30 [15] 3 NR -1.03 0.43 0.03 -0.02 -0.08 -0.13 0.17 0.11 0.02 -0.03 0.05 -0.01 0.33 0.27

Lubiński, W., 2020176 40 [20] 12 NR -0.45 NR NR 0.08 NR 0.09 NR 0.21 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Paik, D. W., 2020188 40 [20] 3 -1.06 NR 0.35 NR -0.10 NR 0.06 NR 0.14 NR -0.10 NR NR NR NR

Farvardin, M.,2020182 40 [20] mean 11 NR -0.29 NR NR 0.04 NR 0.23 NR 0.52 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Pedrotti, E., 2020184 50 [25] 3 -0.45 -0.02 NR 0.00 NR 0.10 NR 0.26 NR -0.09 NR 0.07 NR 0.26 NR

Song, X., 2020189 47 [34] 3 NR -0.21 NR 0.10 NR 0.14 NR 0.34 NR -0.01 NR 0.11 NR 0.37 NR

Mo = months; MRSE = manifest refractive spherical equivalent; D = Diopter; CDVA = corrected distance 

visual acuity; UDVA = uncorrected distance visual acuity; UIVA = uncorrected intermediate visual acuity; 

UNVA = uncorrected near visual acuity; DCIVA = distance corrected intermediate visual acuity; DCNVA 

= distance corrected near visual acuity; NR = not reported

All visual acuity is displayed in logarithm of the minimal angle of resolution (logMAR) with 0.0 representing 

20/20 vision, and higher numbers reporting a decrease in visual acuity
#(mini-)monovision
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Table 4d. Overview of recent papers reporting refractive and visual results after implantation with a 

TECNIS Symfony extended depth of focus intraocular lens
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TECNIS Symfony, Johnson & Johnson

Cochener, B., 2016127 224 [112]# mean 5 -0.03 -0.21 NR NR 0.04 NR 0.09 NR 0.17 NR -0.02 NR NR NR NR

Cochener, B., 2016127 598 [299] mean 5 0.43 -0.3 NR NR 0.03 NR 0.13 NR 0.21 NR -0.02 NR NR NR NR

Pedrotti, E., 2016185 50 [25] 3 NR -0.27 NR 0.08 0 0.24 0.1 0.27 0.18 -0.04 -0.08 0.19 0.1 0.33 0.21

Ruiz-Mesa, R., 2017149 40 [20] 12 NR -0.19 0.03 NR 0.01 NR 0.09 NR 0.17 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Monaco, G., 2017130 40 [20] 4 NR -0.23 0.40 0.03 NR 0.27 NR 0.07 NR -0.01 NR 0.27 NR 0.07 NR

Mencucci, R., 2018169 40 [20] 3 -0.21 -0.13 NR -0.01 -0.04 -0.02 0.07 0.38 0.25 -0.02 -0.05 0.11 0.06 0.30 0.20

Ganesh, S., 2018135 50 [25]# 6 0.92 -0.22 NR NR -0.036 NR -0.044 NR 0.15 NR -0.11 NR 0.012 NR 0.22

Pedrotti, E., 2018186 110 [55] 6 0.13 -0.08 0.37 NR -0.04 NR 0.05 NR 0.18 NR -0.08 NR 0.05 NR -0.04

Pilger, D., 2018187 30 [15] 3 NR -1.03 0.43 0.03 -0.02 -0.08 -0.13 0.17 0.11 0.02 -0.03 0.05 -0.01 0.33 0.27

Lubiński, W., 2020176 40 [20] 12 NR -0.45 NR NR 0.08 NR 0.09 NR 0.21 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Paik, D. W., 2020188 40 [20] 3 -1.06 NR 0.35 NR -0.10 NR 0.06 NR 0.14 NR -0.10 NR NR NR NR

Farvardin, M.,2020182 40 [20] mean 11 NR -0.29 NR NR 0.04 NR 0.23 NR 0.52 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Pedrotti, E., 2020184 50 [25] 3 -0.45 -0.02 NR 0.00 NR 0.10 NR 0.26 NR -0.09 NR 0.07 NR 0.26 NR

Song, X., 2020189 47 [34] 3 NR -0.21 NR 0.10 NR 0.14 NR 0.34 NR -0.01 NR 0.11 NR 0.37 NR

Mo = months; MRSE = manifest refractive spherical equivalent; D = Diopter; CDVA = corrected distance 

visual acuity; UDVA = uncorrected distance visual acuity; UIVA = uncorrected intermediate visual acuity; 

UNVA = uncorrected near visual acuity; DCIVA = distance corrected intermediate visual acuity; DCNVA 

= distance corrected near visual acuity; NR = not reported

All visual acuity is displayed in logarithm of the minimal angle of resolution (logMAR) with 0.0 representing 

20/20 vision, and higher numbers reporting a decrease in visual acuity
#(mini-)monovision
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ABSTRACT

Purpose: To evaluate the efficacy, safety, and stability of a foldable angle-supported Acrysof 

Cachet phakic intraocular lenses (pIOL) to correct moderate to high myopia and compare 

endothelial cell loss to EC loss after iris-fixated Artisan and Artiflex pIOL implantation.

Setting: University Eye Clinic Maastricht, The Netherlands.

Design: Retrospective observational study.

Methods: Foldable angle-supported pIOL implantation for myopia ranging from -6.0 to -16.5 

diopters (D) was done. Uncorrected (UDVA) and corrected (CDVA) distance visual acuity, 

spherical equivalent (SE), and adverse events were documented preoperatively and at 6 

months and 1 and 2 years postoperatively. Endothelial cell loss after implantation of the 

foldable angle-supported pIOL and iris-fixated pIOLs was compared 6 months and 1 and 2 

years postoperatively. 

Results: There were 158 eyes. The UDVA was equal to or more than 20/25 in 95% of eyes at 

1 and 2 years postoperatively. The mean SE was -0.17 D ± 0.43 (SD) 2 years postoperatively. 

One patient developed pupil ovalization, resulting in explantation of the pIOL from both eyes. 

Acute endothelial cell loss in the foldable angle-supported pIOL group was -3.2% ± 0.7%, 

significantly higher than after iris-fixated pIOL implantation. Chronic endothelial cell loss 

from 6 to 24 months after surgery was -3.8% ± 0.7%. At the 2-year follow-up, the chronic 

endothelial cell loss in the foldable angle-supported pIOL group was not significantly different 

than with iris-fixated pIOLs (P > .05).

Conclusions: The foldable angle-supported pIOL effectively corrected moderate to high 

myopia. However, acute surgical endothelial cell loss was significantly higher than with iris-

fixated pIOLs.
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INTRODUCTION

Laser refractive surgery has been the treatment of choice for most patients seeking spectacle 

independence. However, this technique is less desirable for patients with moderate to high 

myopia. Not only is the long-term accuracy of laser refractive surgery known to decline with 

higher levels of myopia, but secondary effects such as glare and halos are common downsides.1 

To offer an alternative for patients with moderate to high myopia, phakic intra ocular lenses 

(pIOLs) were developed. Advantages of pIOL implantation over laser refractive surgery are 

a better uncorrected (UDVA) and corrected (CDVA) distance visual acuity, better contrast 

sensitivity, and a better quality of vision.2, 3

Anterior chamber pIOLs are available in angle-supported and iris-fixated models. Iris-claw 

pIOLs are a reversible, effective, stable and safe procedure.4, 5 The initial (rigid) pIOLs were 

angle-supported, but nowadays, iris-fixated pIOLs (ie, Artisan or Artiflex pIOL, both Ophtec BV) 

and posterior chamber sulcus fixated pIOLs are the most widely used. The main complications 

of pIOLs are pupil ovalization, cataract formation and endothelial cell loss.1, 6-9 Concerns have 

been raised especially about the potential risks of pIOLs to cause damage to the corneal 

endothelium.7-11 Because iris-fixated pIOLs have a challenging implantation technique that 

requires a skillful and experienced surgeon, manufacturers have designed various foldable 

angle-supported pIOLs.12, 13 Recently, a new foldable angle-supported pIOL, the Acrysof Cachet 

pIOL (Alcon laboratories, Inc), was introduced; it is made of a single-piece hydrophobic acrylate 

and has an optic disc of 6.0 mm. 

The purpose of the present study was to evaluate the efficacy, safety, and stability of the angle-

supported Acrysof Cachet pIOL to correct moderate to high myopia and compare endothelial 

cell loss between this IOL and the rigid iris-fixated Artisan Myopia, Artisan Toric, and Artiflex 

(Ophtec BV) pIOLs. 
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PATIENTS AND METHODS 

Patient population and study design

This retrospective observational study consisted of patients with moderate to high myopia 

with surgical implantation of a foldable angle-supported pIOL between 2009 and 2013 at the 

Academic Center for Refractive Surgery, University Eye Clinic Maastricht, the Netherlands. 

Written informed consent was obtained from all patients. The study was conducted in 

accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. 

Inclusion criteria for performing pIOL implantation were a stable refractive error during the 

previous 2 years; a central anterior chamber depth (ACD) of more than 2.8 mm (measured 

from the endothelium to the crystalline lens); a pupil diameter less than 6 mm in mesopic light 

conditions; endothelial cell density (ECD) count according to age with a minimum of 2000 cells/

mm2 for the highest age group; no corneal, pupil, or iris abnormalities; and no history of glaucoma 

or chronic or recurrent uveitis. 

To compare endothelial cell loss with the angle-supported pIOL with that of our routinely 

used iris-fixated pIOL, a control group was selected based on a consecutive series of 737 pIOL 

implantations at the Academic Center for Refractive Surgery from 1998 to 2013. All 737 eyes 

were operated by the same surgeon (R.N.), and all surgeries were performed in the same hospital.

Preoperative examination

Before surgery, subjective, objective, and cycloplegic refractions were determined. The UDVA 

and CDVA were measured using Snellen optotypes. Slitlamp microscopy, Goldmann applanation 

tonometry, and fundus examination were performed. Pupil sizes were measured in mesopic 

and scotopic conditions using a pupillometer (P2000, Procyon Instruments Ltd.). Axial length, 

white-to-white, and ACD measurement were calculated using partial coherence interferometry 

(IOLMaster, Carl Zeiss Meditec AG). Anterior chamber morphometrics were evaluated using 

anterior segment optical coherence tomography (AS-OCT) (Visante, Carl Zeiss Meditec AG). 

Central endothelial cell measurements were performed using a noncontact specular microscope 

(NonconRobo SP-8000, Konan Medical, Inc.). Three consecutive endothelial images of the 

central cornea were obtained and analyzed using the dot method, in which the centers of 

50 or more contiguous cells are marked. The average of 3 measurements was used for the 

analysis. Postoperative examinations included subjective and objective UDVA and CDVA, 

slitlamp microscopy, Goldmann applanation tonometry, AS-OCT and central endothelial cell 

measurements. These exams were repeated 1 day, 1 week, 3 and 6 months and 1 and 2 years 

after surgery. Examinations performed at 6 months, 1 and 2 years were used for the data 

analysis. Comparisons between preoperative and postoperative data were made for all patients. 
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Angle-supported phakic intraocular lens

The Cachet pIOL (Figure 1) is an angle-supported IOL made of a single-piece hydrophobic 

acrylate with an optic disc of 6.0 mm; it is foldable and can be inserted through a small incision 

(2.8 mm). The overall length of the angle-supported pIOL varies from 12.5 to 14.0 mm and 

depends on the anterior chamber diameter of the eye. This study included 4 models of the 

Cachet pIOL: models L12500, L13000, L13500, and L14000, ranging in size from 12.5 to 14.0 

mm with 0.5 mm steps. The power ranges from -6.0 to -16.5 diopters (D). The pIOL consists 

of a 4-point haptic design connected with a bridge. The goal of the IOL design is to minimize 

compressive forces on the iridocorneal angle and to establish an ideal position of the pIOL in 

the anterior chamber regarding the distance to the corneal endothelium and the lens. Due to 

this position of the angle-supported pIOL, an iridectomy is unnecessary. 

Surgical technique of pIOL implantation

Power calculation was performed using the formula originally derived by Van der Heijde14 and 

further refined by Holladay.15 Subsequently, pIOL power was determined to achieve the target 

refraction. 

Prior to surgery the pupil was constricted using pilocarpine 2.0% to prevent possible contact 

between the pIOL and crystalline lens. Before surgery, sub-tenon anesthesia was used to 

anesthetize the eye. No eye required an iridotomy during or after surgery. 

A corneal tunnel incision of 2.8 mm at 12 o’clock was created to access the anterior chamber. 

Acetylcholine chloride 1.0% intraocular solution was used intraoperatively for pupil constriction. 

To inflate and maintain the chamber, sodium hyaluronate 1.0% (Provisc) was injected into the 

chamber angle, away from the pupil. The pIOL was loaded into the Monarch III IOL Delivery 

System (Alcon Laboratories, Inc.) with its anterior optic surface facing upward and was then 

folded and slowly delivered with the cartridge positioned at midpupil to provide delivery in 

the area of maximum ACD. After unfolding of the leading haptics, delivery was continued 

when the leading haptics reached the distal angle and the cartridge was withdrawn to avoid 

increased compression in the distal angle. Trailing haptics were left just outside the incision 

and then tucked one at a time into the anterior chamber angle so that the pIOL was positioned 

with all 4 haptics in the anterior chamber.16, 17 After pIOL implantation, the cohesive ophthalmic 

viscosurgical device (OVD) was thoroughly removed from the anterior chamber by active 

irrigation/aspiration. Active removal included the use of a single-port system to simultaneously 

irrigate and aspirate the OVD. A 10-0 nylon closure suture was used. Acetazolamide 500 mg 

at 30 minutes and 8 hours after the operation was given to control intraocular pressure (IOP).

The surgical technique for the Artisan Myopia, Artisan Toric, and Artiflex pIOL implantation 

have been described.18, 19 
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The postoperative eyedrop treatment consisted of tobramycin 0.3% and dexamethasone 0.1% 

(Tobradex) 4 times a day and ketorolac 0.5% (Acular) 4 times a day for 4 weeks in a tapering 

regimen. 

Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS for Windows software (version 21, International 

Business Machines Corp.). The primary study results were calculated descriptively. To determine 

central endothelial cell loss, a linear mixed model analysis was used with subject as grouping 

factor and pIOL and time and the interaction term of these 2 as covariates. The advantage of this 

model is that it allows use of all available data. If a datapoint is missing, it has no effect on other 

scores from that same eye. However, data from these patients will contribute to a more accurate 

estimate of the endothelial cell change over time (ie, the endothelial cell loss). A P values less 

than 0.05 was considered significant. Results are reported as specified in the standard format 

for reporting refractive surgical data.20

Table 1. Patient demographics

Demographic Acrysof 

Cachet

Artisan 

Myopia

Artisan 

Toric

Artiflex

Eyes (n) 158 371 111 257

Male / female sex (n) 62/96 133/238 54/57 86/171

Mean age (y) 39.0 ± 10.6 51.2 ± 10.1 44.5 ± 11.6 45.5 ± 11.3

Mean anterior chamber depth (mm) 3.64 ± 0.35 3.69 ± 0.34 3.48 ± 0.33 3.62 ± 0.35

Mean endothelial cell count (cells/mm2) 2817.0 ± 

25.2

2664 ± 

362.6

2689.2 ± 

366.5

2741.9 ± 

293.1

Mean spherical equivalent (D) -9.59 ± 2.24 -12.7 ± 5.0 -6.3 ± 8.3 -9.29 ± 2.8

Mean best corrected visual acuity (Snellen) 1.07 ± 0.17 0.8 ± 0.25 0.79 ± 0.24 1.0 ± 0.18

Means ± SD
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RESULTS

The study include 158 eyes of 81 patients. The mean age of the 49 women and 32 men at the 

time of pIOL implantation was 39.0 years ± 10.6 (SD) (Table 1). The mean follow-up was 17.0 ± 

7.2 months (range 6 months to 2 years). The mean pIOL power was -10.27 ± 2.13 D. 

Safety

Figure 2, A and B shows the change in CDVA in the angle-supported pIOL group from 

preoperatively to 1 and 2 years after surgery. At 6 months (n = 158), 1 year (n = 124) and 2 

years (n = 79), 146 eyes (91%), 114eyes (92%), and 77 eyes (97%), respectively, had no change 

in or gained lines of CDVA compared with preoperatively. After 2 years, no eye had lost 2 or more 

lines of CDVA. The safety index 1 and 2 years after implantation was 1.14 and 1.11, respectively.

Efficacy

Figure 3, A and B, shows the UDVA in the angle-supported group 1 and 2 years after surgery. 

After 1 year, 92 (75%) of 124 eyes had an UDVA of 20/20 or better, and after 2 years, 58 (73%) 

of 79 eyes had an UDVA of 20/20 or better. At 6 months, 1 year, and 2 years, more than 90% 

of eyes (152/158, 118/124, and 75/79, respectively) had an UDVA of 20/25 or better. After 2 

years, 67 (85%) of 79 eyes had a CDVA of 20/20 or better. The 2-year efficacy index was 1.00. 

Predictability and stability

Figure 4 shows the attempted versus achieved spherical equivalent (SE) refraction in every eye 

after 1 year of follow-up. The residual refractive error (SE) was within ± 0.5 D and ± 1.0 D of 

target in 113 eyes (91%) and 122 eyes (98%), respectively, after 1 year of follow-up. 

After 2 years follow-up, the residual refractive error (SE) was within ± 0.5 D of target in 72 eyes 

(91%) and within ± 1.0 D of target in 95 eyes (95%). All patients who were more than 1.0 D off-

target were highly myopic and were satisfied with their visual outcome. 

The mean SE was -9.6 ± 2.2 D preoperatively and improved to -0.18 ± 0.29 D and -0.17 ± 0.43 

D after 1 and 2 years, respectively (Figure 5). Figure 6 presents the results on the refractive 

accuracy outcomes after angle-supported pIOL implantation. The refractive astigmatism 1 year 

after surgery was within ± 0.25 D in 80 eyes (65%) and within ± 0.5 D in 96 eyes (77%) (Figure 

7). Two years after surgery, these figures were 55 eyes (69%) and 63 eyes (80%), respectively 

(n = 79). 
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Figure 1. Foldable angle-supported pIOL

Figure 2. A: Snellen lines of CDVA gained or lost 1 year after angle-supported pIOL implantation. B: 

Snellen lines of CDVA gained or lost 2 years after angle-supported pIOL implantation (CDVA = corrected 

distance visual acuity).

Figure 3. A: The UDVA 1 year after angle-supported pIOL implantation. B: The UDVA 2 years after angle-

supported pIOL implantation (CDVA = corrected distance visual acuity; UDVA = uncorrected distance 

visual acuity).

A

A

B

B
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Figure 4. One-year predictability of angle-supported pIOL, with 2 green lines demonstrating 0.5 D and 

2 outer pink lines demonstrating 1.0 D of overcorrection or undercorrection.

Figure 5. One-year stability of SE refraction after angle-supported pIOL implantation.
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Figure 6. Accuracy of SE refraction 1 year after angle-supported pIOL implantation.

Figure 7. Refractive astigmatism 1 year after angle-supported pIOL implantation.

Adverse events

Table 2 shows the adverse events for all 158 eyes throughout the study. The most frequent 

complication was a presumed steroid-induced increase in IOP in the early postoperative period 

(7 to 10 days). All eyes responded well to topical treatment. There were no reports of retinal 

detachment, corneal edema, inflammation, or cystoid macular edema. 
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1

Figure 8. A: Slitlamp photograph of angle-supported pIOL with pupil ovalization. B: Slitlamp photograph 

after synechialysis and exchange for an Artiflex pIOL in an eye with previous pupil ovalization 3 years after 

Acrysof Cachet pIOL implantation. Photograph was taken directly after surgery in the operating room.
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Figure 9. The ECD after implantation of pIOLs. 

Additional procedures

Four eyes of 3 patients had an additional refractive laser-assisted subepithelial keratectomy to 

treat residual ametropia. All 3 patients (4 eyes) were excluded from further analysis, including 

the assessment of predictability. In 2 eyes of 2 patients repositioning of the angle-supported 

pIOL was required.
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Dropout occurred in 3 eyes of 2 patients who had a pIOL exchange. In 1 patient (1 eye), the 

angle-supported pIOL was exchanged with a toric Artiflex due to a residual refractive error. In 

both eyes of another patient the angle-supported pIOL was exchanged with a spherical Artiflex 

due to pupil ovalization in both eyes. This patient had an angle-supported pIOL (L13000) 

implanted in both eyes. After 36 months, the right eye showed anterior synechiae formation with 

an irregular pupil, whereas the left eye also showed pupil ovalization but with minor synechiae 

formation. Neither eye had significant endothelial cell loss during follow-up. Six months and 2 

months after pIOL exchange, UDVA was 20/20 in both eyes. Figure 8, A and B, show the right 

eye before and after the pIOL exchange. 

Endothelial cell loss

Data from 147 eyes in the angle-supported pIOL group were compared with the data for 3 iris-

fixated pIOLs: Artisan Myopia (n = 337), Artisan Toric (n = 108), and Artiflex (n = 255). 

Acute endothelial cell loss

Acute endothelial cell loss, meaning endothelial cell loss from preoperatively to 6 months 

postoperatively, was -3.2 ± 0.7% for the angle-supported pIOL. This was significantly higher 

when compared with the iris-fixated models: Artisan Myopia (-0.4% ± 0.9%, P = .001) and Artiflex 

(-1.7% ± 0.9%, P = .001). There was no significant difference in the Artisan Toric group (+1.0% ± 

1.3%, P = .092). Figure 9 shows the significantly steeper decline in endothelial cells after angle-

supported pIOL implantation versus the iris-fixated pIOLs.

Chronic endothelial cell loss

The angle-supported pIOL had a significant endothelial cell loss from 6 months to 2 years 

postoperatively of -3.8% ± 0.7% (P < .001, n = 129) (Figure 9). There was no significant difference 

in chronic endothelial cell loss between the 4 pIOL groups: Artisan Myopia (-2.1% ± 0.9%, n = 

262), Artisan Toric (-2.9% ± 1.4%, n = 59), and Artiflex (-1.7% ± 1.0%, n = 177) (Figure 9). The 

mean change in central endothelial cell loss from preoperatively to 1 year postoperatively was 

-6.9% ± 0.5% in the angle-supported pIOL group. 

Table 2. Adverse events (n = 158)

Adverse Event n %

Increased IOP requiring treatment 9 5.7

Surgical intervention 8 5.1

Pupil ovalization 2 1.3

CDVA loss > 0.2 logMAR 0 0

CDVA = corrected distance visual acuity; IOP = intraocular pressure
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DISCUSSION

Up to 2 years after implantation of the Acrysof Cachet pIOL, it demonstrated favorable results 

in terms of CDVA, UDVA, predictability, stability and safety. As in other reported studies, visual 

acuity was excellent, and no eye lost 2 or more lines of CDVA 1 and 2 years postoperatively.16, 17, 21 

The safety index of 1.14 after 1 year and 1.11 after 2 years demonstrates the overall safety of 

this procedure. During our follow-up period, more than 90% of eyes had an UDVA of at least 

20/25 or more. 

In this population, there were no serious intraoperative complications. However, concerning 

postoperative complications, we had 1 patient who had a pIOL exchange in both eyes due to 

pupil ovalization. The main postoperative complications seen in patients with angle–supported 

pIOLs are endothelial cell loss and pupil ovalization.9, 22 In the past, various angle-supported 

pIOLs, both rigid and foldable, showed high endothelial cell loss and were eventually withdrawn 

from the market.11, 23 Adequate position and stability of the pIOL play a crucial role in preventing 

endothelial cell loss. Kohnen and Klaproth demonstrated good stability of the Cachet pIOL in 

the anterior chamber, maintaining an adequate distance to the corneal endothelium and the 

crystalline lens.24 Pupil ovalization is a well-recognized problem after implantation of angle-

supported pIOLs. It is hypothesized that ischemic or inflammatory changes of the iris occur due 

to excessive compression of the haptic on the iris root. This can lead to sectoral iris atrophy and 

pupil ovalization.22 Rigid haptics and an oversized pIOL may lead to pupil ovalization.13, 25 Recent 

studies concerning the Cachet pIOL do not report pupil ovalization.16, 17 

The present study reported an acute endothelial cell loss of -3.2% ± 0.7%, which is comparable 

with other reports of -3.31% and -5.38% acute endothelial cell loss.16, 21 The mean change in 

central ECD from preoperatively to 1 year postoperatively was -6.9% ± 0.5%. Kohnen and 

Klaproth reported an endothelial cell loss of -4.8%, and Mastropasqua et al. reported -4.1% 1 

year after implantation.24, 26 Although the chronic endothelial cell loss from 6 months to 2 years 

postoperatively in the angle-supported pIOL group (-3.8% ± 0.7%, n = 129) was higher than the 

loss in the other 3 iris-fixated pIOLs (Artisan Myopia: -2.1% ± 0.9%, n = 262; Artisan Toric : -2.9% 

± 1.4%, n = 59; Artiflex: -1.7% ± 1.0%, n = 177) (Figure 9), the difference was not significant. This 

may be explained by the smaller number of patients at the 2-year follow-up. 

The Cachet pIOL offers an advantage with its small incision size and easy implantation technique 

compared with the iris-fixated models. However, in our study, the angle-supported pIOL has a 

significantly higher acute surgical endothelial cell loss than the 3 iris-fixated pIOLs. The reason 

for this higher acute loss is presently unknown. Possibly, the flexible nature of the single-piece 

design of the single-piece design of the acrylic Cachet pIOL may unfold more slowly than 

silicone material and be in closer contact with the endothelium during implantation and/or 
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OVD removal. Of course, this is a hypothesis that warrants reproducible findings from other 

surgeons and additional research. When excluding the surgical loss, there were no significant 

differences in endothelial cell loss between the iris-fixated pIOLs and the angle-supported pIOL. 

To our knowledge, there are no reported studies comparing endothelial cell loss after Cachet 

implantation to other pIOL models. 

A limitation of our study is the number of eyes available for follow-up examinations. Of the 158 

included eyes in the angle-supported pIOL group, only 124 and 79 eyes reached a follow-up of 

1 year and 2 years, respectively. 

In conclusion, the Acrysof Cachet pIOL effectively corrects moderate to high myopia, with good 

predictability and stability. Regarding safety, no eye lost 2 or more lines of CDVA at the 2-year 

follow-up. Acute surgical endothelial cell loss was larger with the Cachet pIOL than with the 

Artisan Myopia, Artisan Toric, and Artiflex iris-fixated pIOLs. Longer follow-up is necessary to 

establish long-term safety of this angle-supported pIOL for the corneal endothelium.

WHAT WAS KNOWN

• Iris-fixated pIOLs have been used successfully to correct moderate to high myopia, with 

endothelial cell loss as a minor complication.

• Iris-fixated pIOLs have a challenging implantation technique. 

WHAT THIS PAPER ADDS

• The new angle-supported pIOL effectively corrected moderate to high myopia with good 

predictability and stability.

• Acute endothelial cell loss after implantation of the new angle-supported pIOL appears to 

be higher than with iris-fixated pIOLs in this single-center study.
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ABSTRACT

Purpose: To evaluate the long-term change in endothelial cell density (ECD) after the 

implantation of 2 types of rigid iris-fixated phakic intraocular lenses (pIOLs) for the treatment 

of myopia and astigmatism. 

Design: Prospective, clinical cohort study.

Subjects: A total of 507 eyes of 289 patients receiving the Artisan Myopia or Artisan Toric 

(Ophtec B.V., Groningen, The Netherlands) iris-fixated pIOL for the treatment of myopia or 

astigmatism at the University Eye Clinic Maastricht as of January 1998.

Methods: A total of 381 myopic and 126 toric pIOLs were implanted. Five- and 10-year 

follow-ups were completed by 193 and 127 eyes implanted with the myopic pIOL and by 40 

and 20 eyes implanted with the toric pIOL, respectively. 

Main Outcome Measures: Chronic endothelial cell (EC) loss, percentage of eyes with a 

decrease of ≥25% in ECD, and percentage of eyes with an ECD <1500 cells/mm2. 

Results: Chronic EC loss was calculated from 6 months postoperatively to the end of follow-

up and showed an annual ECD decline of 48 cells/mm2 (standard error, 3.14) and 61 cells/

mm2 (standard error, 6.30) in the myopic (P < 0.001) and toric (P < 0.001) groups, respectively, 

resulting in a total EC loss of 16.6% and 21.5% from 6 months to 10 years postoperatively, 

respectively. Ten years after implantation, ECD had decreased by ≥25% in 7.9% and 6.3%, 

whereas ECD was <1500 cells/mm2 in 3.9% and 4.0% in the myopic and toric groups, 

respectively. Explantation of the pIOL occurred in 6.0% in the myopic group and 4.8% in 

the toric group. Risk factors for increased EC loss were a shallow anterior chamber depth 

(ACD) (P ≤ 0.005) and a smaller distance between central and peripheral pIOL edge to the 

endothelium (P ≤ 0.005). 

Conclusion: A significant linear chronic EC loss was reported after implantation with 

myopic or toric iris-fixated pIOLs. A smaller ACD and smaller distance between pIOL edge 

and endothelium were risk factors for EC loss. Modification of preoperative age-related 

ECD thresholds is indicated to maintain an ECD that warrants safe future combined pIOL 

explantation and cataract surgery. 
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INTRODUCTION

Implantation of phakic intraocular lenses (pIOL), whether angle supported, iris fixated, or 

positioned in the posterior chamber, is associated with an accelerated decrease in endothelial cell 

density (ECD).1-9 The magnitude of endothelial cell (EC) loss after pIOL implantation surpasses 

the physiological annual decrease of 0.6% as reported in 42 adults in a 1997 benchmark study.10 

The importance of EC loss for assessing the safety of pIOLs was emphasized in 2006 when the 

French Health Products and Safety Agency (l'Agence Française de Sécurité Sanitaire des Produits 

de Santé [AFSSAPS]) withdrew the foldable angle-supported Vivarte pIOL (Ioltech S.A., Perigny, 

France) from the market because of excessive EC loss. More recently, the American Academy 

of Ophthalmology (AAO) Task Force has formulated guidelines that define the percentage of 

eyes with a total EC loss equal to or more than 25% after 3 years as an endpoint for clinical 

investigation of a new pIOL. In addition, the AFSSAPS guidelines describe an endothelial cell 

density (ECD) of less than 1500 cells/mm2 as an explantation criterion.11, 12 However, so far 

none of the published studies have used these newly established EC loss criteria as outcome 

measures. In this study, we applied these criteria as outcome measures in our patient cohort 

of myopic and toric pIOLs that was followed over a 10-year period using the same specular 

microscope and ECD measurement protocols.
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METHODS

Design

From January 1998 to June 2016, 507 eyes of 289 patients received a myopic or toric iris-

fixated pIOL implant at the University Eye Clinic Maastricht, Maastricht University Medical 

Center, The Netherlands. Patients were prospectively evaluated preoperatively, and at 1 day, 

1 week, and 1, 3, 6 and 12 months postoperatively in the first postoperative year. Regular 

follow-up continued with annual visits. The rigid myopic pIOL was implanted in 381 eyes of 

209 patients, and 193 and 127 eyes completed the 5 and 10 year follow-up, respectively. The 

rigid toric pIOL was implanted in 126 eyes of 80 patients, with 40 and 20 eyes completing the 

5- and 10-year follow-up, respectively.

The current study was performed in adherence to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. The 

Maastricht University Medical Center Institutional Review Board stated that approval was not 

required for this study. 

Implantation criteria

Before pIOL implantation, patients had to be aged ≥ 18 years and have a stable refraction for 

at least 2 years. Anterior chamber depth (ACD) from the corneal endothelium to the anterior 

plane of the crystalline lens had to be at least 2.8 mm with a maximal clear lens rise (CLR) of 

600 µm.1, 13, 14 Preoperative minimal ECD depended on age with >2800 cells/mm² required for 

patients aged 21 to 25 years, >2650 cells/mm² for patients aged 26 to 30 years, >2400 cells/

mm² for patients aged 31 to 35 years, >2200 cells/mm² for patients aged 36 to 45 years, and 

>2000 cells/mm² in patients aged more than 45 years.1, 15 

This article does not contain data of patients treated with iris-fixated pIOLs in keratoconus or 

irregular astigmatism or patients treated with iris-fixated pIOLs after corneal transplantation. 

Data from a subset of patients from the present study was reported in previous studies.16-19 

Phakic intraocular lenses and surgical technique

The Artisan Myopia pIOL is a 1-piece, polymethyl methacrylate, rigid lens with a convex-concave 

optic and a total diameter of 8.5 mm. The optic diameter is variable and depends on the required 

refractive correction: pIOLs from -1.0 to -15.5 diopters (D) are available in a 6.0-mm optic 

diameter, whereas a 5.0-mm optic diameter is available for pIOL powers from -1.0 to -23.5 D. 

The Artisan Toric pIOL is a 1-piece, polymethyl methacrylate, rigid lens with a convex-concave 

optic, a spherical power ranging from +14.0 to -22.0 D, and a cylindrical power of up to -7.5 D. 

The total diameter is 8.5 mm with an optic diameter of 5.0 mm. Lens power calculations were 

performed by the manufacturer using the formula of van der Heijde et al.20
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All surgeries were performed by the same surgeon (R.M.M.A.N.) at the University Eye Clinic 

Maastricht under general or local anesthesia. Previous reports by our group have described 

the surgical procedure and postoperative medication regimen.16-19 

Evaluation

Preoperative examination consisted of subjective and cycloplegic refraction, Snellen uncorrected 

distance visual acuity (VA) and corrected distance VA measurements, and slit-lamp examination, 

including Goldmann applanation tonometry and fundoscopy. Additional measurements 

consisted of corneal topography (Orbscan [Bausch & Lomb, Rochester, NY, USA], Pentacam HR 

[OCULUS Optikgeräte GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany], Sirius [Schwind eye-tech-solutions GmbH 

& Co. KG, Kleinostheim, Germany]), biometry (A2500 [SonomedEscalon, New Hyde Park, NY, 

USA], IOLMaster [Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany]), anterior segment optical coherence 

tomography (OCT) (Visante [Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany]) and specular microscopy 

(NONCON ROBO PACHY SP9000 S/N PK1-1137 [KONAN MEDICAL Inc., Nishinomiya, 

Japan]). All preoperative measurements were performed 1 week after removal of soft contact 

lenses and 2 weeks after removal of rigid gas-permeable contact lenses. 

From 2006 onward, OCT was used to perform preoperative pIOL simulation to measure the 

ACD, the vault between the pIOL and crystalline lens, the distance between the anterior pIOL 

and the endothelium, and clear lens rise as reported previously.1, 13, 14, 18, 21, 22 Annual postoperative 

follow-up visits consisted of subjective refraction, Snellen uncorrected distance VA and 

corrected distance VA measurements, slit-lamp examination, tonometry, corneal topography, 

anterior segment OCT, and specular microscopy. 

In respect of the known variation between specular microscopes and the influence of this 

variation on the correct calculation of EC loss, all eyes continued their measurements with 

the same specular microscope.23-26 Per protocol, the mean ECD in each eye was calculated 

by determining the mean of 3 consecutive measurements of 50 central ECs using the manual 

center-to-center method.27 

Outcome measures

The definitions of outcome measures were based on the recent guidelines of the AAO and 

AFSSAPS, describing the percentage of eyes reaching the AAO end point (i.e., EC loss ≥25% 

compared with the preoperative measurement) and AFSSAPS explantation criterion (i.e., ECD 

<1500 cells/mm2).11, 12 We calculated the mean ECD 5 and 10 years after pIOL implantation, as 

well as the annual EC loss. To adhere to the AAO-defined guidelines, we not only presented the 

percentage of eyes meeting the AAO-defined end point after 5 and 10 years but also added the 

percentage of eyes meeting this end point after 3 years.12 
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Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS for Windows (version 23, IBM, Armonk, NY, USA). 

All VA measurements were converted from Snellen VA to logarithm of the minimum angle of 

resolution (logMAR) VA prior to statistical analysis. Descriptive analyses were performed to 

compute mean and standard deviation (±standard deviation) in primary outcome measures and 

preoperative characteristics. Longitudinal changes were analyzed using a linear mixed-model 

analysis with an eye identification number as a grouping variable and time as a covariate. The 

best fitted covariance structure was selected using the Bayesian information criterion. Similar 

to previous reports on EC loss, the effect of pIOL implantation on the endothelium (i.e., acute EC 

loss) was assessed from preoperatively to 6 months postoperatively, whereas long-term changes 

(i.e., chronic EC loss) were assessed from 6 months postoperatively to the end of follow-up. 

Kaplan-Meier and multivariate Cox regression analyses were performed to assess survival from 

implantation to the occurrence of the AAO-defined end point (i.e., total EC loss ≥25%) and the 

AFSSAPS-defined explantation criterion (i.e., ECD <1500 cells/mm2). P values were considered 

significant if the P value was < 0.05. 
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RESULTS

From January 1998 to June 2016, 381 eyes of 209 patients were implanted with the myopic 

pIOL and 126 eyes of 80 patients were implanted with the toric pIOL. Mean follow-up was 

94.9 ± 56.5 months in the myopic group and 50.4 ± 46.8 months in the toric group. Baseline 

characteristics of both groups are depicted in Table 1.

After extensive parental consultation, 4 eyes of 3 patients younger than 18 years were 

implanted with a myopic pIOL because of a -7.0 D anisometropia in 1 eye of 1 patient (age 

14) with contact lens intolerance, because of contact lens intolerance in 2 eyes of 1 patient 

(age 15) with a -30.0 and -18.5 D preoperative refraction, and to prevent amblyopia in 1 eye 

of a 5-year old -12.0 D anisometropic and contact lens-intolerant patient. Between 1998 

and 2006, there were no definitive thresholds formulated by the Netherlands Society for 

Refractive Surgery (Nederlands Gezelschap voor Refractie Chirurgie [NGRC]) with respect 

to preoperative ECD.15 As a result, myopic pIOLs were implanted in 16 eyes of 12 patients, 

and toric pIOLs in 4 eyes of 4 patients with an ECD lower than 2000 cells/mm2. 

Endothelial Cell Density

The mean ECD preoperatively and at 6 months and 5 and 10 years postoperatively is 

reported in Table 2 and Figure 1. There was no significant acute EC loss from preoperatively 

to 6 months postoperatively in either the myopic group (P = 0.35) or toric group (P = 0.59).

With respect to chronic EC loss, we found a mean annual ECD decline of 48 cells/mm2 (standard 

error, 3.14) per year in the myopic group (P < 0.001) and a mean annual ECD decline of 61 cells/mm2 

(standard error, 6.30) per year in the toric group (P < 0.001). By using these findings to compute the 

percentage of EC loss, from 6 months to 5 years postoperatively in the myopic and toric groups, 

these results equal a proportional EC loss of 7.9% and 10.2%, and from 6 months to 10 years 

postoperatively these results equal a proportional EC loss of 16.6% and 21.5%, respectively. When 

correcting for a physiological EC loss of 0.6% per year,5, 10 the pIOL-related total chronic EC loss 

from 6 months to 5 years is 5.2% and 7.5%, and 10.9% and 15.8% from 6 months to 10 years in the 

myopic and toric groups respectively. When performing a direct subgroup analysis, comparing ECD 

preoperatively and 5 and 10 years postoperatively, we found a total EC loss of 4.1% and 11.5% in 

the myopic and 11.9% and 18.5% in the toric group, respectively.

The AAO-defined end point of an EC loss ≥25% 3 years after implantation was reached in 1.6% of 

eyes in the myopic and in 0.8% of eyes in the toric group. For 5 and 10 years after implantation, these 

proportions were 1.8% and 7.9%, and 3.2% and 6.3% in the myopic and toric groups, respectively. 

The percentage of eyes that reached the AFSSAPS-defined explantation criterion of ECD <1500 

cells/mm2 after 5 and 10 years was 0.8% and 3.9% in the myopic group and 3.2% and 4.0% in the 

toric group, respectively. 
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Median survival time (i.e., time until 50% of eyes will reach the AAO-defined endpoint or 

AFSSAPS-defined explantation criterion) was 180 months in the myopic group and could not 

be calculated in the toric group because there were too few eyes reaching the defined endpoint 

or explantation criterion (Figure 2).

In 23 eyes of 16 patients (6.0%) in the myopic group and 6 eyes of 5 patients (4.8%) in the toric 

group, EC loss or corneal decompensation resulted in explantation of the pIOL after 11.9 ± 2.7 

and 7.4 ± 2.6 years, respectively (Table 3). Only 1 myopic pIOL (0.3%) was explanted because 

of EC loss within 5 years, and 4 eyes of 4 patients (1.0%) required pIOL explantation due to 

EC loss within 10 years of pIOL implantation. Likewise, only 1 toric pIOL (0.8%) was explanted 

due to EC loss within 5 years and in 4 eyes of 4 patients (3.2%) within 10 years. Unfortunately, 

because of the small number of eyes requiring pIOL explantation because of EC loss, a median 

survival time (i.e., time until 50% of eyes requires explantation) could not be calculated (Figure 3). 

Figure 1. Mean endothelial cell density (ECD) from preoperatively to 10 years postoperatively in eyes 

implanted with rigid iris-fixated myopic (n = 381) and toric (n = 126) phakic intraocular lenses (mean ± 

standard deviation). n = number of eyes; y = years.
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Figure 2. Survival curve for reaching the American Academy of Ophthalmology (AAO) end point (i.e. 25% 

decrease in endothelial cell density [ECD]) or French Health Products and Safety Agency (AFSSAPS) 

explantation criterion (i.e., ECD <1500 cells/mm²) in eyes implanted with rigid iris-fixated myopic (n = 

381) and toric (n = 126) phakic intraocular lenses. n = number of eyes.

Figure 3. Survival curve for reaching endothelial cell (EC) loss-related phakic intraocular lens explantation 

in eyes implanted with rigid iris-fixated myopic (n = 381) and toric (n = 126) phakic intraocular lenses. n 

= number of eyes.
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Figure 4. Differences in linear decrease in endothelial cell (ECD) with changing preoperative anterior 

chamber depths (ACDs) in eyes implanted with rigid iris-fixated myopic (n = 381) and toric (n = 126) 

phakic intraocular lenses. n = number of eyes; SD = standard deviation; y = years.

Risk Factors

Additional analyses were performed to evaluate which eyes were at risk for an increased EC loss. 

Univariate risk factors for increased EC loss in a linear mixed-model were smaller preoperative 

ACD (P < 0.001), smaller distance from the central pIOL edge to the endothelium (P = 0.008) 

and peripheral pIOL-edge to the endothelium (P = 0.013), younger preoperative age (P < 0.001), 

and higher preoperative ECD (P = 0.008). Based on the anatomy of the anterior chamber, the 

position of the pIOL induces a strong correlation between ACD and central or peripheral pIOL 

edge to the endothelium distance. Therefore, 3 different multivariate linear-mixed models were 

fitted to the data including either the ACD, central or peripheral pIOL edge to the endothelium 

distance, and the above mentioned univariate risk factors. This resulted in 3 final simplified 

models: 1 model describing a lower preoperative age (P = 0.001) and smaller preoperative ACD 

(P < 0.001) as risk factors and 2 models reporting only smaller central (P = 0.002) and peripheral 

(P = 0.003) pIOL edge to the endothelium as significant risk factors. The effects of changing 

age and ACD, and central or peripheral pIOL edge to the endothelium distance on EC loss are 

depicted in Tables 4 and 5 and Figure 4. 

To assess which risk factors influenced survival, multivariate Cox regression analyses were 

performed. The effect of a risk factor on survival was expressed as a hazard ratio (HR), with an 

HR > 1 or < 1 indicating an increased or decreased probability of a shorter survival, respectively. 

All risk factors identified in the univariate linear mixed-model analyses were added to 3 different 

multivariate Cox regression models composed around either the ACD, central or peripheral 

pIOL edge to the endothelium distance. After excluding insignificant risk factors, smaller ACD 

(HR, 5.69; 95% Confidence Interval [CI], 2.71-11.96;, P < 0.001), smaller central pIOL edge to 
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the endothelium distance (HR, 5.35; 95% CI, 2.50-11.46; P < 0.001), and smaller peripheral pIOL 

edge to the endothelium distance (HR, 5.94; 95% CI, 2.31-15.26; P < 0.001) were identified as 

risk factors for reaching the AAO end point (i.e., ≥25% total EC loss) or AFSSAPS explantation 

criterion (i.e., ECD <1500 cells/mm2). Similar results are reported with regard to survival until 

explantation, reporting smaller ACD (HR, 18.07; 95% CI, 4.22-77.37; P < 0.001), smaller central 

pIOL edge to the endothelium distance (HR, 22.93; 95% CI 3.52-149.29; P = 0.003), and smaller 

peripheral pIOL edge to the endothelium distance (HR, 24.44; 95% CI, 2.85-209.87; P = 0.004) 

as significant risk factors. 

Table 1. Patient and phakic intraocular lens characteristics at baseline (mean ± standard deviation [sd]).

Artisan Myopia Artisan Toric

Age, y 41.2±10.7 (range 5.3 to 62.3) 38.8±11.4 (range 18.5 to 68.2)

Ratio male/female, % 35/65 49/51

Number of eyes 381 126

Number of patients 209 80

MRSE, D -12.72±5.07 (range -30.50 to 0.00) -6.52±8.52 (range -22.25 to 7.50)

Cylinder, D -1.22±0.80 (range -4.25 to 0.00) -3.52±1.58 (range -8.50 to -1.00)

CDVA, logMAR 0.13±0.18 (range -0.18 to 1.70) 0.11±0.15 (range -0.18 to 0.70)

IOP, mmHg 14.7±3.2 (range 6.0 to 30.0) 15.1±3.3 (range 7.0 to 22.0)

ACD,* mm 3.68±0.34 (range 2.64 to 4.80) 3.49±0.35 (range 2.82 to 4.99)

AXL,* mm 28.18±2.20 (range 24.29 to 35.47) 25.68±3.40 (range 19.95 to 32.74)

Implanted Lens Power

Sphere, D -13.15±3.83 (range -23.5 to -5.0) -4.68±9.23 (range -19.5 to 11.5)

Cylinder, D NA -3.54±1.80 (range -8.0 to -1.0)

Year (y), manifest refractive spherical equivalent (MRSE), diopters (D), logarithm of the minimum angle 

of resolution (logMAR), corrected distance visual acuity (CDVA), intraocular pressure (IOP), anterior 

chamber depth (ACD), axial length (AXL). NA = not applicable. *Measured from the corneal epithelium.

Table 2. Mean endothelial cell density (ECD) in eyes implanted with a rigid iris-fixated myopic or toric 

phakic intraocular lens (mean ± standard deviation [SD]).

n Artisan Myopia n Artisan Toric

ECD (cells/mm2)

Preoperatively 381 2670±365 (range 1144 to 3753) 126 2695±359 (range 1760 to 3607)

Acute: 6 months 267 2674±346 (range 1757 to 3584) 79 2665±368 (range 1623 to 3466)

Chronic: 5 years 193 2588±425 (range 478 to 3711) 40 2270±406 (range 1296 to 3180)

Chronic: 10 years 127 2302±451 (range 556 to 3238) 20 2009±475 (range 1178 to 2807)

Number of eyes (n)
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Table 3. Incidence and indications of phakic intraocular lens explantations in patients implanted with rigid 

iris-fixated myopic (n = 381) and toric (n = 126) phakic intraocular lenses (mean ± standard deviation 

[SD]).

Artisan Myopia Artisan Toric

No. eyes 

[patients] 

Ratio (%) Time 

(months)

No. eyes 

[patients]

Ratio (%) Time 

(months)

Explantation

Cataract 44 [30] 11.55 100.4±33.1 (range 20.7 to 163.7) 3 [3] 2.38 50.5±26.6 (range 13.8 to 75.8)

EC-loss 14 [9] 3.67 145.9±35.0 (range 44.4 to 182.9) 5 [4] 3.97 79.4±24.2 (range 48.6 to 121.7)

Cataract and EC-loss 4 [3] 1.05 157.6±23.5 (range 120.0 to 179.7) 1 [1] 0.79 136.9 

Corneal edema1, 2 5 [4] 1.31 108.1±27.3 (range 60.0 to 134.5) NA NA NA

High IOP 4 [2] 1.05 53.2±26.5 (range 25.7 to 80.3) NA NA NA

Anisometropia 1 [1] 0.26 15.6 NA NA NA

Decentration 1 [1] 0.26 1.4 NA NA NA

Recurrent retinal detachment3 1 [1] 0.26 82.8 NA NA NA

Unstable VA NA NA NA 1 [1] 0.79 10.6

Combined explantation

DSAEK1 1 [1] 0.26 60.0 NA NA NA

PK2 1 [1] 0.26 102.6 NA NA NA

Retinal surgery3 1 [1] 0.26 82.8 NA NA NA

Not applicable (NA), endothelial cell (EC) loss, intraocular pressure (IOP), visual acuity (VA), Descemet 

stripping automated endothelial keratoplasty (DSAEK), penetrating keratoplasty (PK). 

¹Corneal edema requiring DSAEK in one eye of one patient.

²Corneal edema requiring PK in one eye of one patient.

³Recurrent retinal detachment requiring retinal surgery in one eye of one patient.
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Table 4. Changes in endothelial cell (EC) loss over 5 and 10 years (y) with altering preoperative age and 

anterior chamber depth in eyes implanted with iris-fixated myopic (n = 381) or toric (n = 126) phakic 

intraocular lenses.

Preoperative Anterior Chamber Depth* 

Mean – 2SD Mean Mean + 2SD 

(mm) 2.94 3.64 4.34

EC-loss: 5 y

Preoperative Age (years)

Mean – 2SD 18.7 17.4% 12.3% 6.7%

Mean 40.6 15.3% 9.5% 3.3%

Mean + 2SD 62.5 12.6% 6.1% NA#

EC-loss: 10 y

Preoperative Age (years)

Mean – 2SD 18.7 34.9% 24.5% 13.4%

Mean 40.6 30.5% 19.0% 6.5%

Mean + 2SD 62.5 25.3% 12.3% NA#

Standard deviation (SD), not applicable (NA). 

*Measured from the corneal epithelium to the anterior pole of the crystalline lens.
#Gain in endothelial cell density.

Table 5. Changes in endothelial cell (EC) loss over 5 and 10 years (y) with altering distance from the 

central or peripheral phakic intraocular lens (pIOL) edge to the corneal endothelium in eyes implanted 

with iris-fixated myopic (n = 381) or toric (n = 126) phakic intraocular lenses.

Central pIOL-edge to the Endothelium Distance

Mean – 2SD Mean Mean + 2SD

(mm) 1.60 2.17 2.74

EC-loss: 5 y 13.5% 10.3% 6.7%

EC-loss: 10 y 27.0% 20.5% 13.4%

Peripheral pIOL-edge to the Endothelium Distance

Mean – 2SD Mean Mean + 2SD

(mm) 1.00 1.55 2.10

EC-loss: 5 y 13.0% 10.2% 6.9%

EC-loss: 10 y 26.0% 20.3% 13.8%

Standard deviation (SD).
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DISCUSSION

Reporting long-term ECD and EC loss data in studies on pIOLs is important because it can provide 

data for establishing guidelines on risk assessment and follow-up strategies for implantation of 

pIOLs. In both the distant and recent past, a multitude of anterior chamber angle-supported 

and iris-fixated pIOLs have been taken of the market due to excessive EC loss and complications 

like pupil ovalization and cataract formation.1, 2, 11, 12 Subsequently, researchers and authorities 

have been pressed to formulate guidelines specifying safety criteria for implantation of anterior 

chamber pIOLs.1, 2, 11, 17, 28-30 In the current study, we applied recently formulated criteria by the 

AAO Task Force and the AFSSAPS on EC analysis after pIOL implantation to a cohort of myopic 

and toric pIOL patients with a follow-up of 10 years.11, 12 We believe that our patient cohort is 

unique in that over the entire 10-year follow-up period the same protocol and the same specular 

microscope was used, thereby decreasing the variability in data acquisition and increasing the 

reliability of our ECD data.23-26 

Endothelial Cell Density

In this study, annual EC loss was calculated in cells/mm2 per year using mixed-model linear 

regression analysis, enabling us to make full use of all gathered data from patients implanted 

with an iris-fixated myopic or toric pIOL, and calculating a generalized mean EC loss on the basis 

of the loss per patient (i.e., individual slopes). 

Our results showed a linear decrease in ECD over a 10-year period, without any signs of 

exponential EC loss or reaching a so-called plateau or stable ECD during this time. The results 

of these analyses were used to calculate the percentage of total EC loss and the percentage of 

total EC loss corrected for an annual physiological loss of 0.6%.5, 10 Our 5-year results computed 

by linear mixed-model analysis are in line with previous studies reporting a total EC loss of 4.6% 

after 6 months4; 3.6% and 4.8% after 3 years6, 7; 1.5%, 2.07% , 12.5%, and 13.4% after 4 years3, 7, 9; 

3.26% after 6 years*5; 8.5% after 7 years*8; and 8.9% after 10 years*(* = adjusted for 0.6% of 

annual physiological loss).5 

Key to understanding the difference between the 10-year results reported in this study and 

the literature is the ECD measurement method and data analysis. Contrary to the current 

study, a higher variability will be induced in the data of previous studies because different 

specular microscopes were used during follow-up,5, 6 the ECD measurement method was 

altered during follow-up,8 the type of specular microscope used was not specified,4, 31, 32 the 

location of ECD measurements varied (i.e., centrally or peripherally), and the method of 

ECD measurements was not mentioned.4, 5, 7, 9, 31, 32 Moreover, it appears that most studies 

compared means or only used descriptive statistics instead of performing a longitudinal 

analysis, such as a mixed-model linear regression analysis.3-7,  31-33 Mixed-model linear 
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regression analyses as performed in this study are especially useful when testing for 

significant changes over time (i.e., per year) and are to be preferred over tests assessing 

the mean differences between 2 individual time points (i.e., t test). The results of the 

direct subgroup analysis, implying a nonlinear increase in EC loss between 5 and 10 years 

in the myopic group, should be interpreted only as an indication for continued follow-up 

rather than a definitive finding. Additional research on EC loss 15 or 20 years after pIOL 

implantation is required to put these results into perspective. 

Over the past years, widely accepted guidelines have been implemented with regard to 

standardized reporting of refractive and visual outcomes in studies on refractive surgery.34 

However, no standardized guidelines exist for reporting ECD data after refractive surgery 

(e.g., implantation of phakic IOLs). In early 2017, the AAO Task Force published a guideline 

with regard to standardized reporting on EC loss in studies on new types of pIOLs.12 The key 

point of this guideline is to report the percentage of eyes with ≥25% EC loss 3 years after 

pIOL implantation. However, the guideline does not provide a recommendation with respect 

to the percentage of eyes with ≥25% EC loss that would warrant withdrawal of a specific 

pIOL from the market, nor does it make a statement whether any individual case with ≥25% 

EC loss warrants explantation of the pIOL in that particular eye. The AFSSAPS however, has 

recommended an ECD <1500 cells/mm2 or a total EC loss of 30% as thresholds for pIOL 

explantation.11 This value of 1500 cells/mm2 is selected because it is assumed that this ECD 

threshold will tolerate pIOL explantation and cataract surgery without compromising the 

integrity of the corneal endothelium in the long run. Given the difficult decision to explant 

pIOLs in individual cases of highly myopic patients that desire spectacle independency, a 

global consensus on explantation criteria would be highly desirable; therefore, we propose 

to compose an international working group that sets thresholds for EC loss that warrant 

pIOL explantation. Following the AAO guidelines, 1.6% and 0.8% of eyes in our myopic and 

toric group reached the endpoint of EC loss ≥25% after 3 years, values that increased to 

7.9% and 6.3% of eyes after 10 years. Given the young age of most patients undergoing a 

pIOL implantation, we believe that 10 years of endothelial safety data certainly should be 

included in the decision making for explantation of pIOLs. Pending international consensus, 

we have meanwhile adopted the threshold level of <1500 cells/mm2 in our clinic as a criterion 

for pIOL explantation. In the present study, 0.8% and 3.9% of eyes from the myopic group 

had an ECD <1500 cells/mm2 after 5 and 10 years, while these figures were 3.2% and 4.0% 

in the toric group, respectively. Endothelial cell loss resulted in pIOL explantation in 4 eyes 

of 4 patients in the myopic (1.0%) and toric (3.8%) groups after 10 years. In total, 6.0% of the 

implanted myopic and 4.8% of the implanted toric pIOLs had to be explanted due to EC loss 

after a mean 11.9 and 7.4 years, respectively. Unfortunately, it was not possible to compare 

our results with previous reports because no previous study reported the percentage of 

eyes with an ECD <1500 cells/mm2. Because of the small number of eyes requiring pIOL 
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explantation due to EC loss, it was also not possible to compose a median survival describing 

how long it would take until 50% of eyes would reach an ECD <1500 cells/mm2 or require 

pIOL explantation due to EC loss. This underlines earlier findings with angle-supported 

anterior chamber pIOLs in that it may take many years before the endothelial safety profile 

of a pIOL is known.35 

In addition to presenting new guidelines on reporting ECD, the AAO guideline also refers 

to clause D.4.2 of American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard Z80.13 (ANSI 

Z80.13 Phakic Intraocular Lenses standard [clause D.4.2]) for recommendations on how 

ECD measurements should be performed. Clause D.4.2 recommends 3 acceptable specular 

microscopy measurements of the central cornea to account for differences in the measurement 

location and issues an ECD measurement of at least 100 clearly identifiable cells using the 

center-to-center method. To decrease variance, measurements should be performed using the 

mean of multiple ECD measurements, while using the same non-contact specular microscope. 

In this study, all our ECD data is comprised of the mean of 3 repeated specular microscopy 

measurements of the central cornea, measured with 1 noncontact specular microscope (Noncon 

Robo Pachy SP9000 S/N PK1-1137), while using the center-to-center method as specified in 

the referenced ANSI standard (ANSI Z80.13, clause D.4.2). However, clear identification of 

the advised number of 100 cells was not possible in a large number of measurements.12 It is 

our opinion that a measurement method of 50 instead of 100 contiguous cells is unlikely to 

significantly affect our results because we reported the mean of three central measurements 

performed on primarily healthy corneas, which decreases the possibility of misrepresentation 

of the data. We would like to highlight our doubts about the practical feasibility of marking 

100 contiguous cells in 1 noncontact specular microscopic image, given the variation in image 

quality within one patient and between patients. The ANSI standard might press researchers 

in selecting cells that would not qualify as clearly identifiable, resulting in misrepresentation of 

ECD and morphology. This could be especially worrisome in studies reporting data on a small 

number of eyes with a short follow-up period because a small error can have a large influence 

on the data.

The ECD follow-up schedule of the AAO Task Force is in accordance with our past and 

current follow-up schedule and describes regular visits at 6, 12, 24 and 36 months after pIOL 

implantation, whereas the NGRC guidelines strongly recommend patients to come in every 

other year.12, 15 We applied an annual follow-up pattern in the current study, as suggested by 

the AAO Task Force and would suggest lifelong continuation based on our 10-year results. 

Furthermore, the recently formatted guidelines recommend additional visits with a 4- to 

6-month interval in eyes with >20% EC loss or an ECD <1500 cells/mm2, a policy we agree 

with and implement in current practice.12
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Risk factors

In line with previous studies, our results showed a smaller distance between the central and 

peripheral pIOL edge and the endothelium, as well as a smaller preoperative ACD as risk factors 

for increased EC loss.8, 17, 18, 30 The effects of ACD and distance between central and peripheral 

pIOL edge to the endothelium on both EC loss and survival can be explained by the close 

proximity of the pIOL to the endothelium, resulting in a higher risk of (intermittent) contact 

between pIOL and corneal endothelium, ultimately leading to cell damage and increased EC 

loss.10,  36 The multivariate linear-mixed model focused around the preoperative ACD also 

identified a younger age as a risk factor for EC loss, but this effect was not described in the 

literature or reciprocated in any of our other analyses. With every diopter of accommodation, 

the anterior pole of the crystalline lens moves into the direction of the endothelium by 30 

µm, resulting in a similar decrease in ACD. It is known that the accommodative capacity is 

greater in younger patients, ranging up to 10 D, whereas it decreases gradually until reaching 

an accommodative capacity of 0 D at approximately age 65 years.35 This fluctuating ACD in 

younger patients could induce a shallower ACD during the day, attributing to the effect of 

ACD in the described analysis. 

Our survival analyses confirmed the significant roles of ACD, central and peripheral pIOL edge 

to the endothelium distance on the described ECD-related outcome measures: AAO endpoint 

(i.e., ≥25% total EC loss) or AFSSAPS explantation criterion (i.e., ECD <1500 cells/mm2) and 

pIOL explantation due to EC loss. 

Recommendations

This study reported a total chronic EC loss of 16.6% and 21.4% from 6 months to 10 years in 

the myopic and toric groups, respectively, as well as 6.0% and 4.8% explantations due to EC 

loss, respectively. Our analyses confirm those of previous studies describing a smaller, crowded 

anterior chamber as a risk factor for EC loss.8, 17, 18 

Application of the recently defined AAO endpoints 10 years after implantation showed 7.9% 

of myopic and 6.3% of toric eyes with a total EC loss ≥25%. This is in line with a linear annual 

ECD decline of 48 cells/mm2 and 61 cells/mm2 in the myopic and toric groups, respectively. Our 

data showed the importance of preoperative ACD as a risk factor for increased EC loss and 

suggests the need for a higher threshold of preoperative age-related ECD in order to ensure 

the cornea is healthy enough to endure future cataract surgery and pIOL explantation. In our 

study cohort, patients undergoing pIOL explantation due to cataract formation had a mean age 

of 56.1±8.5 in the myopic group and 57.1±5.9 in the toric group (data on file). The mean age at 

pIOL implantation was 41.2 years in the myopic group and 38.8 in the toric group, meaning that 

a patient at the time of implantation would need a preoperative ECD of at least 2215 cells/mm2 

in the myopic group and 2616 cells/mm2 in the toric group in order to maintain a safe ECD of 
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≥1500 cells/mm2 until cataract surgery is required. However, an 18-year-old patient scheduled 

for pIOL implantation should have a preoperative ECD of at least 3310 cells/mm2 in the myopic 

group and 3885 cells/mm2 in the toric group in order to maintain an ECD of ≥1500 cells/mm2 

until cataract surgery is performed. 

On the basis of our study, we recommend to scheduling patients with pIOL for annual follow-up 

visits to evaluate the corneal endothelium. International guidelines are needed to set thresholds 

for pIOL explantation in case of increased EC loss.
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ABSTRACT

Purpose: To evaluate the long-term changes in endothelial cell density (ECD) after the 

implantation of 2 types of foldable iris-fixated phakic intraocular lenses (pIOLs) for the 

treatment of myopia and astigmatism.

Design: Prospective clinical cohort study.

Methods: Two-hundred and ninety-three and 188 eyes implanted with, respectively, the 

Artiflex Myopia and Artiflex Toric (Ophtec B.V., Groningen, the Netherlands) iris-fixated pIOL 

for the treatment of myopia or astigmatism at the University Eye Clinic Maastricht as of 

January 2004. One-hundred and forty-six eyes from the myopic and 64 eyes from the toric 

groups completed a 5-year follow-up. Main outcome measures were chronic endothelial cell 

(EC) loss, percentage of eyes with a ≥25% decrease in ECD, and the percentage of eyes with 

an ECD <1500 cells/mm².

Results: Chronic EC loss showed an annual decline of 64 cells/mm² in the myopic (P < .001, 

standard error 3.58) and 62 cells/mm2 in the toric (P < .001, standard error 3.77) groups. 

Total chronic EC loss from 6 months to 5 years postoperatively was 10.5% in the myopic and 

10.2% in the toric groups. After 5 years, an ECD decrease of ≥25% occurred in 4.4% and 4.3% 

of eyes, and an ECD <1500 cells/mm2 was reported in 3.0% and 0.0% of eyes, respectively. 

Explantation of a pIOL owing to EC loss was required in 3.1% and 0% of eyes. 

Conclusion: Chronic EC loss was around 10% over a 5-year period in eyes implanted with the 

foldable myopic (toric) pIOL. In up to 3.1% of eyes significant EC loss resulted in subsequent 

pIOL explantation. 
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INTRODUCTION

The iris-fixated Artiflex Myopia and Artiflex Toric phakic intraocular lenses (pIOLs) (Ophtec B.V., 

Groningen, the Netherlands) were introduced in 2005 and 2007, respectively, as an addition 

to the already marketed rigid iris-fixated Artisan Myopia and Artisan Toric pIOLs (Ophtec B.V.). 

Owing to the configuration of the new lens, incorporating a foldable polysiloxane optic, incision 

size and surgically induced astigmatism (SIA) decreased significantly, and good results were 

obtained with respect to visual acuity (VA) and refractive correction.1-5 The lower refractive 

index of the polysiloxane material, 1.43 vs 1.49 in the rigid polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) 

lens, results in a slightly thicker lens, bringing the peripheral edges of the optic closer to the 

corneal endothelium for a similar myopic correction.6 The importance of endothelial cell (EC) 

loss in reporting the safety of pIOLs was emphasized by guidelines formatted by the French 

Health Products and Safety Agency (AFSSAPS) and American Academy of Ophthalmology 

(AAO) in 2007 and 2016, respectively. The 2007 AFSSAPS statement regards an endothelial cell 

density (ECD) less than 1500 cells/mm2 as a criterion for pIOL explantation.7 The AAO-defined 

endpoint refers to the percentage of eyes with a total EC loss of ≥25% after 3 years as a safety 

parameter in studies on pIOLs.8 Currently there are no studies describing both the AFSSAPS 

and AAO defined endpoints or any data exceeding a 1- or 2-year follow-up in patients implanted 

with these foldable iris-fixated pIOLs.

This prospective study aims to report data on EC loss, the percentage of eyes with ≥25% EC 

loss, and the percentage of eyes with an ECD <1500 cells/mm2 after a 5 year follow-up in myopic 

patients implanted with a foldable iris-fixated myopic or toric pIOL. 
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METHODS

Design

From January 1, 2004 to June 30, 2016, 479 eyes of 276 patients were implanted with a 

myopic or (myopic) toric iris-fixated pIOL at the University Eye Clinic Maastricht, Maastricht 

University Medical Center, Maastricht, the Netherlands. Patients were prospectively evaluated 

preoperatively, and at 1 day, 1 week, and 1, 3, 6 and 12 months postoperatively in the first 

postoperative year. Regular follow-up continued with annual visits. The myopic pIOL was 

implanted in 293 eyes of 166 patients, and 137 eyes completed the 5-year follow-up. The toric 

pIOL was implanted in 188 eyes of 109 patients, and 63 eyes completed the 5-year follow-up.

The current study was performed in adherence to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki; the 

Maastricht University Medical Center Institutional Review Board stated that approval was not 

required for this study. 

Implantation criteria

Prior to pIOL implantation a patient had to be ≥ 18 years old and had to have a stable refraction for 

at least 2 years. Anterior chamber depth (ACD) from the corneal endothelium to the anterior plane 

of the crystalline lens had to be at least 2.8 mm with a maximal clear lens rise (CLR) of 600 µm before 

pIOL implantation was performed.9-11 Guidelines for phakic IOL implantation were formulated in 

2006 by the Netherlands Society for Refractive Surgery (Nederlands Gezelschap voor Refractie 

Chirurgie [NGRC]). Based on this guideline, preoperative minimal ECD depended on age, with 

>2800 cells/mm² required for patients from 21 to 25 years old, >2650 cells/mm² for patients from 26 

to 30 years old, >2400 cells/mm² for patients from 31 to 35 years old, >2200 cells/mm² for patients 

from 36 to 45 years old, and >2000 cells/mm² in patients over 45 years old.9, 12 

This article does not contain data of patients treated with iris-fixated pIOLs in keratoconus, 

irregular astigmatism, or after corneal transplantation. Data from a subset of these patients 

was reported in previous studies.1, 3, 6, 13, 14

Phakic intraocular lenses and surgical technique

The Artiflex Myopia pIOL is a 3-piece, polysiloxane and PMMA, foldable lens with a convex-

concave optic. It consists of a 6.0 mm flexible optic, has a total diameter of 8.5 mm, and ranges 

from -2.0 to -14.5 diopters (D). 

The Artiflex Toric pIOL is a 3-piece, polysiloxane and PMMA, foldable lens with a convex-concave 

optic. It consists of a 6.0 mm flexible optic and has a total diameter of 8.5 mm; it ranges from -1.0 

to -13.5 D and has a cylindrical power of up to -5.0 D. Lens power calculations were performed 

by the manufacturer using the van der Heijde formula.15 
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One surgeon (R.N.) performed all pIOL implantations under general or local anesthesia at the 

University Eye Clinic Maastricht. Previous studies by our group have described the surgical 

procedure and postoperative medication regimen.6, 13, 16, 17

Evaluation

Preoperative examination consisted of subjective and cycloplegic refraction, Snellen 

uncorrected and corrected distance visual acuity (UDVA and CDVA) measurements and slit-

lamp examination, including Goldmann applanation tonometry and fundoscopy. Additional 

measurements consisted of corneal topography (Orbscan [Bausch and Lomb, Rochester, 

New York, USA], Pentacam HR [OCULUS Optikgeräte GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany], Sirius 

[Schwind eye-tech-solutions GmbH & Co. KG, Kleinostheim, Germany]), biometry (A2500 

[SonomedEscalon, New Hyde Park, New York, USA], IOLMaster [Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, 

Germany]), and specular microscopy (NONCON ROBO PACHY SP9000 S/N PK1-1137 

[KONAN MEDICAL Inc., Nishinomiya, Japan], SP 3000 [Topcon Corporation, Tokyo, Japan]). 

All preoperative measurements were performed 1 week after removal of soft contact lenses 

and 2 weeks after removal of rigid gas permeable contact lenses.

From 2006 onwards, the Visante OCT was used to perform preoperative pIOL simulation to 

measure the ACD, the vault between the pIOL and crystalline lens, the distance between the 

anterior pIOL and the endothelium, and CLR, as reported previously.6, 9, 11, 18-20 

In respect of the known variation between specular microscopes and the influence of this 

variation on the correct calculation of endothelial cell loss, all eyes continued their follow-up 

measurements with the same specular microscope used during preoperative measurements. 

More specifically, patients measured preoperatively with the SP9000 specular microscope 

continued their follow-up with this device, whereas patients measured preoperatively with the 

SP 3000 continued their measurements with the SP 3000 specular microscope. Per protocol, the 

mean ECD in each eye was calculated by determining the mean of 3 consecutive measurements 

of 50 central endothelial cells using the manual center-to-center method.21 

Outcome measures

The definitions of outcome measures were based on the recent guidelines of the AAO and 

AFSSAPS, describing the percentage of eyes reaching the AAO endpoint (ie, ECD decrease 

≥25% compared to the preoperative measurement) and AFSSAPS explantation criterion (ie, 

ECD <1500 cells/mm2).7, 8 We calculated the mean ECD 5 years after pIOL implantation, as 

well as the annual EC loss. To adhere to the AAO defined guidelines we did not only present 

the percentage of eyes meeting the AAO-defined endpoint after 5 years, but also added the 

percentage of eyes meeting this endpoint after 3 years.
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Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS for Windows (version 23; IBM, Armonk, New 

York, USA). All visual acuity measurements were converted from Snellen VA to logarithm of 

the minimal angle of resolution (logMAR) prior to statistical analysis. Descriptive analyses were 

performed to compute mean and standard deviation (SD) in primary outcome measures and 

preoperative characteristics. Longitudinal changes over time were analyzed using a linear mixed-

model analysis with an eye identification number as a grouping variable and time as a covariate. 

The best-fitted covariance structure was selected using the Bayesian information criterion. 

Similar to previous reports on EC loss, the effect of pIOL implantation on the endothelium was 

assessed from preoperatively until 6 months postoperatively (ie, acute EC loss), whereas chronic 

EC loss was assessed from 6 months postoperatively until the end of follow-up. Kaplan Meier 

and multivariate Cox regression analyses were performed to assess survival from implantation 

to the occurrence of the AAO-defined endpoint (ie, total EC loss ≥25%) and the AFSSAPS 

explantation criterion (ie, ECD <1500 cells/mm2). P values were considered significant if the 

P < .05.
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RESULTS

Between January 2004 and June 2016, 293 eyes of 166 patients and 188 eyes of 109 patients 

were implanted with the iris-fixated myopic and toric pIOL, respectively. Baseline characteristics 

of both groups are depicted in Table 1. Mean duration of follow-up was 56.9 ± 39.8 months in 

the myopic and 42.5 ± 31.1 months in the toric group.

In 3 eyes of 2 patients, aged 48 and 52, the preoperative endothelial cell density (ECD) was 

between 1900 and 2000 cells/mm2. In the toric group 5 eyes of 4 patients had an ECD <2000 

cells/mm2; their mean preoperative age was 52 ± 4 years and their mean preoperative ECD was 

1817.3±112.8 cells/mm2. All patients with a preoperative ECD <2000 cells/mm2 were informed on 

the risks of pIOL implantation in case of lower preoperative ECD counts, before opting for surgery.

Endothelial Cell Density

Mean preoperative, 6-month, and 5-year ECD of the myopic and toric group are reported in 

Table 2 and Figure 1. From preoperatively to 6 months postoperatively, we found a significant 

acute ECD decline of 51 cells/mm2 (P = .001, standard error [SE] 15.59) in the myopic group 

and a significant 6-month ECD decline of 55 cells/mm2 (P = .007, SE 19.97) in the toric group.

In order to separate the effect of surgical trauma on ECD, chronic EC loss was measured from 

6 months until the end of follow-up. Longitudinally, using linear mixed-model analysis, we found 

a significant annual ECD decline of 64 cells/mm2 (P < .001, SE 3.58) in the myopic group and a 

significant annual ECD decline of 62 cells/mm2 (P < .001, SE 3.77) in the toric group. The total 

loss from 6 months to 5 years postoperatively was 10.5% in the myopic and 10.2% in the toric 

group. When correcting for an annual physiological EC loss of 0.6%, 22, 23 our results show a 

pIOL-related total EC loss of 7.4% in the myopic and 7.5% in the toric group from 6 months to 

5 years postoperatively. 

Three years after implantation 2.9% of the myopic pIOL-implanted and 1.6% of the toric pIOL-

implanted eyes met the AAO-defined endpoint (ie, a decrease in ECD ≥25%). After 5 years a 

decrease in ECD ≥25% was seen in 4.4% and 4.3% of eyes, whereas an ECD <1500 cells/mm2 

(ie, AFSSAPS explantation criterion) was reported in 3.0% and 0.0% of eyes in the myopic and 

toric groups, respectively. None of the eyes with a preoperative ECD <2000 cells/mm2 lost 120 

cells/mm2 or more in the first year after pIOL implantation. Furthermore, none of these eyes 

suffered a ≥25% decrease in ECD, reached an ECD <1500 cells/mm2 or required explantation 

of their pIOL at any time during follow-up. Median survival time (ie, until 50% reached the AAO 

endpoint or AFSSAPS explantation criterion) was 120 months in the myopic group. Survival 

time could not be calculated in the toric group (Figure 2), since too few eyes had reached the 

defined clinical endpoints. 
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EC loss resulted in pIOL explantation in 9 eyes of 5 patients (3.1%) implanted with a myopic 

pIOL at 86 ± 26 months (range 42-127 months), postoperatively. Three out of 4 patients with 

bilateral explantation were prone to eye rubbing because of severe pollen allergy (1 patient), 

chronic irritation related to topical glaucoma therapy (1 patient), and a medical history reporting 

suspected Sjögrens disease that was ruled out after a salivary gland biopsy (1 patient). In 2 eyes 

of 2 patients from the myopic group pIOL explantation owing to EC loss had to be performed 

after a follow-up less than 5 years. No explantations were performed in the toric group (Table 

3). Unfortunately, it was not possible to compute a median survival time (ie, time until 50% of 

eyes requires explantation), because of the small number of explantations.

Risk factors

Possible predictive factors for EC loss included preoperative ACD, distance from the central 

pIOL edge to the endothelium, distance from the peripheral pIOL edge to the endothelium, 

preoperative age, preoperative ECD, preoperative AXL, and pIOL type. Additional univariate 

linear mixed-model analyses were performed, but no significant predictive factors were 

identified (P > .05).

Similarly, additional univariate Cox regression analyses evaluating survival until reaching the 

AAO endpoint or AFSSAPS explantation criterion (ie, ≥25% EC loss or ECD <1500 cells/mm2), 

as well as survival until pIOL explantation owing to EC loss, did not identify any significant 

influencing factors. Preoperative ACD, distance from the central pIOL edge to the endothelium, 

distance from the peripheral pIOL edge to the endothelium, preoperative age, preoperative 

ECD, preoperative AXL and pIOL-type were all analyzed and deemed insignificant (P > .05). 
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Table 1. Patient and phakic intraocular lens characteristics at baseline 

Artiflex Myopia Artiflex Toric

Age (y) 39.6 ± 10.6 (range 17.9 to 62.9) 40.1 ± 11.4 (range 19.4 to 63.4)

Ratio male/female (%) 35/65 38/62

Number of eyes 293 188

Number of patients 166 109

Refractive

MRSE (D) -9.09 ± 2.89 (range -20.5 to -1.25) -9.22 ± 2.84 (range -15.25 to -2.50)

Cylinder (D) -0.80 ± 0.51 (range -2.50 to 0.00) -2.32 ± 0.88 (range -5.25 to -1.00)

Implanted Lens

Sphere (D) -9.67 ± 2.59 (range -19.5 to -2.0) -8.48 ± 2.83 ( range -13.5 to -1.5)

Cylinder (D) NA -2.13 ± 0.87 (range -5.0 to -1.0)

CDVA (logMAR) -0.007 ± 0.086 (range -0.18 to 0.52) 0.018 ± 0.117 (range -0.24 to 0.60)

IOP (mmHg) 15.3 ± 2.9 (range 8.0 to 24.0) 15.6 ± 2.9 (range 10.0 to 23.0)

ACD (mm)a 3.27 ± 0.31 (range 2.75 to 3.96) 3.24 ± 0.35 (range 2.68 to 4.47)

AXL (mm)a 26.78 ± 1.27 (range 23.88 to 30.21) 26.92 ± 1.37 (range 23.48 to 31.03)

ACD = anterior chamber depth; AXL = axial lengthy; CDVA = corrected distance visual acuity; D = 

diopters; IOP = intraocular pressure; logMAR = logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution; MRSE = 

manifest refractive spherical equivalent; NA = not applicable.

Results are mean ± standard deviation unless indicated. 
aMeasured from the corneal epithelium.

Table 2. Mean endothelial cell density in eyes implanted with a foldable iris-fixated myopic or toric 

phakic intraocular lens

Artiflex Myopia Artiflex Toric

Time period

Numer of 

Eyes

Cells/mm2, Mean ± SD 

(range)

Numer of 

Eyes

Cells/mm2, Mean ± SD 

(range)

Preoperatively 293 2739 ± 286 (1915-3531) 188 2769 ± 370 (1643-3871)

Acute: 6 Months 206 2680 ± 336 (943-3445) 140 2697 ± 418 (1644-3813)

Chronic: 1 Year 202 2657 ± 352 (1227-3447) 131 2669 ± 426 (1641-3588)

Chronic: 5 Years 95  2487 ± 363 (1274-3423) 38 2505 ± 343 (1892-3327) 
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Table 3. Incidence and indications of phakic intraocular lens explantations in patients implanted with 

foldable iris-fixated myopic and toric phakic intraocular lenses

Artiflex Myopia (N =293) Artiflex Toric (N = 188)

No. eyes [patients] Ratio(%) Time (mo) No. eyes [patients] Ratio (%) Time (mo)

Cataract 14 [11] 4.78 75.4 ± 34.2 ( 4.7-130.7)a 1 [1] 0.53 7.8

EC-loss 9 [5] 3.07 85.6 ± 25.7 42.5-126.6)a NA NA NA

Cataract after retinal surgery 2 [2] 0.68 21.0 and 18.0 2 [2] 1.06 15.0 and 23.0

EC-loss after retinal surgery 1 [1] 0.34 23.4 NA NA NA

High IOP 1 [1] 0.34 15.4 NA NA NA

Excessive pigment on pIOL NA NA NA 1 [1] 0.53 6.4

EC = endothelial cell; IOP = intraocular pressure; NA = not applicable; pIOL = phakic intraocular lens; 

VA = visual acuity.

aMean ± SD (range).
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Figure 1. Mean endothelial cell density from preoperatively to 10 years postoperatively in patients 

implanted with foldable myopic (n = 293) and toric (n = 188) phakic intraoclar lenses (mean ± standard 

deviation). 
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Table 3. Incidence and indications of phakic intraocular lens explantations in patients implanted with 

foldable iris-fixated myopic and toric phakic intraocular lenses

Artiflex Myopia (N =293) Artiflex Toric (N = 188)

No. eyes [patients] Ratio(%) Time (mo) No. eyes [patients] Ratio (%) Time (mo)

Cataract 14 [11] 4.78 75.4 ± 34.2 ( 4.7-130.7)a 1 [1] 0.53 7.8

EC-loss 9 [5] 3.07 85.6 ± 25.7 42.5-126.6)a NA NA NA

Cataract after retinal surgery 2 [2] 0.68 21.0 and 18.0 2 [2] 1.06 15.0 and 23.0

EC-loss after retinal surgery 1 [1] 0.34 23.4 NA NA NA

High IOP 1 [1] 0.34 15.4 NA NA NA

Excessive pigment on pIOL NA NA NA 1 [1] 0.53 6.4

EC = endothelial cell; IOP = intraocular pressure; NA = not applicable; pIOL = phakic intraocular lens; 

VA = visual acuity.

aMean ± SD (range).

Figure 1. Mean endothelial cell density from preoperatively to 10 years postoperatively in patients 

implanted with foldable myopic (n = 293) and toric (n = 188) phakic intraoclar lenses (mean ± standard 

deviation). 

Figure 2. Survival curve for reaching the American Academy of Ophthalmology (AAO) endpoint (ie, ≥25% 

total endothelial cell loss) or French Health Products and Safety Agency (AFSSAPS) explantation criterion 

(ie, endothlial cell density <1500 cells/mm2), in eyes implanted with foldable myopic (n = 293) and toric 

(n = 188) phakic intraocular lenses. 
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DISCUSSION

Despite the multitude of anterior chamber pIOLs taken of the market owing to excessive EC loss 

in the past, no guidelines existed on management of corneal safety in patients implanted with 

pIOLs until the recent publication of the AAO Task Force and AFSSAPS criteria.7-9, 24 

The current study is the first to apply the AAO and AFSSAPS criteria over a 5-year follow-

up period in eyes implanted with foldable myopic or toric pIOLs. This study stands out from 

previous papers on the foldable iris-fixated myopic and toric pIOLs because all surgeries were 

performed by the same surgeon (R.N.), all measurements were performed with the same 

specular microscope used prior to implantation, and all measurements were performed using 

the same protocol, cutting out most variation that can be induced by changing surgeons or 

measurement methods.25-28 

Endothelial Cell Density

We calculated the percentage of total EC loss and the percentage of total EC loss corrected 

for an annual physiological loss of 0.6% by using the results of the mixed-model linear 

regression analyses.22, 23 After 6 months, the acute EC loss in the myopic and toric groups was 

similar to the 0.05 to 4.3% short-term EC loss after 6 months reported in the literature,1, 3, 29 

with 0.7% and 1.6% of eyes showing a decrease in ECD ≥25% after uncomplicated surgery, 

respectively (data on file). From 6 months to 5 years postoperatively, we found a chronic 

total EC loss of 10.5% and 10.2% in the myopic and toric groups, respectively. No published 

study has reported 5-year follow-up data, but studies with a shorter follow-up showed a 

total EC loss of 9.0% and 9.4% after 1 year, and 1.1% and 7.4% after 2 years.2, 3, 5, 30 In over 

half of all cited articles the groups were relatively small2, 5, 29, 30 and all papers discussed 

the results after a relatively short follow-up.1-3,  5,  29,  30 The results of the current study 

show similar or lower EC loss than the results of most previous papers,1, 2, 5, 29, 30 with the 

exception of 1 study published in 2009.3 The latter reported a total EC loss of 1.07% with 

a high standard deviation of 16.35% after 2 years, which might be explained by the study 

being a multicenter study. Patients were included in 12 countries, resulting in more than 12 

different surgeons and sites. In that study, neither the method nor the specular microscope 

used to measure endothelial cell density was described. Variable and insufficiently specified 

measurement methods, as well as the use of different specular microscopes in multiple 

clinics, may lead to a high variability and a large standard deviation, as well as less reliable 

outcomes. Additionally, all previously mentioned studies relied on comparing means (ie, 

t test), using nonparametric tests or descriptive statistics to present their work.1-3, 5, 29, 30 

However, when testing for a longitudinal change during a follow-up period with multiple 

visits, mixed-linear regression analyses are preferred.
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Additional outcome parameters were added based on guidelines published by the AAO Task 

Force and AFSSAPS.7,  8 As previously mentioned, prior to the January 2017 publication by 

the AAO Task Force no guidelines existed on standardized reporting of ECD after refractive 

surgery.8 The AAO guideline focuses on reporting the percentage of eyes that had lost ≥25% 

of ECD after 3 years with a pIOL present. Application and interpretation of this guideline is 

complicated by the fact that no cutoff points are reported with respect to the percentage of eyes 

that are allowed to experience an EC loss ≥25% before a pIOL is deemed unsafe and should be 

taken of the market, nor does it specify whether a ≥25% EC loss requires pIOL explantation in 

an individual patient. Contrary to the AAO Task Force, the AFSSAPS did report either an ECD 

<1500 cells/mm2 or ≥30% EC loss as reasons for explantation in an individual patient but also 

failed to supply criteria that should indicate when the pIOL should be taken of the market.7 

Because pIOL explantation will have an enormous impact on young, highly myopic patients 

who want to remain spectacle independent, the decision to explant a pIOL should be very well 

substantiated and preferably based on a global consensus. 

Adhering to the AAO guidelines 2.9% and 4.4% of eyes in the myopic group reached an endpoint 

of ≥25% EC loss after 3 and 5 years, respectively. Similarly, the toric group showed 1.6% and 

4.3% of eyes with ≥25% EC loss. The only other study reporting the AAO endpoint focused on 

rigid myopic and toric iris-fixated pIOLs and reported a lower percentage of eyes with ≥25% EC 

loss after 5 years (ie, 1.8% and 3.2%, respectively).31 In line with the abovementioned study on 

rigid pIOLs, we reported an ECD <1500 cells/mm2 after 5 years in up to 3.0% of eyes, as well 

as EC loss related pIOL explantations in up to 0.7% of eyes after 5 years.31 Comparison of the 

total explantation rate and mean time until explantation between foldable and rigid pIOLs is 

complicated by the large difference in mean follow-up between pIOLs types, because the rigid 

pIOLs were launched prior to 2001, as opposed to the foldable pIOLs, which were launched 

after 2003. As a result of the differences in follow-up, mean time to EC loss-related explantation 

was 7.2 years in the foldable myopic group (3.1% explantations), as opposed to 11.9 years in the 

rigid myopic group (6.0% explantations). No pIOL was explanted due to EC loss in the foldable 

toric group, as opposed to 4.8% of rigid toric pIOLs after 7.4 years.31 Survival analyses would 

normally enable a reliable comparison of the foldable and rigid lens types because they function 

by reporting a median survival, defined as the time until 50% of eyes is expected to reach a 

previously defined endpoint. Unfortunately, because of the small number of events, median 

survival until EC loss-related explantation could not be computed in any of the foldable or 

rigid, myopic or toric groups, and median survival until reaching either the AAO or AFSSAPS 

criterion could only be computed in the myopic groups.31 Median survival until reaching the 

AAO or AFSSAPS criterion differed by 5 years, with a longer median survival in the rigid myopic 

group that can be explained by the longer mean follow-up as well as the slower ECD decline in 

the rigid myopic group.
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Risk factors

Based on the design of the foldable pIOL described in this study, there are 2 possible optic-

related explanations for the reported increased EC loss in the foldable pIOL type. Because 

of a smaller refractive index of the polysiloxane material, the foldable optic is slightly thicker 

than the rigid PMMA optic, which could result in a smaller distance between the central and 

peripheral pIOL edge and the corneal endothelium.6 Despite the fact that ACD decreased 

significantly in the myopic (P = .029) and toric (P = .001) groups (data on file), and although 

previous studies have shown increased EC loss in eyes with a smaller ACD as well as a smaller 

distance between the central and peripheral pIOL edge and corneal endothelium, we did not 

find similar results in the current study.6, 14, 31-33 Similarly, neither ACD nor central or peripheral 

distance from the pIOL to the endothelium influenced the time between pIOL implantation 

and losing ≥25% of ECD (ie, AAO endpoint) or reaching an ECD <1500 cells/mm2 (ie, AFSSAPS 

explantation criterion), nor did it influence the time until EC-related pIOL explantation. 

Furthermore, no significant differences were reported when comparing central and peripheral 

pIOL edge to the endothelium distance between eyes implanted with the foldable or rigid pIOL 

(P > .05, data on file). Additional analyses did show a significant difference in EC loss between 

foldable and rigid pIOLs (P = .034, data on file), that could not be explained by differences in 

lens position between the 2 lens types. Looking closer at the data, a smaller pIOL edge to 

the endothelium distance was associated with a statistically insignificant increased EC loss 

in the foldable group , but this effect was much larger – and only significant – in the rigid 

group (data on file). It should be noted that when the foldable pIOL was first introduced in 

a clinical trial in 2003, the optic-haptic junction and the vault between this junction and the 

iris-plane was shaped differently than the finally marketed type 2 iris-fixated pIOL.1, 3 During 

the clinical trial with the first pIOL model a higher incidence of iris pigment (4.8%) and giant 

cell (1.4%) precipitates was reported, which were believed to be caused by compression of the 

iris between the pIOL and the crystalline lens.3, 34, 35 This compression was most likely caused 

by the lower vault between optic-haptic junction and iris in the first foldable model (0.13 mm), 

as compared to the rigid pIOL (0.20 mm), resulting in an alteration of the optic-haptic junction 

to create a higher, 0.20 mm, vault between junction and iris. As a result, the marketed type 2 

iris-fixated pIOL has a vault height similar to the rigid iris-fixated pIOL.1, 3 Because lens type (1 

or 2) did not significantly influence EC loss in the current study, all 27 eyes of the 14 patients 

implanted with the first foldable model were combined with the 454 eyes of the 261 patients 

implanted with the second foldable model (data on file). 

Lens precipitates developed in the first postoperative year in 40.6% and 23.4% of eyes in the 

foldable myopic and toric groups, respectively, whereas these numbers were only 0.3% and 

1.6% in the respective rigid groups (data on file). Precipitates were transient in most cases, 

with some cases requiring additional application of topical anti-inflammatory drops before 

clearing up. The higher rates of iris pigment and giant cell precipitates in the foldable group 
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serve as an indicator for inflammation, and pose the question whether the increased EC loss 

in the foldable pIOL type could be attributed to an inflammatory response induced by the 

foldable polysiloxane material.36 One previous study evaluated EC loss in a randomized paired 

eye comparison and showed similar EC loss in rigid and foldable pIOLs, but did not investigate 

long-term changes or objectively tested the inflammatory response.2 Previous studies assessing 

the role of the IOL material on inflammation have mainly been conducted on eyes with cataract 

and a history of uveitis.37, 38 Eyes with a history of uveitis are especially suitable for evaluation 

of the inflammatory response because their chronic – disease specific – inflammation induces 

a weakened blood-aqueous barrier, resulting in an intensified cellular response that is easier 

to detect in a clinical setting. The results of these studies point toward a higher inflammatory 

response in eyes implanted with a silicone material, whereas PMMA and hydrophobic acrylic 

seem to result in less pigment and giant cell precipitates on the IOL.37, 38 Unfortunately not all 

pIOL- or IOL-oriented studies objectively quantified the inflammatory responses, and all studies 

showed a high degree of variation in inflammation between different durations of follow-up.2, 37-

39 Despite the fact that combined evidence is leaning somewhat towards a silicone material 

as a risk factor for inflammation, we must conclude that more research should be conducted 

directly comparing rigid and foldable pIOLs in a larger number of eyes to take a closer look at 

the influence of the optic material on long-term EC loss. Further research on the intraocular 

inflammatory response after implantation with both optic materials is required to provide a 

more definitive answer to this problem.

A third theory of EC loss has been suggested in one previous report that showed that intraocular 

presence of an iris-fixated pIOL changed the aqueous flow pattern.40 The authors assumed that 

the altered aqueous flow would result in an insufficient distribution of nutrients over the corneal 

endothelial cells, as well as insufficient drainage of waste, eventually resulting in endothelial 

cell death. No other study has been conducted to test this hypothesis and there is no reason to 

assume a different aqueous flow, shear stress and nutrient distribution in eyes implanted with 

the foldable versus in eyes implanted with a rigid pIOL. 

Other phakic intraocluar lenses

Other types of pIOLs that have been implanted over recent years are the anterior chamber, 

angle-supported, Cachet pIOL (Alcon, Fort Worth, Texas, USA), and several types of the posterior 

chamber Visian Implantable Collamer Lens pIOL (ICL; STAAR Surgical, Nidau, Switzerland). 

The single-piece foldable angle-supported pIOL is made of a cross-linked acrylate and 

methacrylate copolymer, and has recently been taken of the market owing to excessive EC loss 

in some patients.41-43 Two recent studies reported the 5-year results with these pIOLs in a non-

randomized setting, and showed a mean total EC loss of 8.9% and 13.7% from preoperatively 

to 5 years postoperatively that was similar to - or only slightly higher than - the results with the 

iris-fixated pIOLs described in the current paper.42, 43 The 2016 article described the results of 
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1087 eyes and reported a decrease in ECD >30% in 8.0% and an ECD ≤1500 cells/mm² in 2.7% 

of eyes.43 Both studies emphasized the importance of sufficient distance between both central 

and peripheral pIOL and endothelium, but no study assessed the effect of these distances on 

EC loss.42, 43 

No previous study reported data on inflammatory responses after implantation with the 

foldable angle-supported pIOL, so it remains unclear if accelerated EC loss in this group of 

patients is caused by differences in design of the pIOL – with the haptics touching the peripheral 

endothelium or bringing the optic closer to the endothelium – or might be caused by an increased 

inflammatory response induced by the pIOL material. Studies assessing the inflammatory 

response of different IOL materials in patients with a history of uveitis reported the lowest 

rate of inflammation in eyes implanted with a foldable hydrophobic acrylic material, a material 

similar to that of the foldable angle-supported pIOL.37 This could imply that the higher rates 

of EC loss in the angle-supported pIOL are caused by a closer proximity between pIOL and 

endothelium – attributed to a different lens design – rather than an enhanced inflammatory 

response. Alterations in aqueous humour circulation have not been investigated yet, but the 

position of the pIOL in front of the pupil, as well as the absence of a peripheral iridectomy, will 

result in an altered flow pattern. 

The abovementioned foldable hydrophilic porcine collagen (0.1%)/hydroxyethyl copolymer 

(ie, collamer) posterior chamber pIOLs have been hypothesized to cause less EC loss due 

to their position away from the endothelium, while this same – retropupillary – position 

has been reported to result in contact between pIOL and crystalline lens, thus inducing 

cataract.44, 45 This adverse effect has resulted in several alterations in lens design, creating 

a larger lens vault to prevent touch between the phakic and crystalline lens, as well as 

additional – central – holes in the optic to change the direction of aqueous flow.45-47 Almost 

all ICL papers report ECD data by comparing means (ie, t test) or by using descriptive 

statistics. In a sub-study of the FDA trial a total EC loss after 3 and 4 years of 8.9% and 

9.4% was described, which was in line with EC loss in both the current study and in previous 

studies on iris-fixated pIOLs with a similar follow-up.31, 48 The main idea of posterior chamber 

pIOLs is that their position induces less EC loss, but since the additional holes in the optic 

are unlikely to result in a major change in pIOL position, one should wonder if EC loss is 

not just caused by chronic – subclinical – inflammation related to the presence of any type 

of pIOL in the eye. Previous research assessing inflammation in eyes implanted with the 

ICL looked at clinical signs of inflammation as well as signs of inflammation using a flare 

cell meter, and showed a minor increase in inflammation that was similar to the increase 

in inflammation after cataract surgery as reported in studies from the early 1990s.49-51 

However, since all studies reported data on a small number of patients, no study reported 

the effect of the collamer material in eyes with uveitis, and both surgical technique and 
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measurements have evolved since the early 1990s, we feel that revisiting the inflammatory 

response in eyes implanted with collamer posterior chamber pIOLs is required to assess 

inflammation as well as the influence of inflammation on EC loss. 

One study simulated aqueous humour flow in eyes implanted with an ICL with a central hole 

with a peripheral iridectomy , and in eyes with an ICL with a central hole but without a peripheral 

iridectomy. Their results showed that aqueous humour flow is likely sufficient to prevent an 

increase in intraocular pressure in eyes without a peripheral iridectomy, but they did not specify 

if these changes in might increase shear stress on the endothelial cells or alter the nutrient 

distribution in the anterior chamber.52 

Recommendations

In contrast to previous studies, a smaller ACD or a crowded anterior chamber did not significantly 

affect EC loss or EC loss-related outcome measures in the current study. The results of both 

the current study and previous literature give reason to believe that the silicone optic material 

might cause subclinical inflammation, probably serving as a risk-factor for EC loss. Research on 

iris-fixated pIOLs should focus on evaluating the effects of different materials (eg, silicone vs 

acrylic polymers) on EC loss and subclinical inflammation, in order to evaluate if development 

of new materials is required to safeguard the corneal endothelium. 
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ABSTRACT

Purpose: To evaluate the long-term refractive and visual outcomes, anterior chamber depth, 

and axial length (AL) changes and complications after rigid iris-fixated phakic intraocular lens 

(pIOL) implantation to treat myopia or astigmatism.

Setting: University Eye Clinic Maastricht, Maastricht UMC+, the Netherlands

Design: Prospective case series. 

Methods: The study evaluated patients who had implantation of an Artisan myopic or toric 

iris-fixated pIOL as of January 1998. Changes were measured annually, and reported after 

1, 5 and 10 years postoperatively. 

Results: The study comprised 460 eyes (250 patients; mean age 41.1 years ± 10.7 [SD]). Over 

10 years, the mean myopisation was -0.79 diopters (D) (P < .001), with 52% of eyes within 

±1.0 D of target. The mean increase in the logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution 

(logMAR) corrected distance visual acuity (CDVA) over 10 years was 0.05 (P < .001); 95% 

of eyes had a CDVA 20/40 or more and 7% lost 2 or more lines of CDVA. The mean logMAR 

uncorrected visual acuity (UDVA) increased by 0.14 (P < .001) over 10 years; 96% had a UDVA 

20/40 or better. The AL increased by 1.14 mm over 10 years (P = .009). Ten percent of pIOLs 

were explanted because of cataract formation after a mean of 97.9 ± 34.9 months. A higher 

preoperative age (hazard ratio [HR], 1.08; P < .001) and longer AL (HR, 1.34; P < .001) were 

risk factors for shorter survival because of cataract formation. 

Conclusion: Ten years after rigid iris-fixated pIOL implantation, the CDVA and UDVA 

decreased significantly as a result of significant myopisation caused by an increase in AL 

unrelated to the pIOL.
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INTRODUCTION

For more than a decade, phakic intraocular lenses (pIOLs) have been the preferred treatment 

for high myopia and the correction of myopia in patients unsuited for laser refractive correction 

because of a thin or ectatic cornea.1, 2 Previous studies report good visual acuity, predictability, 

and stability in patients with anterior chamber (angle-supported, iris-fixated) or posterior 

chamber pIOLs.1-5 However, to our knowledge only 1 study of iris-fixated Artisan pIOLs reported 

results after a 10-year follow-up4 and no previous study assessed the influence of morphological 

changes in refractive and visual outcomes. 

The purpose of the current prospective study was to report 5-year and 10-year follow-up data 

on refractive and visual outcomes, morphometric changes and complications in patients who 

had implantation of 1 of 2 types of rigid iris-fixated pIOLs.
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PATIENTS AND METHODS

From January 1998 to June 2016, patients had implantation of an Artisan myopic or myopic 

toric rigid iris-fixated pIOL. The study was performed in adherence with the tenets of the 

Declaration of Helsinki. The Maastricht University Medical Center Institutional Review Board 

stated that approval was not required for this study.

Patients were evaluated preoperatively and 1 day, 1 week, and 1, 3, 6 and 12 months 

postoperatively. Regular follow-up continued with annual visits. All surgeries were performed by 

the same surgeon (R.M.M.A.N) using general or local anesthesia. The inclusion criteria, surgical 

procedure (including peripheral iridectomy) and postoperative medication used in the current 

study have been described.6-8 

Patient evaluations

The preoperative examination consisted of subjective and cycloplegic refractions, Snellen 

uncorrected (UDVA) and corrected (CDVA) distance visual acuity measurements, and slit-lamp 

evaluation, including Goldmann applanation tonometry and fundoscopy. Additional evaluations 

were corneal topography (Orbscan, Bausch and Lomb, Inc), Scheimpflug tomography (Pentacam 

HR, Oculus Optikgeräte GmbH), Scheimpflug camera-Placido topography (Sirius, Schwind 

eye-tech-solutions GmbH & Co. KG), biometry (A2500, Sonomed Escalon), partial coherence 

interferometry (IOLMaster, Carl Zeiss AG), anterior segment optical coherence tomography 

(AS-OCT) (Visante, Carl Zeiss AG), and specular microscopy (Noncon Robo SP9000 S/N PK1-

1137, Konan Medical, Inc.). All preoperative measurements were performed 1 week after 

removal of soft contact lenses and 2 weeks after removal of rigid gas permeable contact lenses.

From 2006 onward AS-OCT was used to perform preoperative pIOL simulation to measure the 

anterior chamber depth (ACD), vault between the pIOL and crystalline lens, distance between 

the anterior pIOL and the endothelium, and clear lens rise as reported previously.9 

Postoperative annual follow-up visits consisted of subjective refraction, Snellen UDVA and 

CDVA measurements, slit-lamp examination, tonometry, corneal topography, AS-OCT and 

specular microscopy.

Outcome measures

Refractive and visual outcome measures were based on the 2014 guidelines of the Journal 

of Refractive Surgery,10 which describe the manifest refractive spherical equivalent (MRSE), 

target MRSE versus achieved MRSE, change in MRSE, refractive astigmatism, CDVA, change in 

CDVA, UDVA, and change in UDVA as the outcome measures for refractive surgery. The target 

induced astigmatism (TIA) vector, surgically induced astigmatism (SIA) vector, difference vector 
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(between TIA and SIA), correction index (SIA divided by TIA), index of success (difference vector 

divided by TIA), and mean angle of error were calculated using refractive data in eyes with 

the myopic toric pIOL. The safety index (postoperative CDVA divided by preoperative CDVA) 

and efficacy index (postoperative UDVA divided by preoperative CDVA) were computed, and 

changes in the indices reported. 

In addition, the ACD and axial length (AL) and the changes over time were assessed to evaluate 

possible age-related changes in ocular biometry. Changes in endothelial cell density (ECD) were 

reported in a previous paper.6 

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS for Windows software (version 23, IBM Corp.). 

The UDVA and CDVA were converted from Snellen values to logarithm of the minimum angle 

of resolution (logMAR) notation for statistical analysis. Descriptive analyses were performed 

to compute the mean ± SD of primary outcome measures and preoperative characteristics, and 

vector analyses according to Alpins were performed to assess refractive astigmatism in eyes 

with the myopic toric pIOL.11

Longitudinal changes were assessed using linear mixed-model analysis with the eye identification 

number as a grouping variable and time as a covariate. In each model, the best fit covariance 

structure was selected using the Bayesian information criterion. To determine long-term 

changes in the study groups, longitudinal analyses were used to assess short-term changes 

from preoperatively to 12 months postoperatively and long-term changes from 12 months 

postoperatively until the end of follow-up. Hotelling trace multivariate analysis of variance 

(MANOVA) analyses were performed to determine whtether the vectorial change from 1 to 5 

years and 1 to 10 years postoperatively was significantly different from zero. 

In a subset of patients, longitudinal analyses and cross-sectional analyses of the effect of age 

on AL were performed using linear mixed-model (24 eyes; longitudinal data) and analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) (181 eyes; preimplantation data), respectively, in a subset of patients. Kaplan-

Meier and multivariate Cox regression analyses were performed to measure the survival from 

pIOL implantation to pIOL explantation for cataract formation. A P values less than 0.05 was 

considered significant.
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RESULTS

The study comprised 460 eyes of 250 patients; the rigid myopic pIOL was implanted in 379 

eyes of 207 patients and the rigid myopic toric pIOL in 81 eyes of 51 patients. Table 1 shows 

the patients’ baseline characteristics. The mean follow-up was 90 months ± 60 (SD). After 

extensive parental consultation 4 eyes of 3 contact-lens-intolerant patients younger than 18 

years had implantation of a myopic pIOL because of anisometropia (n = 2) or a high preoperative 

refraction (n = 2). Between 1998 and 2006, no definitive cutoff points were formulated (neither 

internationally nor by the Netherlands Society for Refractive Surgery) with respect to the 

preoperative ECD. As a result, a pIOL was implanted in 20 eyes of 16 patients with an ECD 

lower than 2000 cells/mm2. 

Predictability

Table 1 shows the MRSE results over time. Figure 1 shows the target MRSE correction versus the 

achieved MRSE correction at the 3 postoperative timepoints (1 year, 5 years, and 10 years). Figure 

2 shows the percentage of eyes within ±0.50 diopter (D) and ±1.00 D of the target refraction 

at the 3 postoperative timepoints. Figure 3 shows the change in MRSE over 10 years and the 

percentage of eyes with a greater than 0.5 D change in the MRSE change from 1 year to 5 and 

10 years postoperatively. Figure 4 shows the preoperative and postoperative residual refractive 

astigmatism and percentage of eyes with refractive astigmatism of ±0.50 D or less and ±1.0 D or 

less from zero. Figures 5 to 7 show single-angle polar plots representing TIA vector, SIA vector, 

difference vector, and correction index at 1 year, 5 years, and 10 years, respectively. Figure 8 

shows the distribution of the angle of error at the 3 postoperative timepoints. The mean index of 

success was 0.27 ± 0.28, 0.21 ± 0.19 and 0.28 ± 0.22 at 1 year, 5years, and 10 years, respectively. 

The MRSE decreased by 0.079 D each year; the decrease was statistically significant (p < .001). 

On vector analysis, the mean change in refractive cylinder in eyes with the toric pIOL was 0.38 

± 0.62 D at 149 degrees from 1 to 5 years (P = .023) and 0.31 ± 0.50 D at 112 degrees from 1 

to 10 years postoperatively (P = .29).

Safety

Table 1 shows logMAR CDVA over time. Figure 9 shows the change in Snellen lines of CDVA 5 

years and 10 years postoperatively as well as the percentage of eyes losing 2 or more Snellen 

CDVA lines. One year after pIOL implantation, the CDVA was 20/40 or better in 371 eyes (97%) 

and 20/20 or better in 252 eyes (66%). At 5 years, the CDVA was 20/40 or better in 240 eyes 

(96%) and 20/20 or better in 153 eyes (61%). The results at 10 years were 129 eyes (95%) and 

63 eyes (46%), respectively. The annual increase in the logMAR CDVA was 0.005, which was 

statistically significant (P < .001). The safety index decreased by 0.010 per year (Table 1). The 

change was statistically significant (P < .001). 
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Figure 1. Target versus achieved manifest refraction spherical equivalent correction 1 year, 5 years, and 

10 years potoperatively. 

Figure 2. Accuracy of the MRSE 1 year, 5 years, and 10 years postoperatively. MRSE = manifest refractive 

spherical equivalent

Figure 3. Change in MRSE from preoperatively to 1 year, 5 years, and 10 years postoperatively. MRSE = 

manifest refractive spherical equivalent.
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Figure 4. Refractive astigmatism preoperatively and 1 year, 5 years, and 10 years postoperatively.

Figure 5. Single-angle polar plots of target induced astigmatism vector, surgically induced astgimatism 

vector, difference vector and correction index, 1 year after implantation of a iris-fixated toric phakic 

intraocular lens (53 eyes). Arith. = arithmetic; Geom = geometric.

Efficacy

Table 1 shows the mean logMAR UDVA over time. Figure 10 shows the cumulative Snellen 

UDVA and Figure 11, the differences in Snellen lines between the UDVA at the 3 postoperative 

timepoints and the preoperative CDVA. The logMAR UDVA increased by 0.014 each year, which 

was statistically significant (P < .001). 

Table 1 also shows the efficacy index at the 3 postoperative timepoints. Annually the efficacy 

index decreased by 0.017 each year, which was statistically significant (P < .001). 
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Figure 6. Single-angle polar plots of target induced astigmatism vector, surgically induced astgimatism 

vector, difference vector and correction index, 5 years after implantation of a iris-fixated toric phakic 

intraocular lens (23 eyes). Arith. = arithmetic; Geom = geometric.

Ocular biometry

Table 1 shows the mean ACD preoperatively and postoperatively. A longitudinal analysis showed 

no change in ACD over time (P = .42).  Longitudinal analysis of AL was performed in a subgroup 

of 24 eyes that had pIOL implantation as well as combined explantation and cataract surgery 

at a later date and for which the IOL calculations were performed based on optical biometry 

AL measurements on both occasions. The mean preoperative AL (measured from the corneal 

epithelium) was 28.09 ± 2.24 mm. There was a statistically significant increase in AL of 0.11 

mm per year (P = .009), equaling a total increase of 0.57 mm and 1.14 mm after 5 years and 

10 years, respectively. A secondary cross-sectional analysis (ANOVA) was performed to look 

at the correlation between age and AL measured with optical biometry devices before pIOL 

implantation. Analysis of 181 eyes found a similar trend, with the AL increasing significantly by 

0.059 mm each year (P < .001). 

Complications and interventions

Table 2 shows the postoperative complications and reasons for additional surgery, including 

pIOL exchange and explantation. No rhegmatogenous retinal detachments (RRDs) occurred in 

any eye after cataract surgery. 
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Figure 7. Single-angle polar plots of target induced astigmatism vector, surgically induced astgimatism 

vector, difference vector and correction index, 10 years after implantation of a iris-fixated toric phakic 

intraocular lens (9 eyes). Arith. = arithmetic; Geom = geometric.

Risk factors

After insignificant risk factors were excluded, the Cox regression multivariate analysis identified 

higher preoperative age (hazard ratio [HR], 1.08; 95% confidence interval [CI], 1.05-1.12; P 

< .001) and longer preoperative AL (HR, 1.34; 95% CI, 1.19-1.50; P < .001) as significant risk 

factors for a shorter survival.

Figure 8. The refractive astigmatism angle of error 1, 5 and 10 years after implantation with an iris-

fixated phakic intraocular lens. Abs. = absolute; Arith. = Arithmetic; CC/wise = counterclockwise; C/wise 

= clockwise.
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Figure 9. Change in Snellen lines of CDVA 1 year, 5 years, and 10 years postoperatively. CDVA = corrected 

distance visual acuity. 

Figure 10. Snellen preoperative CDVA and UDVA 1 year, 5 years, and 10 years postoperatively. CDVA = 

corrected distance visual acuity; UDVA = uncorrected distance visual acuity.

Figure 11. Difference in Snellen lines between postoperative UDVA and preoperative CDVA 1 year, 

5 years, and 10 years postoperatively. CDVA = corrected distance visual acuity; UDVA = uncorrected 

distance visual acuity. 
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Table 1. Preoperative characteristics and postoperative results

Postoperative

Preoperative 1 Year 5 Year 10 Year 

Patient Characteristics

Age (y)

Mean ± SD 41.1 ± 10.7 NR NR NR

Range 5.3 to 68.2 NR NR NR

Men / women (%) 37 / 63 NR NR NR

Eyes (n) 460 382 250 136

Predictability

MRSE (D)

Mean ± SD -12.58 ± 5.15 -0.51 ± 0.69 -0.81 ± 0.98 -0.72 ± 1.48 

Range -30.50 to 0.00 -3.50 to 1.13 -4.88 to 1.13 -8.00 to 3.00

Refractive cylinder (D)

Mean ± SD -1.64 ± 1.35 -0.75 ± 0.65 -0.95 ± 0.77 -1.25 ± 0.87 

Range -8.50 to 0.00 -3.50 to 0.00 -3.50 to 0.00 -4.50 to 0.00

Safety

CDVA (logMAR)

Mean ± SD 0.13 ± 0.18 0.03 ± 0.16 0.04 ± 0.15 0.10 ± 0.23 

Range -0.18 to 1.70 -0.20 to 1.78 -0.18 to 1.00 -0.18 to 2.08

Safety index

Mean ± SD NA 1.29 ± 0.32 1.22 ± 0.33 1.24 ± 0.45

Range NA 0.50 to 2.67 0.50 to 2.50 0.04 to 3.00

Efficacy

UDVA (logMAR)

Mean ± SD NA 0.17 ± 0.23 0.23 ± 0.27 0.29 ± 0.29 

Range NA -0.20 to 1.78 -0.10 to 1.48 -0.08 to 1.30

Efficacy index

Mean ± SD NA 0.96 ± 0.32 0.83 ± 0.32 0.77 ± 0.35 

Range NA 0.10 to 2.33 0.06 to 1.60 0.06 to 2.00

IOP (mmHg)

Mean ± SD 14.8 ± 3.3 15.5 ± 3.0 15.9 ± 3.1 16.4 ± 2.6 

Range 6.0 to 30.0 8.0 to 26.0 10.0 to 24.0 11.0 to 25.0

ACD* (mm)

Mean ± SD 3.13 ± 0.38 3.12 ± 0.28 3.11 ± 0.15 2.86 ± 0.34 

Range 2.54 to 4.51 2.50 to 3.60 2.90 to 3.46 2.12 to 3.40

ACD = anterior chamber depth; CDVA = corrected distance visual acuity; IOP = intraocular pressure; 

logMAR = logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution; MRSE = manifest refractive spherical 

equivalent; NA = not applicable; NR = not reported; UDVA = uncorrected distance visual acuity 

*Measured from the corneal endothelium.
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Table 2. Sight threatening events, secondary surgical interventions, and phakic intraocular lens 

exchanges and explantations in the entire cohort (460 eyes)

Eyes / 

patients (n)

Time (mo)

Ratio, % Mean ± SD Range

Retinal Events

Retinal detachment 5 / 5 1.09 37.8 ± 30.6 0.9 to 80.1

Myopic macular degeneration 8 / 6 1.74 102.2 ± 45.5 1.0 to 144.8

Retinoschisis 2 / 2 0.43 36.0 and 108.0 NA

Macular hole 1 / 1 0.22 3.0 NA

Central serous chorioretinopathy 1 / 1 0.22 84.0 NA

Secondary Surgical Intervention

Laser Refractive Correction      

PRK 15 / 9 3.26 37.5 ± 21.4 3.2 to 63.1

pIOL Refixation

Traumatic subluxation 2 / 2 0.43 9.0 and 29.4 NA

Insufficient enclavation 1 / 1 0.22 34.5 NA

Glare 1 / 1 0.22 4.6 NA

Misalignment 1 / 1 0.22 4.4 NA

pIOL Exchange

Undercorrected 2 / 2 0.43 1.4 and 1.4 NA

Overcorrected 1 / 1 0.22 3.9 NA

Refractive change 1 / 1 0.22 84.2 NA

Additional toric correction 1 / 1 0.22 15.8 NA

pIOL Explantation

Cataract 46 / 32 10.00 97.9 ± 34.9 13.8 to 163.7

EC loss* 22 / 15 4.78 126.9 ± 41.7 44.4 to 182.9

Cataract and EC-loss 5 / 4 1.09 153.4 ± 22.6 120.0 to 179.7

High IOP 4 / 2 0.87 53.2 ± 26.5 25.7 to 80.3

Anisometropia 1 / 1 0.22 15.6 NA

Decentration 1 / 1 0.22 1.4 NA

Recurrent retinal detachment# 1 / 1 0.22 82.8 NA

EC = endothelial cell; IOP = intraocular pressure; NA = not applicable; PRK = photorefractive keratectomy 

*Corneal edema requiring Descemet stripping automated endothelial keratoplasty in 1 eye of 1 patient 

and corneal edema requiring penetrating keratoplasty in 1 eye of 1 patient.
#Recurrent retinal detachment requiring retinal surgery in one eye of one patient.
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DISCUSSION

The current study assessed the refractive and visual outcomes 10 years after iris-fixated pIOL 

implantation.1-5, 12-18 The key finding is the age-related AL elongation, which caused significant 

myopisation and affected the long-term predictability and efficacy. We applied linear mixed-

model analysis, which is designed to use all available data from each individual subject, and is 

especially useful when testing for significant changes over time (ie, per annum). As such, the 

current article might serve as a reference for longitudinal change and as a catalyst for further 

research on AL changes in high myopia. 

Regarding predictability, even though our 10-year results resemble those in studies with a 

much shorter follow-up,4, 5, 12, 13, 15-18 they are slightly different from the results in the only other 

study with a 10-year follow-up (ie, MRSE -0.70 D and 43.8% and 68.8% of eyes within ±0.5 

and ±1.0 D of target refraction, respectively).4 The lower percentage of eyes within ±0.5 and 

±1.0 D of the target correction in our group is likely related to the fact that 48 eyes in our study 

developed cataract requiring surgery, as opposed to 2 eyes in the previous study.4 We believe 

that the higher preoperative age and higher myopia in our group (41.1 years and -12.58 D, 

respectively, in our group versus 38.35 years and -10.36 D, respectively, in the previous study) 

resulted in a higher risk for developing cataract within 10 years of pIOL implantation. Another 

explanation is the reported increase in AL over the 10 years of follow-up, which caused axial 

myopia. Unfortunately, cataract was not graded on a regular basis in the current study; thus, 

the influence of cataract formation versus AL elongation on myopisation remains uncertain. 

Despite the significant change in refractive cylinder from 1 year to 5 years postoperatively all 

vector analyses after 5 years showed excellent results. The mean difference vector was 0.03 

D at 47 degrees (0.00 D being the preferred result), and the mean correction index was 0.97 

(1.00 being the preferred result). Two previous studies used double-angle plots to show the 

refractive cylinder 6 months after toric pIOL implantation; both found a significant reduction in 

preoperative astigmatism that was equal to our long-term results after 5 years.15, 17 

Regarding safety, 7% of eyes lost 2 or more Snellen CDVA lines, a proportion higher than 

reported values, which vary from 0.9% to 2.6% after 3 to 10 years.4, 12-15 This might be attributed 

to the higher incidences of eyes requiring cataract requiring surgery in our study than in other 

studies (7.6% after 10 years in our group versus 0.0% to 2.25% of eyes after 3 to 6 years in 

the literature)4, 12-14 as well as the higher incidence of retinal complications (ie, detachment, 

hemorrhage, myopic or macular degeneration, macular hole, retinoschisis) (3.5% in our group 

versus in 0.51% to 3.5% in the literature [data on file]).4, 12-14 However, the safety index was 1.24 

in the myopic pIOL group, higher than the safety index of 1.10 in the only other study with a 

follow-up of 10 years.4
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Our efficacy results agree with previous findings. The LogMAR UDVA, percentage of eyes with 

a UDVA of 20/40 or better or 20/20 or better, and efficacy index after 10 years were similar to 

previous studies with a follow up of 3 to 10 years.4, 5, 12-16, 18 

In our study population, there was not a significant change in ACD measured by ocular biometry. 

This is in contrast with previous reports using either ultrasound19, 20 or OCT21; these studies 

found an annual decrease in ACD ranging from -0.011 mm to -0.018 mm. Although we found a 

myopic shift with advancing time, the mean preoperative age of 40 years makes nuclear sclerosis 

a less likely explanation for this shift, leading us to focus on a possible increase in AL related to 

age. Therefore, we evaluated the AL changes in 2 subsets of patients.

In the first subset comprised of 24 eyes that had a combined pIOL explantation and cataract 

surgery. Longitudinal analysis showed that the AL in these eyes increased 0.11 mm per year, a 

statistically significant change. To explore the relationship between age and AL, measurements 

using optical biometry obtained before pIOL implantation were analyzed in relation to 

preoperative age. This cross-sectional analysis showed a significant effect of age, with an 

expected increase in AL of 0.059 mm per year. The AL was not reported in the preceding long-

term follow-up study,4 and previous epidemiological studies assessing the AL changes in an 

adult population used ultrasonound for longitudinal evaluation or assessed emmetropic eyes 

only.20, 22, 23 Because of the small size of our subgroup and because previous publications did not 

focus on AL changes in eyes with high myopia, our results, rather than a standard age-related 

effect, should be regarded as a possible trend in AL changes in an adult population of patients 

with high myopia. 

Retinal detachment (RD) occurred in 1.09% of eyes in our study; other studies report an 

incidence of 0.25% to 0.39% after a 3 to 5 years follow-up.5, 13 Previous studies identified high 

myopia, defined as either -3.0 D or -6.0 D, as a significant risk factor for RRD.1, 24-26 As a result, the 

high preoperative MRSE of -12.58 D and mean preoperative AL of 28.09 mm likely contributed 

to the higher total percentage of RD and myopic macular degeneration. In addition, other studies 

found the risk for RD to be higher in pseudophakic eyes as a result of volumetric changes of the 

vitreous and an inflammatory reaction after phacoemulsification, leading to RRD in 0.55% and 

1.17% of eyes after a mean follow-up of 4.3 and 3.3 years, respectively.25, 26 Combined pIOL 

explantation and cataract surgery did not result in RRD in any patient in this cohort. Myopic 

macular degeneration in high myopes with an AL similar to that in our cohort (mean 29.8 ± 1.7 

mm) and mean follow-up of 13 years resulted in choroidal neovascularization in 10.2% of eyes 

in a 2003 study.27 It might be advisable to alert patients with myopic macular degeneration who 

request pIOL implantation of this risk for visual complications and to keep in mind that high 

myopia in itself can cause severe visual complications regardless of intraocular surgery. 
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Additional laser refractive touch-up surgery (eg, photorefractive keratectomy) was required in 

3.26% of eyes in the current study versus rates of 5.95% to 14.85% reported in the literature.5, 28 

Guëll et al. hypothesized that laser in situ keratomileusis in an eye with an anterior chamber pIOLs 

might induce contact between the corneal endothelium and the pIOL when the microkeratome 

is used, which could be a good reason to perform photorefractive keratectomy instead in eyes 

with an anterior chamber pIOL.29

Cataract formation rates were higher in our group than in previous studies, which reported 

cataract in 0.25% of eyes after 3 years and in 3.04% of eyes after 8 years.14,  30 We do not 

believe that cataract formation was caused by the pIOL but rather that higher mean patient 

age and longer mean AL might have been causative factors.1, 31, 32 This hypothesis was validated 

by additional Kaplan-Meier and Cox regression analyses that assessed survival until pIOL 

explantation performed because of cataract formation in the current study. A recent paper by 

our group provided an in-depth evaluation of survival until pIOL explantation in all patients 

implanted with iris-fixated pIOLs at our clinic. It estimated that 25% and 50% of iris-fixated 

pIOLs would be explanted after 134.3 months and 182.9 months, respectively.33 

In conclusion, age-related AL elongation, possibly together with cataract formation, resulted 

in significant myopisation and caused a decrease in CDVA and UDVA. To our knowledge, no 

previous study has reported axial elongation in highly myopic eyes, mainly because these 

studies were cross-sectional, focused on emmetropic eyes, and used error-prone techniques 

(ie, ultrasound) to measure AL.20, 22, 23 Based on our results, we believe that the myopic shift and 

higher rates of cataract formation should be attributed to a higher preoperative age and longer 

AL rather than to the intraocular presence of the pIOL. Myopisation induced by AL elongation 

might suggest implantation of pIOLs with a slight hyperopic target to anticipate this refractive 

change. However, inducing hyperopia in a formerly highly myopic patient is likely to result in 

unhappy patients and is not advised. Additional research on longitudinal changes in refractive 

error and AL in a highly myopic population is indicated to map physiological changes against our 

results after pIOL implantation. Refractive surgeons should counsel patients on the long-term 

changes in visual outcomes after pIOL implantation in cases of high myopia. 
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WHAT WAS KNOWN

• Implantation of iris-fixated phakic intraocular lenses (pIOLs) provides excellent visual and 

refractive results in highly myopic patients

• Over time, increased crystalline lens swelling decreases the anterior chamber depth, 

causing the pIOL to rise.

WHAT THIS PAPER ADDS

• Significant myopisation might occur in highly myopic adults as a result of axial elongation

• Combined iris-fixated pIOLs explantation and cataract surgery did not seem to result in 

increased rates of retinal detachments in a group of highly myopic patients.
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ABSTRACT

Purpose: To evaluate the 5-year refractive, visual, and morphometric changes after 

implantation with a foldable iris-fixated phakic intraocular lens (pIOL) to correct myopia or 

astigmatism.

Setting: University Eye Clinic Maastricht, Maastricht UMC+, the Netherlands.

Design: Prospective case series.

Methods: The study evaluated patients implanted with the Artiflex Myopia (Toric) iris-fixated 

pIOL as of January 2004. Measurements were performed annually and reported after 1 and 

5 years postoperatively.

Results: The study included 481 eyes (277 patients; preoperative age 39.8±10.9 years 

[SD]). Five years postoperatively 91% of eyes were within ±1.0 D of target, and the mean 

myopisation over a 5 year period was 0.22 diopters (p<0.001). The logarithm of the minimum 

angle of resolution (logMAR) corrected distance visual acuity (CDVA) increased by a mean 

0.015 (p=0.015) over 5 years; 88% of eyes had a CDVA of 20/20 or better and 5.5% lost 2 

or more lines of CDVA. Mean uncorrected distance visual acuity (UDVA) increased by 0.045 

logMAR over 5 years (p<0.001); 96% reached an UDVA of 20/40 or more. Anterior chamber 

depth (ACD) decreased by 0.04 mm (p<0.001), and axial length (AXL) increased by 0.23 mm 

(p<0.001) over 5 years. Cataract resulted in pIOL explantation in 4.0% of eyes (mean survival 

59.0±40.0 months); higher preoperative age (hazard ratio [HR], 1.13; p<0.001) and smaller 

ACD (HR, 6.80; p= 0.035) were risk factors for shorter survival due to cataract formation.

Conclusion: Over 5 years logMAR CDVA and UDVA decreased significantly due to myopisation 

caused by lenticular changes and AXL elongation. 
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INTRODUCTION

Previous studies have proved implantation with anterior chamber (angle supported, iris-fixated) 

and posterior chamber phakic intraocular lenses (pIOLs) to be superior to laser refractive surgery 

in patients with high myopia and myopic patients with thin corneas.1 The iris-fixated Artiflex 

Myopia and Artiflex Myopia Toric pIOL were introduced in 2005 and 2007, respectively, as an 

addition to the rigid iris-fixated Artisan Myopia and Artisan Toric pIOLs (all IOLs by Ophtec B.V., 

Groningen, the Netherlands). Studies on the rigid myopic and toric iris-fixated pIOLs have shown 

good results with respect to visual acuity and predictability.1-3 However, the rigid polymethyl 

methacrylate (PMMA) material requires a large main incision for implantation of these pIOLs, 

creating a higher surgically induced corneal astigmatism (SICA). The foldable myopic (toric) iris-

fixated pIOLs are composed of a flexible polysiloxane optic and PMMA haptics requiring a much 

smaller main incision, resulting in less SICA while still achieving good visual acuity, refractive 

correction, safety and efficacy.4-8 

Few papers have previously described the results of foldable iris-fixated pIOLs after a follow-up 

of 5 years or more9, 10, and no previous report has performed longitudinal analyses describing 

visual, refractive and morphometric outcomes over time as the current paper. 
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METHODS

Design

From January 2004 to June 2016, 277 patients were implanted with an Artiflex myopic or 

myopic toric foldable iris-fixated pIOL at the University Eye Clinic Maastricht, Maastricht 

University Medical Center, Maastricht, the Netherlands. Patients were prospectively evaluated 

preoperatively, 1 day, 1 week, 1, 3, 6 and 12 months postoperatively in the first postoperative 

year, followed by annual visits. 

All surgeries were performed by the same surgeon (RN) under general or local anesthesia. The 

current study was performed in adherence to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. The 

Maastricht University Medical Center Institutional Review Board stated that approval was not 

required for this study. 

Previous reports by our group have described the inclusion criteria, measurements, surgical 

procedure (including peripheral iridectomy) and postoperative medication used in the current 

study.4, 11-13 

Outcome measures

Refractive and visual outcome measures were based on the 2014 guidelines of the Journal of 

Refractive Surgery (JRS),14 describing manifest refractive spherical equivalent (MRSE), target 

vs. achieved MRSE, change in MRSE, refractive astigmatism, corrected distance visual acuity 

(CDVA), change in CDVA, uncorrected distance visual acuity (UDVA), and change in UDVA as 

outcome measures for refractive surgery. Target induced astigmatism (TIA) vector, surgically 

induced astigmatism (SIA) vector, difference vector (between TIA and SIA), correction index (SIA 

divided by TIA), index of success (difference vector divided by TIA) and mean angle of error were 

calculated using refractive data in eyes implanted with the myopic toric pIOL. Safety indices 

(postoperative CDVA divided by preoperative CDVA), and efficacy indices (postoperative UDVA 

divided by preoperative CDVA) were computed, and changes in safety and efficacy indices 

reported. 

Additionally, anterior chamber depth (ACD) and axial length (AXL), as well as changes over time 

were assessed in order to evaluate possible age-related changes in ocular biometry.  Changes 

in endothelial cell density (ECD) were reported in a previous paper.13

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS for Windows (version 23, IBM Corp, Armonk, NY, 

USA). The UDVA and CDVA were converted from Snellen values to logarithm of the minimum 

angle of resolution (logMAR) prior to statistical analysis. Descriptive analyses were performed 
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to compute mean and standard deviation (SD) in primary outcome measures and preoperative 

characteristics. Vector analyses according to Alpins were performed to assess refractive 

astigmatism in eyes implanted with the myopic toric pIOL.15

Longitudinal changes were analyzed using a linear mixed-model analysis with an eye 

identification number as a grouping variable and time as a covariate. In each model the best 

fitted covariance structure was selected using the Bayesian information criterion (BIC). In 

order to assess long-term changes in the study groups, analyses were performed to separate 

the short-term from long-term changes results. Longitudinal analyses assessed short-term 

changes from preoperatively to 12 months postoperatively and long-term changes from 12 

months postoperatively until the end of follow-up. Hotelling Trace multivariate analysis of 

variance (MANOVA) analyses were performed to assess if vectorial change from 1 to 5 years 

postoperatively was significantly different from zero. 

In a subset of patients, longitudinal and cross-sectional analyses on the effect of age on AXL were 

performed using linear mixed-model analysis (20 eyes, longitudinal data) and analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) (298 eyes, preimplantation data), respectively. Kaplan-Meier and multivariate Cox 

regression analyses were performed to measure survival from pIOL implantation to pIOL 

explantation due to cataract formation. Risk factors for pIOL explantation due to cataract 

formation were identified using univariate Cox regression analyses. Multivariate analyses were 

performed to correct for possible correlation between risk factors, while excluding insignificant 

risk factors. P values were considered significant if P < 0.05. 
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RESULTS

The study included 481 eyes of 277 patients; the foldable myopic pIOL was implanted in 293 

eyes of 166 patients, and the foldable myopic toric pIOL was implanted in 188 eyes of 111 

patients. Table 1 depicts the baseline characteristics of this study population. Mean follow-up 

was 51 ± 37 months.

One eye of 1 patient (0.2%) was implanted with a myopic pIOL one month before turning 18. 

In 8 eyes of 6 patients (1.7%) the preoperative endothelial cell density (ECD) was lower than 

2000 cells/mm2. This group, with a mean preoperative age of 51.8 ± 3.6 years, had a mean 

preoperative ECD of 1872 ± 115 cells/mm2. All patients with a preoperative ECD <2000 cells/

mm2 were extensively informed on the risks of pIOL implantation in case of lower preoperative 

ECD counts, before opting for surgery.

Predictability

Table 1 shows the mean manifest refraction spherical equivalent (MRSE) and refractive cylinder 

over time. Target versus achieved MRSE correction 1 and 5 years after implantation is reported 

in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows the percentage of eyes within 0.5 D and 1.0 D of intended correction 

1 and 5 years after pIOL implantation and Figure 3 shows the percentage of eyes with a MRSE 

change of > 0.5 D over a 5 year period. The percentage of eyes with a refractive astigmatism 

within 0.5 D and 1.0 D of zero is reported in Figure 4. 

Single-angle polar plots representing TIA vector, SIA vector, difference vector and correction 

index 1 and 5 years after toric pIOL implantation are depicted in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. 

Figure 7 shows the distribution of the angle of error 1 and 5 years after implantation. The mean 

index of success after 1 and 5 years was 0.26±0.25 and 0.23±0.27, respectively. 

Longitudinally, the MRSE decreased significantly (p < 0.001) by 0.043 D each year. On vector 

analyses the toric pIOL group supported a change in refractive cylinder of 0.41±0.53 D at 9° 

from 1 to 5 years postoperatively (p = 0.024).

Efficacy

LogMAR UDVA 1 and 5 years after implantation is reported in Table 1. Cumulative Snellen 

UDVA 1 and 5 years after implantation is shown in Figure 9. The postoperative UDVA was 

compared to the preoperative CDVA in order to compute the efficacy indices after 1 and 5 

years, as reported in Figure 10, and Table 1. Annually the logMAR UDVA increased significantly 

(p < 0.001) by 0.009, resulting in a significant decrease in efficacy index of 0.016 each year (p 

< 0.001). 
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5 years in eyes implanted with iris-fixated myopic (toric) phakic intraocular lens. 

Diopters (D).

Figure 2. Accuracy of the manifest refractive spherical equivalent (MRSE) 1 and 5 years after implantation 

with iris-fixated myopic (toric) phakic intraocular lens.

Diopters (D).
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Figure 3. Change in manifest refraction spherical equivalent (MRSE) over 5 years after implantation with 

iris-fixated myopic (toric) phakic intraocular lens.

Standard deviation (SD), diopters (D).

Safety

Mean logMAR CDVA over time is portrayed in Table 1. Figure 8 shows the change in Snellen 

CDVA lines from preoperatively to 1 and 5 years postoperatively. Five years after implantation 

205 eyes (98%) and 185 eyes (88%) had a CDVA of ≥20/40 and ≥20/20, respectively. 

The logMAR CDVA increased significantly by 0.003 each year (p = 0.015), causing a significant 

decrease in safety index of 0.007 each year (p = 0.043)(Table 1). 

Ocular biometry

Mean pre- and postoperative ACD is summarized in Table 1, with longitudinal analyses showing 

a statistically significant annual decrease in ACD of 0.014 mm (p < 0.001). 

Subgroup analyses were performed describing longitudinal changes in 20 eyes that were 

measured using optical biometry prior to pIOL implantation, as well as prior to combined pIOL 

explantation and cataract surgery at a later date. The mean preoperative AXL was 27.21 ± 1.38 

mm in this subgroup, and analyses showed a statistically significant increase in AXL of 0.046 mm 

each year (p < 0.001). Secondary cross-sectional ANOVA analyses were performed to assess 

correlations between age and preoperative AXL measured with optical biometry in a larger 

subgroup of 298 eyes. Mean preoperative AXL was 26.79 ± 1.26 mm in this subgroup, with 

results indicating an annual increase in AXL of 0.016 mm (p = 0.018). 
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myopic (toric) phakic intraocular lens. 

Diopters (D).

Figure 5. Single-angle polar plots representing target induced astigmatism (TIA) vector, surgically induced 

astgimatism (SIA) vector, difference vector and correction index, one year after implantation with iris-

fixated toric phakic intraocular lens (116 eyes). 

Diopters (D), standard deviation (SD).
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Figure 6. Single-angle polar plots representing target induced astigmatism (TIA) vector, surgically induced 

astgimatism (SIA) vector, difference vector and correction index, five years after implantation with iris-

fixated toric phakic intraocular lens (63 eyes). 

Diopters (D), standard deviation (SD).

Figure 7. The refractive astigmatism angle of error 1 and 5 years after implantation with iris-fixated toric 

phakic intraocular lens. 

Counterclockwise (CC/wise), clockwise (C/wise).
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implanted with the iris-fixated myopic (toric) phakic intraocular lens.

Figure 9. Snellen preoperative corrected distance visual acuity (CDVA) and uncorrected distance visual 

acuity (UDVA) 1 and 5 years after implantation with the iris-fixated myopic (toric) phakic intraocular lens.
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Figure 10. Difference in snellen lines between postoperative uncorrected distance visual acuity (UDVA) 

and preoperative corrected distance visual acuity (CDVA) 1 and 5 years after implantation with the iris-

fixated myopic (toric) phakic intraocular lens.

Complications and interventions

Table 2 shows the complication profile on all eyes implanted with myopic (toric) pIOLs in the 

current study, and presents an overview of reasons for additional surgery, pIOL exchange and 

pIOL explantation. Rhegmatogenous retinal detachments (RRD) did not occur after cataract 

surgery in any patient.

Risk factors

After excluding insignificant risk factors, the Cox regression multivariate analyses registered 

higher preoperative age (Hazard Ratio [HR] = 1.13/year [95% Confidence Interval (CI) 1.06-

1.20], p < 0.001) and smaller ACD (HR = 6.80/mm [95% CI 1.14-40.58], p = 0.035) as significant 

risk factors for a shorter survival due to cataract formation.
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Table 1. Preoperative characteristics and results one and five years after implantation with the foldable 

iris-fixated myopic (toric) phakic intraocular lens (mean ± standard deviation [SD]).

Preop 1y Follow-Up 5y Follow-Up

Patient Characteristics

Age, y

Mean ± SD 39.8 ± 10.9 NR NR

Range 17.9 to 63.4 NR NR

Ratio male/female, % 36/64 NR NR

Number of eyes 481 375 210

Predictability

MRSE, D

Mean ± SD -8.98 ± 2.79 -0.19 ± 0.52 -0.35 ± 0.22

Range -20.50 to -1.50 -4.75 to 1.38 -2.25 to 1.25

Refractive cylinder, D

Mean ± SD -2.32 ± 0.88 -0.57 ±0.46 -0.76 ± 0.52

Range -5.25 to -1.00 -2.00 to 0.00 -2.50 to 0.00

Safety

CDVA, logMAR

Mean ± SD 0.003 ± 0.10 -0.06 ± 0.11 -0.05 ± 0.09

Range -0.24 to 0.60 -0.20 to 0.70 -0.30 to 0.40

Safety index

Mean ± SD NA 1.20 ± 0.27 1.17 ± 0.24

Range NA 0.17 to 2.67 0.40 to 2.40

Efficacy

UDVA, logMAR

Mean ± SD NA 0.02 ± 0.14 0.05 ± 0.15

Range NA -0.20 to 1.30 -0.18 to 0.70

Efficacy index

Mean ± SD NA 1.02 ± 0.28 0.96 ± 0.28

Range NA 0.04 to 2.67 0.20 to 2.00

IOP, mmHg

Mean ± SD 15.4 ± 2.9 15.4 ± 3.2 15.9 ± 3.0

Range 8.0 to 24.0 8.0 to 28.0 10.0 to 23.0

ACD#, mm

Mean ± SD 3.25 ± 0.34 3.31 ± 0.34 2.98 ± 0.26

Range 2.68 to 4.47 2.79 to 4.47 2.32 to 3.67

Years (y), manifest refraction spherical equivalent (MRSE), diopters (D), logarithm of the minimum angle of 

resolution (logMAR), corrected distance visual acuity (CDVA), uncorrected distance visual acuity (UDVA), 

intraocular pressure (IOP), anterior chamber depth (ACD), axial length (AXL). 

Not applicable (NA), not reported (NR)
#Measured from the corneal endothelium.
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Table 2. Overview of sight threatening events, secondary surgical interventions, phakic intraocular lens 

exchanges and explantations in eyes implanted with a foldable iris-fixated myopic (toric) phakic intraocular 

lens (n = 481)(mean ± standard deviation [SD]).

No. eyes 

[patients] 

Ratio, % Time, months

(range)

Complications

Intraoperative iris hemorrhage 10 [10] 2.1 NA

Retinal detachment 4 [3] 0.8 29.9±36.3 (range 2.9 to 92.4)

Acute glaucoma 2 [1] 0.4 1 day and 27 days

Macular hole 1 [1] 0.2 55.9

NA-AION 1 [1] 0.2 7.1

Secondary Surgical Intervention

Laser Refractive Correction

PRK 15 [14] 3.1 13.3±14.4 (range 1.2 to 61.2)

pIOL Refixation

Traumatic subluxation 1 [1] 0.2 24.6

Insufficient enclavation 2 [2] 0.4 71.5 and 141.4

Decentration 2 [2] 0.4 3.7 and 3.7

pIOL Exchange

Undercorrected 1 [1] 0.2 9.4

Overcorrected 3 [3] 0.6 11.5±6.6 (range 2.3 to 17.4)

Incorrect labellinga 2 [1] 0.4 1.1 and 4.6

pIOL Explantation

Cataract 19 [14] 4.0 59.0±40.0 (range 4.7 to 130.7)

EC-loss 9 [5] 1.9 85.6±25.7 (range 42.5 to 126.6)

High IOP 1 [1] 0.2 15.4

Excessive pigment on pIOL 1 [1] 0.2 6.4

Months (mo), non arteritic anterior ischemic optic neuropathy (NA-AION), photorefractive keratectomy 

(PRK), endothelial cell (EC) loss, intraocular pressure (IOP). 
aCylindrical axis was reported incorrectly on the packaging of the foldable toric pIOL. Modified quality 

control functions have been administered by the supplier, no further complications have occurred since.
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DISCUSSION

The current study presents visual acuity and refractive outcomes five years after foldable iris-

fixated pIOL implantation. The main finding of this study is a slight deterioration of all visual and 

refractive parameters that can be attributed to age-related increase in crystalline lens thickness 

and AXL elongation. Linear mixed-model analyses were performed to test for significant changes 

over time (e.g., annually). Albeit a similar trend, a previous study by our group showed greater 

changes in AXL, visual acuity and refraction after implantation with rigid pIOLs in high myopes 

that warrants additional research in order to validate these changes in epidemiological studies.16 

Five years after implantation the MRSE, and percentage of eyes within 0.5D and 1.0D of target 

refraction were similar to previous studies with a follow-up of 6 months to 6 years.4-7, 9, 10, 17-20  

Vector analyses indicated a significant change in refractive cylinder from 1 to 5 years 

postoperatively, but the mean values after 5 years showed excellent results. The mean difference 

vector was 0.34 D at 8° (0.00 D being the preferred result) and the mean correction index was 

1.03 (1.0 being the preferred result). The correction index results are similar to two previous 

studies using double angle polar plots to describe a significant reduction in refractive cylinder 

after 6 months and 1 year.4, 8 

The logMAR CDVA, percentage of eyes with ≥20/40 and ≥20/20 vision, with ≥2 Snellen CDVA 

lines lost, and safety index 5 years after implantation were similar or superior to the results of 

previous studies with a maximum follow up of 6 years.4-7, 9, 17-20

Results similar or superior to studies with a follow-up of up to 6 years were reported regarding 

logMAR UDVA, percentage of eyes with ≥20/40 and ≥20/20 vision, and efficacy index, 5 years 

after implantation with the myopic (toric) pIOL.4-7, 9, 17, 19, 20

In line with previous studies describing an annual decrease in ACD of 0.011 to 0.018 mm, our 

study showed an annual decrease in ACD of 0.014 mm that can be attributed to the ageing lens 

resulting in increased lens thickness.21-23 Ageing initially results in a hyperopic shift followed 

by a myopic shift when patients develop nuclear cataract. It is likely that the myopisation 

observed in this study is partly due to an advanced myopic shift, considering high myopia is 

both a reason for pIOL implantation and a risk for cataract formation at a younger age.23-26 

Additional analyses were performed, following the results of a previous study by our group, 

to assess the possibility of annual AXL increase in an adult population with high myopia.16 The 

results of the abovementioned study showed high rates of myopisation that could in part be 

attributed to changes in axial length. Two subsets of patients were analyzed to evaluate the 

hypothesis posed in the previous study. The first subset of patients included 20 eyes that had 

received optical biometry AXL measurements prior to pIOL implantation, and prior to combined 
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pIOL explantation and cataract surgery at a later date. The second subset was analyzed using a 

cross-sectional (ANOVA) analysis in order to evaluate the possibility of a correlation between 

age and AXL in 298 eyes measured using optical biometry prior to pIOL implantation. Both 

analyses showed a statistically significant increase in AXL that would result in an AXL increase 

of 0.23 mm and 0.08 mm over 5 years, respectively. These slight but statistically significant 

changes were much less than the previous report on rigid iris-fixated pIOLs and would require 

additional population based studies to evaluate the presence and significance of AXL changes 

in an adult population.16 

Retinal detachment occurred in 4 eyes (0.8%) implanted with the myopic (toric) pIOL in the 

current study after a mean follow-up of 2.5 years. Previous studies on foldable iris-fixated 

myopic (toric) pIOLs did not report any cases of retinal detachments, whereas studies on rigid 

pIOLs showed RRD rates of 0.25% to 1.09% after a follow up of up to 10 years.2, 4-7, 16, 17, 20, 27 

Myopia of -3.0 D or stronger is well defined as a significant risk-factor for increased rates of RRD, 

a relevant criterion in the highly myopic population described in this study (ie, MRSE -9.89±2.79 

D).1, 28-30 Cataract surgery is a second known risk-factor for RRD, attributed to changes in volume 

of the vitreous as well as the inflammatory reaction after surgery. The results of this study 

are in line with the data of pseudophakic patients, but the position of the pIOL anterior to the 

crystalline lens does not create volumetric changes. 29, 30 In our opinion, the higher RRD rates 

are likely the result of the highly myopic configuration, and less likely attributed to inflammation 

or volumetric changes. 

No previous study reported the occurrence of other complications such as a macular hole, non 

arteritic anterior ischemic optic neuropathy (NA-AION), or additional laser refractive correction 

in patients with foldable pIOLs. Additional laser refractive correction (photorefractive 

keratotomy) was required in 9 eyes (3.1%) in the current study, comparable to data on rigid 

pIOLs in a previous report by our group.16 This is the only study describing faulty packaging as 

a reason for iris-fixated pIOL exchange. Lens exchange was described in one paper where 0.34% 

of eyes required this procedure in order to obtain an optimal correction, results that were only 

mildly different to the rate of pIOL exchanges performed in the current study (4 eyes, 0.8%).6 

When the foldable myopic pIOL was first introduced in a clinical trial in 2003, the optic-haptic 

junction and the vault between the junction and the iris-plane was shaped differently.6 During 

the clinical trial with the first pIOL model a higher incidence (4.8%) of iris pigment precipitates 

was reported, which was believed to be caused by compression of the iris between the pIOL and 

the crystalline lens. This was most likely caused by the lower vault between optic-haptic junction 

and iris in the initial model (0.13 mm), as compared to the rigid iris-fixated pIOL (0.20 mm). The 

optic-haptic junction was altered to create a higher (0.20 mm) vault between junction and iris 

that is similar between the rigid and foldable iris-fixated pIOLs.6 
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In the current study all results of the 27 eyes of the 14 patients implanted with the initial 

myopic model were combined with the 266 eyes of the 152 patients implanted with the second, 

improved, myopic model, because lens type (1 or 2) did not have a significant influence on any 

of the outcome measures described in the current paper (data on file).

Recommendation

The slight myopisation and decrease in visual acuity shown in this study are likely caused by a 

combination of nuclear cataract formation and slight AXL elongation over time. More extensive 

AXL elongation, as well as corresponding cases of myopic macular degeneration, were reported 

in a previous paper by our group.16 Prior to implantation with a foldable iris-fixated pIOL, patients 

with (high) myopia should be informed by their refractive surgeon about the possible changes 

in refraction and visual acuity. Phakic IOLs should not be considered a permanent solution for 

refractive errors, and regularly be followed up to monitor safety and efficacy.
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ABSTRACT

Purpose: To determine risk factors for explantation of iris-fixated phakic intraocular lenses 

(pIOLs) with a maximal follow-up of 17-year follow-up.

Setting: University Eye Clinic Maastricht, Maastricht UMC+, the Netherlands.

Design: Prospective case series.

Methods: Eyes that had implantation of 1 of various iris-fixated pIOL models from 1998 to 

2016 were evaluated. Primary outcome measures were the rate and proportion of pIOL 

explantations and the survival time (ie, time to pIOL explantation) in general and specifically 

as a result of cataract formation or endothelial cell (EC) loss. 

Results: The study comprised 1037 eyes. The mean follow-up was 69.3 months ± 52.8 (SD) 

and the mean preoperative age, 40.2 ± 10.9 years. The overall explantation rate was 12% after 

a mean of 166.1months ± 3.0 (standard error). Phakic IOL explantations were performed in 

59% because of cataract formation and in 32% because of EC loss. Shorter survival was seen 

with a higher preoperative age (hazard ratio [HR], 1.07/y; P < .001), longer axial length (AL)

(HR, 1.10/mm; P = .009), and smaller anterior chamber depth (ACD)(HR, 4.47/mm; P < .001). 

Factors for shorter survival resulting from cataract were older preoperative age, longer AL, 

and larger ACD. Risk factors contributing to shorter survival due to EC loss were smaller 

ACD, lower EC density, and implantation with an Artisan hyperopia (toric) or Artiflex myopia 

(toric) pIOL.

Conclusion: The explantation rate of iris-fixated pIOLs was 12% after almost 14 years of 

follow-up, with 59% of pIOL explantations caused by cataract formation and 32% caused 

by EC loss. An older preoperative age, longer AL, and smaller ACD were risk factors for a 

shorter survival. 
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INTRODUCTION

Phakic intraocular lenses (pIOLs) have been used for many years in young (ie, prepresbyopic) 

patients unsuitable for laser refractive surgery . Three types of pIOLs have gained access to 

the market: anterior chamber angle-supported, anterior chamber iris-fixated and posterior 

chamber. Multiple previous studies have found excellent refractive and visual results for all 3 

pIOL types.1-7

Although studies have assessed the short-term and long-term changes in visual and refractive 

outcomes as well as endothelial cell density (ECD) after pIOL implantation, none has assessed 

the rate of explantation and risk factors for a shorter survival.8-10 Unlike anterior chamber angle-

supported and posterior chamber pIOLs, the design of iris-fixated pIOLs has not been modified 

over time, allowing researchers to collect data over an extended period, thus increasing the 

suitability for long-term analyses.1, 5, 8

The aim of the current prospective follow-up study was to determine the reasons for explantation 

and risk factors for shorter survival in eyes with an Artisan myopia (toric), Artisan hyperopia 

(toric), or Artiflex myopia (toric) iris-fixated pIOL (all Ophtec BV).
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PATIENTS AND METHODS

This study evaluated eyes that had implantation of an iris-fixated pIOL from January 1998 

to November 2016 at Maastricht, Maastricht University Medical Center, the Netherlands. 

Patients were prospectively evaluated preoperatively and 1 day, 1 week, and 1, 3, 6 and 12 

months during the first postoperative year. Regular follow-up continued with annual visits. The 

current study was performed in adherence with the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. The 

Maastricht University Medical Center Institutional Review Board stated that medical ethical 

approval was not required for this study. 

Implantation criteria

Before pIOL implantation, patients had to be 18 years or older and have a stable refraction 

for at least 2 years. The anterior chamber depth (ACD) from the corneal endothelium to the 

anterior plane of the crystalline lens had to be at least 2.8 mm with a maximal clear lens rise of 

600 µm.1, 8, 11, 12 The criteria for minimum preoperative ECD depended on age with more than 

2800 cells/mm² required for patients from 21 to 25 years old, more than 2650 cells/mm² for 

patients from 26 to 30 years old, more than 2400 cells/mm² for patients from 31 to 35 years 

old, more than 2200 cells/mm² for patients from 36 to 45 years old, and more than 2000 cells/

mm² in patients older than 45 years.13 This article does not contain data on patients treated with 

iris-fixated pIOLs who had keratoconus, irregular astigmatism, or corneal transplantation. Data 

on a subset of patients from the present study was previously presented.3, 8, 9, 14-19 

Phakic intraocular lenses 

The Artisan myopia pIOL is a 1-piece polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) rigid lens with a convex-

concave optic and a total diameter of 8.5 mm. The optic diameter is variable and depends on the 

required refractive correction; pIOLs with a power from -1.0 to -15.5 diopters (D) are available 

in a 6.0 mm optic diameter and powers from -1.0 to -23.5 D in a 5.0 mm optic diameter. 

The Artisan hyperopia pIOL is a 1-piece PMMA rigid lens with a convex-concave optic and a 

spherical power ranging from +1.0 D to +12.0 D. The total diameter is 8.5 mm and the optic 

diameter, 5.0 mm.

The Artisan toric pIOL is a 1-piece PMMA rigid lens with a convex-concave optic, a spherical 

power ranging from +14.0 to -22.0 D, and a cylindrical power of up to -7.5 D. The total diameter 

is 8.5 mm and the optic diameter, 5.0 mm. 

The Artiflex myopia pIOL is a 3-piece IOL with a polysiloxane optic and PMMA haptics. It is a 

foldable lens with a convex-concave optic and spherical power ranging from -2.0 to -14.5 D. The 

total diameter is 8.5 mm and the optic diameter, 6.0 mm.
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The Artiflex toric pIOL is a foldable lens with a convex-concave polysiloxane optic and PMMA 

haptics. The spherical power ranges from -1.0 to -13.5 D and the cylindrical power from -1.0 

to -5.0 D. The total diameter is 8.5 mm and the optic diameter, 6.0 mm. Intraocular lens power 

calculations were performed by the manufacturer using the van der Heijde formula.20

Surgical technique

All surgeries were performed by the same surgeon (R.N.) at the University Eye Clinic Maastricht 

under general or local anesthesia. Previous reports described the surgical procedure and 

postoperative medication regimen.9, 15, 17, 18

Patient evaluation

The preoperative examination consisted of subjective and cycloplegic refractions, Snellen 

uncorrected and corrected distance visual acuity measurements, slitlamp examination, 

Goldmann applanation tonometry, and fundoscopy. Additional measurements consisted of 

corneal topography (Orbscan, Bausch + Lomb, Inc.; Pentacam HR, Oculus Optikgeräte GmbH; 

Sirius, Schwind eye-tech-solutions GmbH & Co. KG), biometry (A2500, Sonomed Escalon; 

IOLMaster, Carl Zeiss Meditec AG), anterior segment optical coherence tomography (Visante, 

Carl Zeiss Meditec AG), and specular microscopy (Noncon Robo pachy SP9000 S/N PK1-1137; 

TOPCON SP3000, Konan Medical Inc.). All preoperative measurements were performed 1 

week after removal of soft contact lenses and 2 weeks after removal of rigid gas permeable 

contact lenses. Annual follow-up visits consisted of subjective refraction, Snellen uncorrected 

and corrected distance visual acuity measurements, slitlamp examination, tonometry, corneal 

topography, anterior segment optical coherence tomography and specular microscopy.8

Based on the known variation between specular microscopes and the influence of this variation 

on the correct calculation of endothelial cell (EC) loss, the same specular microscope used 

during preoperative measurements was used for all follow-up measurements in each eye.21, 22 

Per protocol, analysis of the mean ECD in each eye was calculated by determining the mean of 

3 consecutive measurements of 50 central endothelial cells using the manual center-to-center 

method.23

Outcome measures

The primary outcome measures were the explantation rate of each pIOL model and the 

proportion of eyes that had pIOL explantation because of cataract formation or EC loss. Survival 

analyses were performed to assess how long it would take until the pIOL was explanted in 50% of 

eyes (ie, median survival). The secondary outcome measures where the mean survival and time 

until 25% of pIOLs would be explanted (ie, 75% survival). Survival analyses were performed with 

the following 3 endpoints: explantation in general, explantation because of cataract formation, 

and explantation because of EC loss. 
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The preoperative patient age, axial length (AL), ACD, and endothelial cell density (ECD) were 

evaluated as possible contributors to survival as were the intraocular pressure (IOP), patient 

sex, pIOL type, and refractive error (myopia versus hypermetropia). To assess the effect of the 

different pIOL models, the following 3 subgroups were created: rigid myopic (toric), consisting 

of rigid myopia pIOLs (ie, Artisan myopia and Artisan myopia toric), rigid hyperopic (toric), 

consisting of rigid hyperopia pIOLs (ie, Artisan hyperopia and Artisan hyperopia toric); and 

foldable myopia (toric), consisting of foldable myopia pIOLs.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS for Windows (version 23, IBM Corp.). Descriptive 

analyses were performed to compute mean ± SD of the preoperative characteristics, and 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to test for preoperative between-group differences. 

Kaplan-Meier analyses were performed to assess the number of explantations as well as to 

assess mean, 75% and median survival. Additional univariate and multivariate Cox regression 

analyses were performed to identify risk factors for a shorter survival. A P value less than 0.05 

was considered statistically significant in all analyses.

Eight probable risk factors (ie, preoperative age, sex, ACD, AL, ECD, IOP, manifest refractive 

spherical equivalent [MRSE], lens group) were evaluated in univariate Cox regression analyses. 

Risk factors identified as significant in univariate analyses were combined in a multivariate 

Cox regression analysis followed by backward exclusion of insignificant risk factors until only 

significant risk factors remained. This process was repeated 3 times to report risk factors for 

pIOL explantation in general, pIOL explantation resulting from cataract formation, and pIOL 

explantation resulting from EC loss. The output of risk factor analyses is described as a hazard 

ratio (HR), indicating the relative risk for the event to take place. A HR less than 1 indicates a 

lower risk of a shorter survival, whereas a HR greater than 1 indicates a higher risk for a shorter 

survival.

Numerical variables were implemented as continuous risk factors in all models, resulting in a 

HR per cells/mm2 or per year change. The pIOL type was implemented as a categorical variable 

for comparison between groups. 
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RESULTS

The study evaluated 1037 eyes. An Artisan myopia pIOL was implanted in 381 eyes, an Artisan 

hyperopia pIOL in 38 eyes, an Artisan toric pIOL in 130 eyes, an Artiflex myopia pIOL in 299 eyes, 

and an Artiflex toric pIOL in 199 eyes. Table 1 shows the preoperative characteristics, including 

age, sex, AXL, ACD, IOP, ECD, and MRSE, in the entire cohort and in each pIOL subgroup.

Overall, explantation was performed in 12% of eyes (120/1037). The main reasons for explantation 

were cataract formation and EC loss (Table 2), in 17% of eyes (80/466) implanted with the rigid 

myopic (toric) pIOL, in 12% of eyes (9/77) with the rigid hyperopic (toric) pIOL, and in 6% of eyes 

(31/494) in the foldable myopic (toric) pIOL. Explantation was performed for other reasons in 11 

eyes (9%) as follows: high IOP (5 eyes), pIOL decentration after a blunt trauma (1 eye), after a trans-

pars plana vitrectomy and phacoemulsification for retinal detachment repair (1 eye), visual loss 

unrelated to cataract formation (1 eye), pIOL decentration and visual impairment (1 eye), diplopia 

caused by anisometropia (1 eye), and pigment depositions on the optic (1 eye). Figure 1 shows the 

proportion of eyes requiring pIOL explantation because of cataract formation or EC loss in the 

total cohort and in each pIOL subgroup. Table 2 shows the number of pIOL explantations and the 

mean (ie, 50%), 75%, and median survival for the total cohort and in each subgroup. 

Risk factors for explantation

The mean patient age at pIOL explantation was 54.6 ± 8.3 years, with a mean of 166.1 months 

until explantation (Table 2). Univariate risk factors for a shorter survival in general were a higher 

preoperative age (P < .001), longer AL (P = .023), smaller preoperative ACD (P < .001), and 

lower preoperative ECD (P < .001). After insignificant (P > .05) risk factors were removed using 

multivariate Cox regression analysis, the final model identified a higher preoperative age (HR, 

1.07/y; 95% confidence interval [CI], 1.04-1.09; P < .001), longer AL (HR, 1.10/mm; 95% CI, 

1.02-1.18; P = .009), and smaller ACD (HR, 4.47/mm; 95% CI, 2.43-8.22; P < .001) as risk factors 

for a shorter survival. Figure 2 shows the survival curve for pIOL explantation in general.

Risk factors for explantation resulting from cataract formation

The mean survival until pIOL explantation resulting from cataract formation was 181.4 months 

(Table 2); explantation was performed at a mean age of 56.2 ± 8.0 years. A higher preoperative 

age (P < .001), longer AL (P < .001), larger preoperative ACD (P = .004), and lower ECD (P = 

.008) were identified as significant risk factors for a shorter survival in univariate Cox regression 

analyses. The final multivariate Cox regression analysis pointed toward a higher preoperative 

age (HR, 1.09/year; 95% CI, 1.06-1.13; P < .001), longer AL (HR, 1.79/mm; 95% CI, 1.49-2.15; 

P < .001), and larger ACD (HR, 5.29/mm; 95% CI, 2.265-12.38; P < .001) as risk factors for a 

shorter survival. Figure 3 shows the survival curve for pIOL explantation because of cataract 

formation.
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Risk factors for explantation resulting from endothelial cell loss

Explantation related to EC loss was performed at a mean age of 53.7 ± 7.8 years, with a mean 

survival of 187.0 months (Table 2). The mean ACD and ECD at time of explantation were 3.20 

± 0.28 mm and 1254 ± 371 cells/mm2, respectively.

Univariate Cox regression analyses identified a higher preoperative age (P = .008), female sex 

(P = .003), shorter AL (P = .004), smaller preoperative ACD (P < .001), lower ECD (P < .001), 

and hyperopic refractive error (P = .008) as risk factors for a shorter survival. Subsequently, 

the influence of the pIOL group was evaluated, showing an increased risk for a shorter survival 

after implantation with a rigid hyperopic (toric) or foldable myopic (toric) pIOL compared with 

implantation of a rigid myopic (toric) pIOL (P = .002). The final multivariate analysis identified 

a smaller preoperative ACD (HR, 9.62/mm; 95% CI, 2.97-31.17; P < .001) and lower ECD (HR, 

1.002/cells/mm2; 95% CI, 1.001-1.002; P < .001) as factors increasing the risk for a shorter 

survival and identified implantation with a rigid hyperopic (toric) (HR, 3.09; 95% CI, 1.09-8.77; 

P = .034) or foldable myopic (toric) pIOL (HR, 4.45; 95% CI, 1.70-11.69; P = .002) as a risk factor 

compared with implantation of a rigid myopic (toric) pIOL. There was no significant difference 

in risk for EC loss-related pIOL explantation between eyes with a rigid hyperopic (toric) and 

foldable myopic (toric) pIOL (P = .58). Figure 4 shows the 3 survival curves corresponding toEC 

loss-related explantation in all subgroups. 
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Figure 1. Reasons for phakic intraocular lens explantation. 

(EC = endothelial cell; n = number of eyes; pIOL = phakic intraocular lens).
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Figure 2. Survival curve for reaching phakic intraocular lens explantation in the total cohort.

Figure 3. Survival for reaching phakic intraocular lens explantation related to cataract formation in the 

total cohort.
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Figure 4. Survival curve for reaching phakic intraocular lens explantation related to endothelial cell loss.

Table 1. Preoperative characteristics in patients implanted with iris-fixated phakic intraocular lenses.

  Group 

Total

Artisan 

Myopia 

(Toric)

Artisan 

Hyperopia 

(Toric)

Artiflex 

Myopia 

(Toric)

P-Value

Implants / patients (n) 1037 / 522 466 / 255 77 / 45 494 / 270 -

Mean age (y) 40.2 ± 10.9 41.1 ± 10.8 37.3 ± 11.7 39.7 ± 10.9 .007*

Males / Female (%) 38 / 62 38 / 62 53 / 47 36 / 64 -

Mean AXL (mm) 27.04 ± 2.27 28.08 ± 2.28 21.87 ± 1.53 26.84 ± 1.31 < .001*

Mean ACD (mm) 3.63 ± 0.35 3.67 ± 0.35 3.39 ± 0.35 3.63 ± 0.33 < .001*

Mean IOP (mmHg) 15.1 ± 3.1 14.7 ± 3 14.8 ± 3.1 15.4 ± 2.9 .008*

Mean ECD (cells/mm2) 2713 ± 350 2669 ± 367 2739 ± 401 2748 ± 32 .002*

Mean MRSE (D) -9.63 ± 5.87 -12.50 ±5.04 3.80 ±2.03 -9.13 ± 2.84 < .001*

Means ± SD 

ACD = anterior chamber depth; AXL = axial length; ECD = endothelial cell density; IOP = intraocular 

pressure; MRSE = manifest refraction spherical equivalent 

*Statistically significant difference
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Table 2. Explantation rate and survival 

Total 

Cohort

Artisan 

Myopia 

(Toric)

Artisan 

Hyperopia 

(Toric)

Artiflex 

Myopia 

(Toric)

Implants / patients (n) 1037 / 522 466 / 255 77 / 45 494 / 270

Mean follow-up (mo) 69.3 ± 52.8 90.0 ± 59.7 68.3 ± 44.9 50.3 ± 37.7

pIOL explantation

Total explantations, n (%) 120 (12) 80 (17) 9 (12) 31 (6)

Explantations at 5 y, n (%) 28 (3) 13 (3) 1 (1) 14 (3)

Explantation at 10 y, n (%) 78 (8) 43 (9) 8 (10) 27 (5)

Mean survival (mo) ± SEM 166.1 ± 3.0 168.3 ± 3.3 149.0 ± 8.9 128.5 ± 2.6

75% survival (mo) ± SEM 134.3 ± 3.9 138.0 ± 6.6 119.2 ± 10.5 126.6 ± 12.8

Median survival (mo) 182.9 182.9 * *

Cataract as reason for pIOL explantation

Total explantations, n (%) 71 (7) 50 (11) 2 (3) 19 (4)

Explantations at 5 y, n (%) 16 (2) 7 (2) NA 9 (2)

Explantation at 10 y, n (%) 49 (5) 30 (6) 2 (3) 17 (3)

Mean survival (mo) ± SEM 181.4 ± 2.5 181.5 ± 2.9 173.7 ± 4.3 134.5 ± 2.3

75% survival (mo) ± SEM * * * *

Median survival (mo) * * * *

EC loss as reason for pIOL explantation

Total explantations, n (%) 38 (4) 22 (5) 6 (8) 10 (2)

Explantations at 5 y, n (%) 5 (<1) 2 (<1) 3 (<1) NA

Explantation at 10 y, n (%) 18 (2) 5 (1) 8 (2) 5 (6)

Mean survival (mo) ± SEM 187.0 ± 2.7 190.5 ± 2.7 155.9 ± 8.6 137.1 ± 2.3

75% survival (mo) ± SEM 180.1 ± 3.8] 180.1 ± 4.1 121.7 ± 3.1 *

Median survival (mo) * * * *

SEM = standard error of the mean 

*could not be computed
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DISCUSSION

To our knowledge, this prospective study is the first to use survival analyses to evaluate the 

explantation rate, time to explantation (ie, survival), and risk factors for explantation of iris-

fixated pIOLs in a single-center single surgeon setting. 

The mean follow-up in this study ranged from 90 months in the rigid myopic (toric) (Artisan) 

group to 50 months in the foldable myopic (toric) (Artiflex) group, which is longer than in most 

previous studies of iris-fixated pIOLs; the follow-up was 50 months or less in the vast majority of 

these studies.4, 10, 24-36 Only 9 of these studies reported pIOL explantations as well as the reason 

for pIOL explantation (Table 3).4, 10, 24-30 In this study, the explantation rate was 12% (17% rigid 

myopic [toric] pIOLs after a mean of 168 months; 12% rigid hyperopic [toric] pIOLs after a mean 

of 110 months; 6% foldable myopic [toric] pIOLs after a mean of 127 months).

Explantation rates have been reported only in studies of rigid pIOLs. The explantation rate in 

these studies was highly variable (0.2% after 4 months30; 1.1 to 2.8% after 3 years10, 24, 27; 1.2 to 

7.6% after 5 to 6 years4, 25, 26, 28, 29; 2.3% after 10 years4). In the current study, all 3 groups had 

explantation rates similar to the rates in these previous papers after 5 years4, 25, 26, 28, 29; however, 

explantation rates after 10 years were slightly higher in our groups than in a previous study.4 

The median survival in all groups combined was 183 months, similar to the median survival in 

the rigid myopic (toric) group. The median survival could not be computed in the rigid hyperopic 

(toric) and foldable myopic (toric) groups because of too few explantations. There were no 

significant differences in the mean follow-up between pIOL groups, even though the successive 

launch dates of the different pIOL types resulted in fewer rigid hyperopic (toric) pIOLs and 

foldable myopic (toric) pIOLs reaching a 10-year follow-up. 

To aid clinicians in their preoperative counseling, we performed supplementary analyses 

computing how long it would take until pIOL explantation is performed in 25% of patients. 

Referred to as 75% survival in this paper, it took 119 to 138 months until 25% of pIOLs would 

be explanted depending on the subgroup. In the rigid hyperopic (toric) group, the 25% pIOL 

explantation threshold resulting from EC loss was reached after a significantly shorter follow-

up than in the rigid myopic (toric) group (122 months versus 180). Unfortunately, because 

of the small number of explantations, it was not possible to compute this value for cataract 

formation as an indication for explantation. No previous study performed any of these analyses 

for angle-supported or iris-fixated pIOLs, and only 1 study reported survival for posterior 

chamber pIOLs.37 In the latter study, cataract-related explantation rates afer implantation of 

an ICL V4 posterior chamber pIOL (STAAR surgical Co.) were 4.9% at 5 years and 18.3% at 10 

years. Neither the 75% survival nor the median survival was computed in this paper; however, 
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the reported survival curve shows a trend similar to our study, with slightly higher rates of 

explantation 10 years after pIOL implantation.37 As reflected in the median survival, a large 

number of explantations in our study take place after more than 10 years, which we attribute 

to the steepened decline in survival in the final years of follow-up (Figure 4). 

The main reason for explantation in the current study was cataract formation in the myopic 

(toric) groups and EC loss in the hyperopic (toric) group. The results of the myopic groups 

are in line with earlier findings in the literature describing cataract formation as an age-

related process occurring at a younger age in a highly myopic (ie, longer AL, larger ACD) 

target group.38, 39 Cataract formation was not related to the iris fixation of the pIOL per se, 

given that early postoperative cataract formation was not detected. The etiology of EC loss 

in eyes with a pIOLs is not completely understood; however, consensus has been reached 

regarding the importance of adequate preoperative ECD and sufficient distance between the 

pIOL and the corneal endothelium as potentially protecting against increased EC loss.9, 10, 17 

A shallow anterior chamber, as in hyperopic eyes, will bring the iris-fixated pIOL closer to the 

endothelium. Hypotheses suggest that intermittent contact between the edges of the pIOL and 

the endothelium result in exaggerated EC loss.8, 40, 41 However, dynamic studies showing minimal 

movement of the iris-fixated pIOL during accommodation and taking into account that patients 

are strictly forbidden to rub their eyes postoperatively seem to contradict this theory.42 Also, 

application of strict preoperative safety margins for the distance between the pIOL and the 

central and peripheral corneal endothelium, as performed in this study, is believed to protect 

the patient against EC loss. Other etiologies for EC loss might be subclinical inflammation and 

changes in aqueous humour flow that disturb the supply of nutrients or the disposal of waste 

material, creating a cytotoxic environment in which endothelial cell death increases.43, 44 Most 

likely, a combination of the above is responsible for the differences in EC loss as shown in the 

current and a previous paper.14 

In summary, the current study assessed the survival of 3 subgroups of iris-fixated pIOLs. 

Because pIOLs are implanted in relatively young, healthy, phakic eyes, it is important to analyze 

the long-term safety of these IOLs. Our results can aid surgeons during preoperative counseling 

and inform patients about the survival profile of iris-fixated pIOLs. Because we detected a 

steep decline in survival in the final years of follow-up, we recommend that patients having 

implantation of iris-fixated be informed preoperatively and actively approached postoperatively 

to comply with a strict long-term follow-up regimen including ECD measurements on a regular 

(bi)annual basis to detect and monitor EC loss at an early stage.
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Table 3. Previous studies reporting explantation rates in eyes with iris-fixated pIOLs

Explantation (%)

Author*/ Year pIOL Type Eyes (n) Pts (n) Follow-up (y) Total Cataract EC loss Remarks

Budo / 200025 Artisan myopia 249 NR 3 2.80 1.20 0.40 Other reasons for explantation not reported

Tahzib / 20074 Artisan myopia 89 NR 10 2.25 2.25 NA -

Guell / 200826 Artisan myopia 101 61 5 1.25 0.50 0.75 Two explantated after 3 years due to cataract;  2 

explanted due to EC loss after 3 y, 1 after  5 years

Saxena / 200810 Artisan myopia (toric),

Artiflex myopia

318 NR 2.9# 1.26 1.26 NA -

Silva / 200827 Artisan myopia 19 NR 5 7.60 3.80 NA One explantation due to bothersome glare and  

halos

Stulting / 200828 Artisan myopia 1179 662 3 1.10 0.25 NR Other reasons for explantation not reported

Titiyal / 201229 Artisan myopia 85 44 5 1.17 NA 1.17 Explantation caused by early corneal 

decompensation after dislocation due to  insufficient 

enclavation

Moshirfar / 201430 Artisan myopia 213 NR 5.6# 2.76 2.30 0.92 Median time to explantation 9.3 years; both cataract 

and EC loss in 1 eye.

Kamiya / 201731 NR (iris-fixated) 50 NR 0.33 0.20 NA NA One explantation because of bothersome halos

EC = endothelial cell; NA = not applicable; NR = not reported; pIOL = phakic intraocular lens; Pts = 

patients

*First author
#Mean

WHAT WAS KNOWN

• The presence of a phakic intraocular lens (pIOL) increases annual endothelial cell (EC) loss

• A known risk factor for increased EC loss after pIOL implantation is a smaller anterior 

chamber depth

• Cataract formation occurs at an earlier age in highly myopic patients

WHAT THIS PAPER ADDS

• Explantation rates of iris-fixated pIOLs increased after 10 years of follow-up

• Long-term follow-up of iris-fixated pIOLs is mandatory because cataract formation and 

EC loss were reasons for explantation in one-third and two-thirds of cases, respectively
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ABSTRACT 

Purpose: To assess the clinical visual outcomes of bilateral implantation of ReSTOR +2.5 

diopter (D) multifocal intraocular lenses (IOLs) and contralateral implantation of a ReSTOR 

+2.5 D multifocal IOL in the dominant eye and ReSTOR +3.0 D multifocal IOL in the fellow eye.

Setting: Multicenter study at 8 investigative sites.

Design: Prospective randomized parallel-group patient-masked 2-arm study.

Methods: This study comprised adults requiring bilateral cataract extraction followed by 

multifocal IOL implantation. The primary endpoint was corrected intermediate visual acuity 

(CIVA) at 60 cm, and the secondary endpoint was corrected near visual acuity (CNVA) at 

40 cm. Both endpoints were measured at 3 months after implantation with a noninferiority 

margin of Δ = 0.1 logMAR.

Results: In total, 103 subjects completed the study (53 bilateral, 50 contralateral). At 3 

months, the mean CIVA at 60 cm was 0.13 logMAR and 0.10 logMAR in the bilateral group 

and contralateral group, respectively (difference 0.04 logMAR), achieving noninferiority. 

Noninferiority was not attained for CNVA at 40 cm; mean values at 3 months for bilateral and 

contralateral implantation were 0.26 logMAR and 0.11 logMAR, respectively (difference 0.15 

logMAR). Binocular defocus curves suggested similar performance in distance vision between 

the 2 groups. Treatment-emergent ocular adverse events rates were similar between the 

groups.

Conclusions: Bilateral implantation of the +2.5 D multifocal IOL resulted in similar distance 

as contralateral implantation of the +2.5 D multifocal IOL and +3.0 D multifocal IOL for 

intermediate vision (60 cm), while noninferiority was not achieved for near distances (40 cm).
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INTRODUCTION

Cataract is the leading cause of blindness worldwide. In 2010, the World Health Organization 

reported that cataract is responsible for 51% of cases of blindness in the world, which 

represents approximately 20 million people.1 Over the past 25 years, the treatment of cataract 

has advanced because of improvements in surgical techniques for cataract extraction and the 

worldwide availability of intraocular lenses (IOLs).2 There is evidence that since the introduction 

of IOLs, there has been an increase in cataract surgery rates, leading to a rise in the number of 

pseudophakic people throughout the world.3 

Routine use of IOLs has resulted in an increase in the quality of visual outcomes for patients.4 

Because many patients with cataract are still active members of the workforce, both good near 

and distance vision are required. Early IOL technology included monofocal IOLs, which result 

in good distance visual acuity but poor uncorrected near vision.5, 6 

Unlike monofocal IOLs, multifocal IOLs were designed to provide simultaneous focus of distant 

and near objects, with the goal of achieving good overall visual acuity for near, intermediate, 

and distance vision.7 The AcrySof IQ ReSTOR series (Alcon Laboratories, Inc.) has become the 

paradigm diffractive multifocal IOL since its introduction because its apodized diffractive design 

has been proven to produce satisfactory visual results8-12 and it has shown better spectacle-

independence results than other multifocal IOLs.13 The ReSTOR +3.0 diopter (D) multifocal IOL 

is a commonly implanted multifocal IOL, producing near vision for up to 41 cm.14 The newer +2.5 

D IOL was designed to provide a range of vision from a distance up to 53 cm and good image 

quality. Data comparing near, intermediate, and distance vision between binocularly implanted 

ReSTOR +2.5 D multifocal IOLs, ReSTOR +3.0 D multifocal IOLs, and monofocal IOLs indicated 

that +2.5 multifocal IOLs provided good intermediate and near vision for patients who did not 

want to accept the higher likelihood of visual disturbances associated with +3.0 D multifocal 

IOLs but wanted better near vision than a monofocal IOL generally provides.15 Another study 

found that the +2.5 D IOL produced better clarity of intermediate vision but might increase 

the likelihood for the need of optical aids and additional lighting for near vision when compared 

with the +3.0 D IOL.16 

Historically, implantation of multifocal IOLs has been performed bilaterally, with both dominant 

eyes and fellow eyes receiving IOLs with equal power of near addition in the multifocal IOL. 

Although there have been studies of contralateral implantation,17 there is a need for further 

randomized trials comparing bilateral implantation with contralateral implantation.18-20 Bilateral 

implantation of the +3.0 D multifocal IOL can result in better near and intermediate vision, with 

good but slightly poorer quality distance vision than can be achieved with bilateral implantation 

of the +2.5 D multifocal IOL.16 Given that the +2.5 D and +3.0 D multifocal IOLs have unique 
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properties, this raises a question about the potential incremental benefit from contralateral 

implantation of these IOL models and whether clinical outcomes differ from those with bilateral 

+2.5 D IOL implantation. This study assessed the clinical outcomes of bilateral implantation 

of the +2.5 D multifocal IOL and contralateral implantation of +2.5 D multifocal IOL in the 

dominant eye and the +3.0 D multifocal IOL in the fellow eye. 
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PATIENTS AND METHODS

Study design

This was a prospective randomized parallel-group patient-masked multicenter 2-arm study of 

patients 21 years or older requiring bilateral cataract extraction followed by IOL implantation. 

The study was performed between November 2012 and August 2013 at 8 investigative sites 

in Argentina (1), Chile (1), Germany (2), the Netherlands (2), and Spain (2). 

Patients at each study site were randomly assigned in a 1:1 ratio to the bilateral group or 

contralateral group. The bilateral group consisted of patients who had bilateral implantation of 

Acrysof IQ Restor +2.5 D multifocal IOLs in both the dominant and fellow eyes. The contralateral 

group consisted of patients who had implantation of an Acrysof IQ Restor +2.5 D multifocal 

IOL in the dominant eye and an Acrysof IQ Restor +3.0 D multifocal IOL in the fellow eye. After 

randomization, the +2.5 D multifocal IOLs were implanted first in the dominant eye of each 

patient; dominance was determined in each case by the investigator. Within 45 days after the 

first implantation (visit 00A), the second eye had implantation of the +2.5 D multifocal IOL or 

the +3.0 D multifocal IOL, depending on the group to which the patient had been randomized 

(Figure 1). 

In this trial, patients were assessed up to 2 months preoperatively and up to 3 months 

postoperatively to determine the patient’s range of vision in eyes with an IOL and the patient-

reported outcomes. All routine testing and basic ophthalmic examinations were carried out at 

each study visit. During the preoperative visit, partial coherence interferometry optical biometry 

and SRK/T IOL calculations were performed.21 Postoperatively, patients were assessed 1 day 

(visit 1 and 1A), 1 month (visit 2A), and 3 months (visit 3A) after IOL implantation (Figure 1). 

All routine postoperative measures plus monocular visual acuity testing, slitlamp examination, 

IOL position, and adverse events were monitored. Here, “post-implantation” refers to after the 

second surgery throughout. The dominant eye was identified and recorded for comparison 

with preoperative data (visit 0). At visit 3A, binocular visual acuity testing, manifest refraction 

spherical equivalent (MRSE), monocular and binocular defocus testing, binocular Radner 

reading speed, monocular and binocular contrast sensitivity with and without glare, mesopic 

and photopic pupil size, and quality-of-life assessments were performed.

Before any procedure, voluntary informed consent was obtained from all patients in accordance 

with the ethical principles of the Declaration of Helsinki.22 A local ethics committee approved 

the study and informed consent. 
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Figure 1. Visit schedule for patient preoperative and postoperative assessment. 

Patient eligibility

Patients eligible for the study were 21 years or older at the time of surgery, required cataract 

extraction followed by posterior IOL implantation used as an on-label procedure in both eyes, 

and were willing to have second-eye surgery within the 45 days of first-eye surgery. Patients of 

either sex and of any ethnicity were eligible. The patients had to be able to understand and agree 

to sign an informed consent form and be willing and able to attend postoperative examinations 

per protocol schedule.

Eligible patients also had to be free of severe disease or conditions listed in the “Warnings” and 

“Precautions” sections of the Acrysof IQ Restor +2.5 D and Acrysof IQ Restor +3.0 D multifocal 

IOL package inserts18, 19 and were expected to have postoperative astigmatism less than 1.0 D 

in both eyes as measured by keratometry. Patients were not considered eligible for the study 

if they met any of the exclusion criteria, which included a corrected distance VA (CDVA) worse 

than 0.06 logMAR in either eye, significant irregular corneal astigmatism as demonstrated by 

corneal topography, severe degenerative visual disorders (eg, macular degeneration, retinal 

disorders), amblyopia, or previous corneal surgery. Patients with planned multiple procedures, 

including laser-assisted in situ keratomileusis, were also excluded from the study. Furthermore, 
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patients with clinically significant corneal endothelial dystrophy (eg, Fuchs dystrophy), a history 

of retinal detachment, and severe conditions of acute or chronic diseases as well as any patient 

currently participating in another drug or device study were excluded. Exclusion criteria also 

included patients with significant vitreous loss or anterior chamber hyphema, uncontrollable 

intraocular pressure, significant zonular or capsular rupture, and any other complication that 

would compromise the stability of the IOL in the capsular bag during the phacoemulsification 

procedure.

Study objectives 

The primary objective of the study was to show noninferiority of bilateral IOL implantation 

versus contralateral IOL implantation in binocular corrected intermediate visual acuity (CIVA) 

at 60 cm at 3 months ± 14 days (SD). A noninferiority margin of 0.1 logMAR for the difference in 

means in CIVA of bilateral IOL implantation versus contralateral IOL implantation was specified 

in the protocol. The secondary objective was to show noninferiority of the bilateral group to 

the contralateral group in binocular corrected near visual acuity (CNVA) at 40 cm at 3 months 

± 14 days. The endpoint was noninferiority defined as a difference of 0.1 logMAR between 

bilateral IOL implantation and contralateral IOL implantation at 3 months ± 14 days.

In this study, data for supportive efficacy parameters included monocular and binocular defocus 

curves (logMAR), MRSE (performed with 100% contrast Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy 

Study [ETDRS] chart at 4 m under photopic lighting conditions [>85 candelas/m2]), binocular 

photopic contrast sensitivity with and without glare (at the 3-month postoperative visit), and 

Radner reading speed examination in words per minute (wpm).

Preoperative reading performance was measured in all patients with spectacle near correction 

in place. At the 3-month postoperative visit, reading performance was measured (without 

correction, and with the patient’s distance correction in place), and a quality-of-life visual 

problems questionnaire was completed.

Safety evaluation

Safety assessments included adverse events that were recorded and coded with the use of the 

medical dictionary for regulatory activities system, secondary surgical interventions, slitlamp 

examination, dilated fundus examination, and IOL position change (tilt and decentration). Quality 

complaints or device deficiencies defined as an adverse event relating to the use of a medical 

device or comparator also were recorded, including adverse events resulting in insufficient 

or inadequate instructions for use, deployment, implantation, installation, or operation, any 

malfunction, and user error or intentional misuse of the medical device or comparator.
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Statistical analysis

All patients with successful implantations were included in the data analysis. All patients 

with attempted IOL implantation in 1 eye or more (successful or aborted after contact with 

the eye) were considered evaluable for the safety analyses, and data were provided for all 

safety measurements, including any adverse events experienced by a patient during screening 

procedures.

The null hypothesis for the primary objective was that the bilateral group was noninferior to 

the contralateral group in mean binocular CIVA at 60 cm. The null hypothesis for the study 

secondary objective was that the bilateral group was noninferior to the contralateral group in 

mean binocular CNVA at 40 cm. The 1-sided alternative hypothesis for both the primary and 

secondary objectives was that the bilateral group was noninferior to the contralateral group.

The primary and secondary hypotheses were tested using a 2-sided 90% confidence interval (CI) 

for the difference in mean binocular CIVA (at 60 cm for the primary endpoint) and CNVA (at 40 

cm for the secondary endpoint) between the 2 groups at 3 months ± 14 days from a repeated-

measures analysis of variance. The study site was included as a covariate, which corresponded 

to a 1-tailed test at the α = 0.5 level of significance. The noninferiority margin for binocular 

CIVA at 60 cm and for CNVA at 40 cm is Δ = 0.1 logMAR, denoting a clinical equivalent of 1 

line on the ETDRS chart. The family-wise error rate was controlled at the 5% level, 1-sided, and 

consistent with guidance documents International Organization for Standardization 11979-9, 

200623 and American National Standards Institute Z80.12-2007.24 No multiplicity adjustments 

were planned for the primary effectiveness analyses because inference was to be based on 1 

variable tested at 1 timepoint.

Supportive parameters were reported using descriptive statistics. Summary statistics for binary 

parameters of safety endpoints included sample size, number with the event, and percent with 

the event. Defocus curve data were presented by generating line plots of the average visual 

acuity measurements at each defocus testing across all patients in each treatment group for 

binocular defocus testing and across all patients in each eye (primary versus fellow) in each 

treatment group for monocular defocus testing. A sensitivity analysis was performed on defocus 

and monocular contrast sensitivity data to exclude any patients in whom (1) the first eye to 

have IOL implantation was not the dominant eye determined at baseline or (2) the dominant 

eye changed after the baseline visit so that the robustness of the results could be tested. Least-

squares mean comparisons between groups were performed, and P values were generated for 

binocular assessment of uncorrected distance visual acuity (UDVA) and CDVA at all corrected 

distances; P values were also generated for all monocular assessments of CDVA between the 

first operative eye and second operative eye for patients in the contralateral group.
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RESULTS

Patient disposition and demographics 

Although there were 112 enrolled patients, 9 failed the screening; thus, this study consisted 

of 103 patients (206 eyes) for the implantation the +2.5 D multifocal IOL in the dominant 

eye, with either bilateral implantation of the +2.5 D multifocal IOL (n = 53) in the fellow eye 

or contralateral implantation of the +3.0 D multifocal IOL (n = 50) in the fellow eye. All eyes 

were targeted for emmetropia. There were no discontinuations throughout the study. Patient 

demographics were similar between the bilateral and contralateral groups (Table 1). Of the 66 

women and 37 men in the study, the majority was white.

Primary study efficacy: corrected intermediate visual acuity at 60 cm

At 3 months, the mean (standard error [SE]) binocular CIVA at 60 cm was 0.13 ± 0.015 logMAR in 

the bilateral group and 0.10 ± 0.016 logMAR in the contralateral group, with a difference of 0.04 

logMAR (90% CI, 0.00-0.07). Noninferiority of the bilateral group to the contralateral group was 

shown by comparison of means based on the upper confidence limit of 0.07 logMAR at 3 months. 

Secondary study efficacy: corrected near visual acuity at 40 cm

At 3 months, the mean binocular CNVA (SE) was 0.26 ± 0.016 logMAR in the bilateral group 

and 0.11 ± 0.016 logMAR in the contralateral group, with a difference of 0.15 logMAR (90% CI, 

0.12-0.19). Noninferiority of the bilateral group to the contralateral group was not shown by 

comparison of means based on the upper confidence limit of 0.19 logMAR at 3 months.

Supporting efficacy 

Overall, results from the supportive parameters, specifically the defocus curve results, indicated 

a good range of postoperative vision (0.3 logMAR; 20/40 or better) across all distances in both 

treatment groups, with better CNVA (40 cm) in the contralateral group (Figure 2). Binocular 

photopic contrast sensitivity with and without glare was similar between groups (Figure 3). Similar 

results were also seen between groups in reading speed, with numerically better reading scores 

(LogRAD and wpm) for the contralateral group (Table 2). However, this was not statistically tested.

At 3 months, the mean MRSE (all eyes with IOLs) was 0.14 in the bilateral group (n = 106) 

and a similar 0.19 in the contralateral group (n = 100). The UDVA results also showed similar 

outcomes in the bilateral and contralateral groups. At 3 months, the mean binocular UDVA at 4 

m was –0.04 ± 0.10 logMAR in the bilateral group (n = 53) and –0.02 ± 0.13 in the contralateral 

group (n = 50), the mean uncorrected intermediate visual acuity (UIVA) at 60 cm was 0.13 ± 

0.15 logMAR in the bilateral group (n = 53) and 0.12 ± 0.14 logMAR in the contralateral group 

(n = 50), and mean uncorrected near visual acuity (UNVA) at 40 cm was 0.25 ± 0.15 logMAR in 

the bilateral group (n = 53) and 0.11 ± 0.13 logMAR in the contralateral group (n = 50).
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Binocular CDVA at the near patient-preferred distance was better in the contralateral 

group. At 3 months, the mean binocular CDVA in the bilateral group was 0.24 ± 0.17 logMAR 

and 0.13 ± 0.13 logMAR in the contralateral group, with an overall difference (SE) of 0.10 

(0.02) logMAR (P = .000). The quality-of-life visual problems questionnaire results also 

showed low scores for visual problems (indicating good quality of vision) in both groups 

(Table 3).

Safety results

Although no patient discontinued the study because of an adverse event, 5 device-associated 

adverse events were reported: 3 in the bilateral group (2 posterior capsule opacification 

[PCO] adverse events and 1 crossbar vision adverse event) and 2 in the contralateral group 

(2 PCO adverse events). Incidences of treatment-emergent ocular adverse events were 

also similar in the bilateral and contralateral groups (Table 4). The most frequently reported 

adverse event was dry eye (including Sjögren's syndrome), which occurred equally between 

the groups. There were no reports of quality complaints or device deficiencies in this study.

A single incidence of late IOL decentration (approximately 1 month after surgery) was 

observed in the dominant eye of 1 patient in the bilateral group during IOL position-change 

examinations. However, no surgical problems were noted during the operative procedure, 

and no adverse events or other ocular abnormalities were reported for this patient during 

the study. At study exit, the patient experienced glare, but no other visual disturbances 

were noted. The patient’s UDVA in the left dominant eye was 0.04 logMAR at 3 months.
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eyes with implanted IOL).

1

Figure 3. Binocular photopic contrast sensitivity without and with glare at the 3-months postoperative 

visit (CPD = Cycles per degree).
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Table 1. Patient characteristics 

Overall

(n = 103)

Bilateral

( n = 53)

Contralateral

( n = 50)

Mean age (y) ± SD 66.6 ± 9.0 67.2 ± 7.9 65.9 ± 10.1

Age group, n (%)

40-49 y 6 (5.8) 3 (5.7) 3 (6.0)

50-59 y 15 (14.6) 5 (9.4) 10 (20.0)

60-69 y 41 (39.8) 23 (43.4) 18 (36.0)

70-79 y 37 (35.9) 20 (37.7) 17 (34.0)

≥80 y 4 (3.9) 2 (3.8) 2 (4.0)

Sex, n (%)

Male 37 (35.9) 18 (34.0) 19 (38.0)

Female 66 (64.1) 35 (66.0) 31 (62.0)

Race, n (%)

White 101 (98.1) 51 (96.2) 50 (100.0)

Multiracial 1 (1.0) 1 (1.9) 0 (0.0)

Ethnicity, n (%)

Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish 43 (41.7) 22 (41.5) 21 (42.0)

Not Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish 60 (58.3) 31 (58.5) 29 (58.0)
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics for Radner reading tests at 3 months (visit 3A).

Bilateral Contralateral

LogRAD score (uncorrected)

Number 51 47

Mean ± SD 0.33 ± 0.16 0.19 ± 0.15

Median 0.3 0.2

Min, Max 0.00, 0.92 –0.17, 0.60

90% CI 0.30, 0.37 0.15, 0.23

LogRAD score (best distance corrected)

Number 46 43

Mean ± SD 0.30 ± 0.18 0.19 ± 0.13

Median 0.3 0.2

Min, Max –0.10, 0.80 –0.10, 0.52

90% CI 0.25, 0.34 0.16, 0.23

Reading speed (wpm) (uncorrected)

Number 51 47

Mean ± SD 69.13 ± 22.46 72.44 ± 29.29

Median 63.73 62.78

Min, Max 42.75, 152.17 42.60, 168.00

90% CI 63.86, 74.40 65.27, 79.61

Reading speed (wpm) (best distance corrected)

Number 46 43

Mean ± SD 73.15 ± 29.97 76.84 ± 27.33

Median 69.45 74.07

Min, Max 42.42, 200.00 44.21, 148.41

90% CI 65.73, 80.57 69.83, 83.86

CI = confidence interval; wpm = words per minute
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Table 3. Quality-of-life visual problems at 3 months (Visit 3A).

Mean ± SD

Problem

Bilateral

(n = 53)

Contralateral

(n = 53)

Glare / flare 1.8 ± 2.1 1.6 ± 2.0

Halos 1.3 ± 1.8 0.9 ± 1.5

Distorted near vision 0.5 ± 1.3 0.1 ± 0.8

Distorted far vision 0.1 ± 0.4 0.0 ± 0.1

Blurred near vision 2.2 ± 2.2 1.2 ± 1.8

Blurred far vision 0.3 ± 1.1 0.1 ± 0.5

Problems with night vision 0.8 ± 1.5 0.5 ± 1.4

Double vision with both eyes 0.3 ± 1.0 0.1 ± 0.4

Problem with color perception 0.2 ± 0.5 0.0 ± 0.1

Table 4. Summary of all treatment-emergent ocular adverse events (safety population).

Number (%)

Event

Bilateral 

(106 eyes)

Contralateral 

(100 eyes)

Any adverse event 19 (1.79) 18 (18.0)

Anterior chamber cell 2 (1.9) 1 (1.0)

Conjunctival hemorrhage 0 (0.0) 1 (1.0)

Conjunctivitis (allergic) 2 (1.9) 2 (2.0)

Corneal erosion 1 (0.9) 0 (0.0)

Corneal edema 1 (0.9) 1 (1.0)

Dry eye 4 (3.8) 4 (4.0)

Eye pain 2 (1.9) 0 (0.0)

Intraocular pressure increased 2 (1.9) 1 (1.0)

Lacrimation increased 0 (0.0) 2 (2.0)

Post-procedural complication 1 (0.9) 0 (0.0)

Posterior capsule opacification 2 (1.9) 3 (3.0)

Refraction disorder 1 (0.9) 0 (0.0)

Retinal degeneration 1 (0.9) 0 (0.0)

Sjögren syndrome 5 (4.7) 6 (6.0)

Visual impairment (crossbar vision) 1 (0.9) 0 (0.0)

Vitreous detachment 1 (0.9) 1 (1.0)
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DISCUSSION

In this multicenter study performed at 8 investigative sites worldwide, bilateral implantation of 

ReSTOR +2.5 D multifocal IOLs was noninferior to contralateral implantation of the ReSTOR 

+2.5 D multifocal IOL and ReSTOR +3.0 D multifocal IOL in terms of binocular CIVA at 60 cm. 

Contralateral implantation of the +2.5 D multifocal IOL and +3.0 D multifocal IOL resulted in 

better visual acuity at near distances (40 cm and closer). These results suggest that contralateral 

implantation may have a higher likelihood than bilateral implantation of patients attaining 

spectacle independence over a wide range of distances. 

Multifocal IOLs were introduced in the 1980s, bringing improvements in near and distance vision 

without the need for spectacles. Studies have shown that diffractive multifocal IOLs produce 

excellent near and far vision; however intermediate vision may be poor.7 The incidence of halo, 

flare, and glare in patients with multifocal IOLs has limited the acceptance of this technology.8 

Recent advances in multifocal IOL design and improved preoperative patient counselling, 

however, have reduced the occurrence of these disturbing optic phenomena. These have 

allowed patients the possibility of becoming spectacle free after multifocal IOL implantation, 

thus increasing patient satisfaction and quality of life.4, 5, 8 Dissatisfaction after multifocal IOL 

implantation is now rare and often amenable to treatment.25 

In our study, we have shown that multifocal IOL implantation can be tailored for patients 

and therefore might improve patient visual outcomes. In contrast to results in some bilateral 

studies,26 in which straylight was an issue, bilateral implantation and contralateral implantation 

appeared to be similar in regard to photic phenomena and visual problems after 3 months after 

implantation. In other studies, unlike what we observed in this study, this difference in quality of 

vision with multifocal IOLs was believed to result from the adjustment of the apodization pattern 

within the IOLs because the +2.5 D IOL had fewer rings of progressively decreasing diffractive 

step height from the center to the periphery, than the +3.0 D IOL and hence was potentially 

responsible for fewer halos. Furthermore, it is less likely that glare and halos occurring in the 

nondominant (+3.0 D) eye would affect the quality of vision as much as glare and halos occurring 

in the dominant eye. These unwanted visual phenomena have been shown to have a large impact 

on postoperative patient satisfaction.8 In general, quality-of-life studies (eg, Kohnen et al9) report 

a high level of satisfaction with ReSTOR IOL implantation, as was the case in this study, and the 

possibility of increasing levels of spectacle independence might further improve the patient’s 

quality of life.

Because of the strengths and weaknesses associated with bilateral and contralateral multifocal 

IOL implantation illustrated in this study (ie, bilateral offers good vision across most distances, 

but contralateral provides better near visual acuity), proper patient counseling is of paramount 
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importance before implantation to best tailor treatment to the patient’s vision needs. The form 

of optical correction should reflect patient’s lifestyle needs, both occupational and recreational. 

As such, poor matching of implantation type (and hence visual outcomes) to patient’s needs 

might mean the patient will fail to adapt and postoperative satisfaction with visual outcomes 

will be low.27 

This study provides a perspective on clinical outcomes with bilateral implantation of +2.5 D 

IOLs and contralateral implantation of +2.5 D/+3.0 D IOLs at 3 months. The follow-up in this 

study was relatively short, and hence further follow-up data could be useful to characterize the 

long-term differences in multifocal IOL implantation modalities. 

Another influence in outcome might be patient preoperative refractive status. A study by 

Petermeier et al.8 showed that preoperative refractive status might influence postoperative 

outcome after implantation of a ReSTOR multifocal IOL, where hyperopic patients showed a 

closer reading distance (29.5 cm) than emmetropic patients (32.8 cm) and myopic patients (34.6 

cm). 

This study was not powered to perform a subanalysis of refractive groups with regard to reading 

distances; however, this would be interesting to explore in the future in a separate post hoc 

analysis. A comparison of UDVA and UNVA between the groups would also be of interest 

because in general, multifocal IOLs can provide excellent results at these distances,25 and 

uncorrected results are a better outcome indicator from a patient’s perspective. 

Overall, the study showed that binocular CIVA at 60 cm in the bilateral group was noninferior 

to that in the contralateral group. However, for binocular CNVA at 40 cm, the contralateral 

group had better visual results. Thus, contralateral implantation could contribute to better visual 

performance (and perhaps more spectacle independence) for intermediate and near vision 

tasks. The results of the supportive parameters also indicate a good range of vision (20/40 

or better) across a wide range of distances with both modalities. In addition, there was a low 

frequency of visual problems with both modalities and the contralateral group appeared to have 

better reading performance. Understanding the patient’s needs helps the surgeon customize 

multifocal IOL options, and, as such, adequate education and counseling are critical to achieve 

successful results with multifocal IOLs.
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WHAT WAS KNOWN 

• In patients requiring bilateral cataract extraction followed by multifocal IOL implantation, 

the +3.0 D IOL is the most common IOL used because it gives effective near vision at 40 cm.

• The newer +2.5 D IOL provides good distance and intermediate vision and produces better 

clarity of distance vision, with a near vision at a further point (53 cm) compared with the 

+3.0 D lens (maximal near vision at 41 cm).

WHAT THIS PAPER ADDS 

• Bilateral implantation of the +2.5 D multifocal IOL resulted in similar distance and 

intermediate vision (60 cm) compared with contralateral implantation of the +2.5 D 

multifocal IOL and +3.0 D multifocal IOL, while noninferiority was not achieved for near 

vision (40 cm). However, contralateral multifocal IOL implantation offered good near 

vision and noninferior intermediate and distance vision compared with bilateral +2.5 D 

implantation. 

• Contralateral implantation might be more beneficial for reading than bilateral implantation; 

thus, patients demanding spectacle independence when reading would benefit from 

contralateral implantation. 
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ABSTRACT

Purpose: To compare visual outcomes in patients with cataract surgery and bilateral 

implantation of a trifocal or bifocal intraocular lens (IOL).

Setting: University Eye Clinic Maastricht, the Netherlands.

Design: Prospective randomized clinical trial.

Methods: Eyes with cataract and less than 1.0 diopter (D) of corneal astigmatism were 

randomized to receive bilateral implantation of FineVision Micro F trifocal IOLs or Acrysof 

IQ ReSTOR +3.0 bifocal IOLs. Outcome measures were monocular and binocular uncorrected 

distance (UDVA), uncorrected intermediate (UIVA), and uncorrected near (UNVA) visual 

acuities; refractive outcomes; binocular defocus curve; contrast sensitivity; reading speed; 

patient satisfaction; and spectacle independence.

Results: Six months postoperatively, the mean binocular UDVA, UIVA, and UNVA in 56 eyes of 

28 patients were 0.01 logMAR ± 0.11 (SD), 0.08 ± 0.15 logMAR, and 0.15 ± 0.13 logMAR in the 

trifocal group (n = 15) and 0.00 ± 0.09 logMAR, 0.04 ± 0.08 logMAR, and 0.12 ± 0.08 logMAR 

in the bifocal group (n = 13), respectively. The trifocal group showed a more continuous 

defocus curve and better results at −1.0 D of defocus (P < .01). The mean mesopic contrast 

sensitivity was higher in the bifocal group (P = .02). Complete spectacle independence was 

reported by 80% of trifocal patients and 50% of bifocal patients. There were no significant 

differences in refractive outcomes, reading speed, or patient satisfaction.

Conclusion: This study showed noninferiority of visual outcomes with the trifocal IOL 

compared with the bifocal IOL, although the defocus curve was better at an intermediate 

distance with the trifocal IOL.
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INTRODUCTION

Cataract is an age-related eye disease leading to an impairment of patients’ daily functioning 

as well as optical disturbances such as glare and halos.1 In 2010, an estimated 95 million of 

people worldwide had cataracts.2 Surgical removal of the crystalline lens and replacement 

with an artificial intraocular lens (IOL) is the only vision-restoring option. After implantation 

of a monofocal IOL, reading glasses are usually needed for near vision, whereas multifocal 

IOLs result in better uncorrected near visual acuity (UNVA) with a reduced overall spectacle 

dependence.1, 3, 4 Multifocal IOLs function by projecting multiple images on the retina, which may 

result in unwanted visual phenomena such as contrast reduction, glare, and halos.3-12 Because 

most multifocal IOLs have only 2 foci, near and far, the quality of intermediate visual acuity might 

be insufficient for successful functioning in daily life.13, 14 Trifocal IOLs have been developed to 

improve vision at intermediate distances.13, 15 The goal of this randomized clinical trial was to 

compare the visual outcomes of a new trifocal IOL with those of a commonly used bifocal IOL.
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PATIENTS AND METHODS

Patient selection

A randomized clinical study design was used to compare visual function and patient satisfaction 

after bilateral IOL implantation in patients treated for age-related cataract. Both patient 

enrollment and treatment took place at the University Eye Clinic Maastricht. Approval from 

the medical ethics committee was obtained, and all procedures were conducted according to 

the Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained from all patients.

Inclusion criteria were bilateral cataract, less than 1.0 diopter (D) corneal astigmatism in both 

eyes, age over 42 years, and an expected postoperative corrected distance visual acuity (CDVA) 

of 0.3 logMAR or less. Exclusion criteria were combined ocular procedures, previous ocular 

surgery, ocular pathology that would limit postoperative visual outcome, suturing of the incision 

during surgery, and complications during surgery in the first eye.

After enrollment, random allocation of study patients was performed to bilateral implantation 

of a trifocal IOL (trifocal group) or a bifocal IOL (bifocal group). Patients and investigators were 

masked. 

Surgical technique

Two experienced surgeons (N.B., R.N.) performed all surgical procedures, which consisted of a 

standard phacoemulsification technique through a 2.2 mm clear corneal incision. Surgery in the 

second eye was performed within 2 weeks of the first surgery in each patient. The same type of 

IOL was implanted in both eyes.

The study used 2 types of IOLs: the FineVision Micro F trifocal IOL (Physiol S.A.)(Figure 1) 

and the Acrysof ReSTOR IQ +3.0 D bifocal IOL (Alcon Surgical, Inc.)(Figure 2). The trifocal IOL 

is a foldable single-piece fully diffractive pupil-dependent aspheric IOL made of a hydrophilic 

acrylic with an ultraviolet (UV)- and blue-light inhibitor.13, 15 It has an optic diameter of 6.15 

mm, an overall diameter of 10.75 mm, and a 4-point haptic design for stability. It has +3.5 D 

additional power for near vision and +1.75 D additional power for intermediate vision, consists 

of 26 diffractive steps, and requires a minimum incision of 1.8 mm. The bifocal IOL is a foldable, 

single-piece, pupil dependent aspheric biconvex IOL with a 3.6 mm center and 9 apodized 

diffractive steps.15 It is made of a hydrophobic acrylate/methacrylate copolymer with an UV-

light and blue-light blocker. The optic diameter is 6.0 mm, and the overall diameter is 13.0 mm. 

It has +3.0 D additional power for near vision.
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Figure 1. The trifocal IOL. Figure 2. The bifocal IOL.

Patient evaluation

Eyes were evaluated at baseline and 1 week, and 1, 3, and 6 months postoperatively (Figure 

3). A full ophthalmic examination was performed at every follow-up visit, including manifest 

refraction, monocular and binocular uncorrected distance visual acuity (UDVA) and CDVA 

measurements using the Early Treatment of Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) chart at 

different reading distances, slitlamp examination, Scheimpflug photography (Pentacam, Oculus 

Optikgeräte GmbH), and ophthalmoscopy. A binocular distance-corrected defocus curve was 

obtained using the ETDRS chart at 4 m, adding lenses from -5.0 to +2.0 D in 0.5 steps. The 

measurement was performed under photopic (> 85 candelas [cd]/m2) and mesopic (~3 cd/

m2) conditions 3 months after surgery. Additional contrast sensitivity measurements were 

performed with a contrast-sensitivity chart (CSV-1000, VectorVision). The contrast-sensitivity 

chart measured contrast sensitivity at 4 spatial frequencies, each with 8 levels of contrast. When 

applying the manufacturers’ conversion guidelines, individual values could be converted into 

values suitable for statistical analysis; ie, the area under the log contrast sensitivity function 

(AULCSF) curve.16 The uncorrected reading acuity and reading performance was measured at 

baseline and 3 months postoperatively with the Dutch Radner reading chart17 (Rotterdam Eye 

Hospital, Rotterdam, the Netherlands) using the Salzburg Reading Desk (SRD Vision).18 The 

Radner reading chart comprises standardized sentences, allowing evaluation in patients with 

different levels of education. To evaluate vision-related quality of life, the National Eye Institute 

Refractive Error Correction Quality of Life Instrument-42 (NEI-RQL 42) questionnaire19 was 

used preoperatively and 6 months postoperatively. It has of 42 questions divided in 13 scales 

and covering different aspects of vision-related quality of life. Each scale has a score from 0 to 

100, with higher scores indicating higher subjective quality of life.20, 21
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Figure 3. Schedule of postoperative visits.

Outcome measures

The primary outcome measure was the mean binocular distance-corrected visual acuity at 

intermediate distance (DCIVA) at 70 cm under mesopic (~3 cd/m2) conditions. Secondary 

outcome parameters were monocular and binocular visual acuities, including DCIVA at 70 cm 

under photopic conditions, UNVA and distance corrected near visual acuity (DCNVA) at 40 cm, 

uncorrected intermediate visual acuity (UIVA) at 70 cm, and UDVA and CDVA at 4 m under 

photopic and mesopic conditions. Contrast sensitivity was tested monocularly and binocularly 

under photopic and mesopic conditions, and reading speed was evaluated with 70% and 100% 

contrast levels. Perioperative and postoperative complications were documented.

Sample size

Calculation of the required sample size was based on the primary outcome parameter of 

binocular DCIVA at 70 cm under mesopic conditions. A pilot study with the trifocal IOL used 

in this study found a bilateral DCIVA of 0.12 ± 0.17 logMAR (data on file). To find a clinically 

significant difference between groups, a difference of 0.2 logMAR was assumed significant. 

Based on these assumptions, an alpha of 0.05, and power of 0.8, it was calculated that 12 

patients were required in each group. While assuming a dropout rate of 15% on the primary 

outcome measure, this resulted in a total requirement of 28 patients.

Statistical analysis

Data are provided as mean ± standard deviation (SD). The chi-square test was used to compare 

categorical data and the Student t test for scale variables. Linear regression analysis was used to 

look for possible associations between preoperative values and outcomes 3 and 6 months after 

surgery. A P value of less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant. The statistical analysis was 

performed using SPSS for Windows software (version 22, International Business Machines Corp.).
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RESULTS

The trifocal group included 30 eyes of 15 patients and the bifocal group included 26 eyes of 

13 patients. Table 1 shows the preoperative patient characteristics. A statistically significant 

difference was found in distance-corrected near visual acuity (DCNVA) at patient- preferred 

distance (P = .01) and in pupil size under photopic (P = .02) and high mesopic (P = .01) conditions. 

All study patients completed the 6-month follow-up period.

Refractive and visual outcomes

Table 2 shows the monocular postoperative refraction and visual acuity results 1 and 6 months 

postoperatively. Monocular measurements (photopic and mesopic) at either timepoint showed 

no statistically significant differences between the 2 IOL groups.

Table 3 shows the binocular visual acuity and refractive results at 1 and 6 months after surgery. 

No statistically significant differences were observed under photopic and mesopic circumstances 

at 1 month or 6 months after surgery.

Defocus curves

Binocular defocus curves of both groups are shown in Figure 4. When comparing both groups 

under photopic circumstances, statistically significantly better visual acuity was present in the 

trifocal group for the defocus levels −1.0 D (P < .01) and +1.0 D (P = .02). Statistically significantly 

better visual acuity was present in the bifocal group for the defocus levels −5.0 D (P < .01), −4.5 

D (P < .01), and −4.0 D (P = .01). When comparing both groups under mesopic circumstances, 

significantly better visual acuity was present in the trifocal group for the defocus levels −1.0 

D (P < .01), +1.0 D (P = .02), and +1.5 D (P = .02). Statistically significantly better visual acuity 

was present in the bifocal group for the defocus levels −5.0 D (P < .01) and −4.5 D (P = .01). 

At the intermediate range, the defocus curves of the trifocal IOL showed a more continuous 

performance at the intermediate range under photopic and mesopic conditions.

Contrast sensitivity

Binocular contrast sensitivity curves with respect to the appropriate age-related cohort 

under both photopic and mesopic circumstances are shown in Figure 5 and Table A. Binocular 

measurements of individual contrast sensitivity values (AULCSF) were similar under photopic 

circumstances and significantly better in the bifocal group at a spatial frequency 6 cycles per 

degree (cpd) (P = .01) under mesopic conditions. As Figure 5 shows, all contrast sensitivity values 

are within or are only slightly lower than the normal age-related cohort. All mean photopic 

contrast sensitivity (mean AULCSF) results were similar in the trifocal group and the bifocal 

group (P > .1). The mesopic mean binocular contrast sensitivity (mean AULCSF) was significantly 

higher in the bifocal group (P = .02).
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Reading speed

Results of comparative measurements with the Radner reading chart are shown in Table B. No 

statistically significant difference was found in the mean reading distance, mean reading speed, 

or maximum reading speed under 70% and 100% contrast. Comparison of critical print size and 

visual acuity showed no statistically significant difference between the 2 IOL groups.

Patient-reported parameters

Questionnaires were completed by 15 patients (100%) in the trifocal group and 12 patients 

(92%) in the bifocal group (Figure 6). Six months postoperatively, most patients were pleased 

with their quality of vision. The occurrence of side effects of multifocal IOLs, such as glare and 

halos, was similar to preoperative measurements with the NEI-RQL 42 questionnaire.

At 6 months, all patients were spectacle-free for distance, with 12 trifocal patients (80%) and 

9 bifocal patients (75%) also reporting spectacle independence at near distance. Patients 

were also asked to report the duration of daily spectacle use (Figure 7). In the trifocal group, 

12 patients (80%) reported complete spectacle independence, and 2 (13%) reported wearing 

spectacles less than 15% of a day. In the bifocal group, 6 patients (50%) reported total spectacle 

independence and 5 (42%) reported wearing spectacles less than 15% of a day.

Complications and intraocular lens centration

In 1 eye (3.3%) of the trifocal group, intraoperative IOL exchange occurred because of a damaged 

haptic. During the follow-up period, there were no potentially sight-threatening complications 

in either group. No additional interventions in the postoperative period were required.

An IOL decentration of more than 1.5 mm occurred in both eyes of 1 patient (6.6%) in the 

trifocal group, which did not lead to decreased patient satisfaction. In the bifocal group, 1 eye 

(3.8%) of 1 patient had an IOL decentration of more than 1.5 mm, resulting in glare, halos, and 

the perception of a shimmer, a vague dark contour in the corner of the eye. This patient did not 

opt for surgical repositioning of the IOL. 

Figure 4. Left: Mean binocular photopic defocus curve 3 months postoperatively. Right: Mean binocular 

mesopic defocus curve 3 months postoperatively (IOL = intraocular lens). 

A B
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Figure 5. Left: Mean binocular photopic contrast sensitivity 3 months postoperatively. Right: Mean 

binocular mesopic contrast sensitivity 3 months postoperatively (IOL = intraocular lens).

Figure 6. Mean vision-related quality-of-life scores 6 months postoperatively (NEI-RQL 42 questionnaire). 

A score of 100 refers to the best quality of life.
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Figure 7. Patient-reported spectacle use 6 months postoperatively.
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Table 1. Baseline measurements.

Mean ± SD

Measurement* Trifocal IOL Bifocal IOL P Value

Age (y) 62.6 ± 8.7 64.0 ± 8.8 .68

Preoperative data

Spherical equivalent (D) 0.47 ± 2.72 0.82 ± 2.46 .90

Astigmatism (D) −0.94 ± 0.48 −0.91 ± 0.48 .80

Corrected monocular visual acuity (logMAR)

CDVA at 4 m 0.06 ± 0.16 0.04 ± 0.10 .72 

DCIVA at 70 cm 0.15 ± 0.18 0.13 ± 0.12 .61 

DCNVA at 40 cm 0.24 ± 0.30 0.11 ± 0.10 .03† 

DCNVA at PP 0.21 ± 0.24 0.08 ± 0.11 .01†

Pupil size (mm)

Photopic 5.66 ± 0.71 5.19 ± 0.72 .02†

Mesopic high 3.76 ± 0.70 3.30 ± 0.48 .01†

Mesopic low 4.75 ± 1.10 4.40 ± 0.76 .18 

Radner reading test (binocular)‡

70% contrast

Reading distance (cm) 39.4 ± 12.0 41.9 ± 11.3 .64

Mean reading speed (words/min) 145.3 ± 32.9 144.6 ± 38.5 .96

Maximum reading speed (words/min) 176.9 ± 48.8 196.3 ± 38.5 .32

Reading visual acuity (LogRAD) 0.19 ± 0.20 −0.02 ± 0.27 .10

SWRVA 0.71 ± 0.26 0.87 ± 0.23 .13

100% contrast

Reading distance (cm) 39.6 ± 11.9 40.6 ± 11.8 .86

Mean reading speed (words/min) 141.8 ± 39.7 168.0 ± 37.3 .12

Maximum reading speed (words/min) 186.7 ± 63.8 236.1 ± 52.4 .06

Reading visual acuity (LogRAD) 0.12 ± 0.15 0.06 ± 0.15 .36

SWRVA 0.75 ± 0.23 0.88 ± 0.20 .15

CDVA = corrected distance visual acuity; DCIVA = distance-corrected intermediate visual acuity; 

DCNVA = distance-corrected near visual acuity; PP = patient-preferred distance; SWRVA = Snellen 

visual acuity at critical print size

*Except for Radner reading test data, n = 30 eyes for trifocal IOL, n = 26 eyes for bifocal IOL

†Statistically significant (P < .05)

‡Trifocal IOL = 12 patients; bifocal IOL = 11 patients
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Table 2. Postoperative monocular refractive results and visual acuities at 1 month and 6 months.

Postoperative Visit Postoperative Visit

1 Month (Mean ± SD) 6 Month (Mean ± SD)

Measurement Trifocal* Bifocal† P Value Trifocal* Bifocal† P Value

Spherical equivalent (D) 0.08 ± 0.39 0.10 ± 0.32 .84 0.03 ± 0.52 0.11 ± 0.25 .46

Astigmatism (D) −1.02 ± 0.60 −0.67 ± 0.47 .02‡ −0.90 ± 0.61 −0.66 ± 0.42 .11

Photopic visual acuity (logMAR)

Uncorrected 

UDVA at 4 m 0.12 ± 0.15 0.07 ± 0.11 .17 0.09 ± 0.16 0.08 ± 0.11 .88

UIVA at 70 cm 0.20 ± 0.14 0.20 ± 0.12 .97 0.21 ± 0.18 0.17 ± 0.15 .46

UNVA at 40 cm 0.21 ± 0.16 0.15 ± 0.11 .12 0.25 ± 0.17 0.20 ± 0.09 .19

UNVA at PP 0.19 ± 0.16 0.13 ± 0.10 .11 0.20 ± 0.17 0.19 ± 0.10 .77

Distance-corrected

CDVA at 4 m −0.01 ± 0.09 −0.04 ± 0.07 .16 0.01 ± 0.11 0.02 ± 0.08 .93

DCIVA at 70 cm 0.15 ± 0.11 0.18 ± 0.13 .35 0.19 ± 0.15 0.18 ± 0.14 .89

DCNVA at 40 cm 0.13 ± 0.11 0.09 ± 0.09 .11 0.19 ± 0.14 0.17 ± 0.08 .53

DCNVA at PP 0.10 ± 0.13 0.11 ± 0.11 .78 0.14 ± 0.14 0.16 ± 0.08 .55

Mesopic visual acuity (logMAR)

Uncorrected

UIVA at 70 cm 0.39 ± 0.15 0.32 ± 0.15 .14 0.45 ± 0.14 0.47 ± 0.12 .52

UNVA at 40 cm 0.39 ± 0.20 0.34 ± 0.17 .27 0.48 ± 0.13 0.54 ± 0.13 .12

Distance-corrected

DCIVA at 70 cm 0.38 ± 0.13 0.31 ± 0.18 .08 0.45 ± 0.14 0.49 ± 0.13 .31

DCNVA at 40 cm 0.31 ± 0.17 0.31 ± 0.13 .81 0.46 ± 0.12 0.52 ± 0.14 .08

CDVA = corrected distance visual acuity; DCIVA = distance-corrected intermediate visual acuity; DCNVA 

= distance-corrected near visual acuity; PP = patient-preferred distance; UDVA = uncorrected distance 

visual acuity; UIVA = uncorrected intermediate visual acuity; UNVA = uncorrected near visual acuity

*Trifocal = 30 eyes at 1 month and 29 eyes at 6 months

†Bifocal = 26 eyes at both visits

‡Statistically significant (P < .05)
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Table 2. Postoperative monocular refractive results and visual acuities at 1 month and 6 months.

Postoperative Visit Postoperative Visit

1 Month (Mean ± SD) 6 Month (Mean ± SD)

Measurement Trifocal* Bifocal† P Value Trifocal* Bifocal† P Value

Spherical equivalent (D) 0.08 ± 0.39 0.10 ± 0.32 .84 0.03 ± 0.52 0.11 ± 0.25 .46

Astigmatism (D) −1.02 ± 0.60 −0.67 ± 0.47 .02‡ −0.90 ± 0.61 −0.66 ± 0.42 .11

Photopic visual acuity (logMAR)

Uncorrected 

UDVA at 4 m 0.12 ± 0.15 0.07 ± 0.11 .17 0.09 ± 0.16 0.08 ± 0.11 .88

UIVA at 70 cm 0.20 ± 0.14 0.20 ± 0.12 .97 0.21 ± 0.18 0.17 ± 0.15 .46

UNVA at 40 cm 0.21 ± 0.16 0.15 ± 0.11 .12 0.25 ± 0.17 0.20 ± 0.09 .19

UNVA at PP 0.19 ± 0.16 0.13 ± 0.10 .11 0.20 ± 0.17 0.19 ± 0.10 .77

Distance-corrected

CDVA at 4 m −0.01 ± 0.09 −0.04 ± 0.07 .16 0.01 ± 0.11 0.02 ± 0.08 .93

DCIVA at 70 cm 0.15 ± 0.11 0.18 ± 0.13 .35 0.19 ± 0.15 0.18 ± 0.14 .89

DCNVA at 40 cm 0.13 ± 0.11 0.09 ± 0.09 .11 0.19 ± 0.14 0.17 ± 0.08 .53

DCNVA at PP 0.10 ± 0.13 0.11 ± 0.11 .78 0.14 ± 0.14 0.16 ± 0.08 .55

Mesopic visual acuity (logMAR)

Uncorrected

UIVA at 70 cm 0.39 ± 0.15 0.32 ± 0.15 .14 0.45 ± 0.14 0.47 ± 0.12 .52

UNVA at 40 cm 0.39 ± 0.20 0.34 ± 0.17 .27 0.48 ± 0.13 0.54 ± 0.13 .12

Distance-corrected

DCIVA at 70 cm 0.38 ± 0.13 0.31 ± 0.18 .08 0.45 ± 0.14 0.49 ± 0.13 .31

DCNVA at 40 cm 0.31 ± 0.17 0.31 ± 0.13 .81 0.46 ± 0.12 0.52 ± 0.14 .08

CDVA = corrected distance visual acuity; DCIVA = distance-corrected intermediate visual acuity; DCNVA 

= distance-corrected near visual acuity; PP = patient-preferred distance; UDVA = uncorrected distance 

visual acuity; UIVA = uncorrected intermediate visual acuity; UNVA = uncorrected near visual acuity

*Trifocal = 30 eyes at 1 month and 29 eyes at 6 months

†Bifocal = 26 eyes at both visits

‡Statistically significant (P < .05)
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Table 3. Postoperative binocular visual acuities at 1 month and 6 months.

Postoperative Visit Postoperative Visit

1 Month (Mean ± SD) 6 Month (Mean ± SD)

Visual Acuity Trifocal* Bifocal† P Value‡ Trifocal* Bifocal† P Value‡

Photopic visual acuity (logMAR)

Uncorrected 

UDVA at 4 m 0.01 ± 0.08 −0.02 ± 0.07 .26 −0.01 ± 0.11 0.00 ± 0.09 .79

UIVA at 70 cm 0.09 ± 0.10 0.08 ± 0.12 .94 0.08 ± 0.15 0.04 ± 0.08 .33

UNVA at 40 cm 0.11 ± 0.11 0.10 ± 0.08 .65 0.15 ± 0.13 0.12 ± 0.08 .45

UNVA at PP 0.09 ± 0.12 0.07 ± 0.07 .63 0.12 ± 0.12 0.10 ± 0.08 .60

Distance-corrected

CDVA at 4 m −0.07 ± 0.05 −0.07 ± 0.08 .76 −0.04 ± 0.09 −0.05 ± 0.06 .79

DCIVA at 70 cm 0.05 ± 0.11 0.08 ± 0.13 .50 0.07 ± 0.11 0.00 ± 0.08 .08

DCNVA at 40 cm 0.03 ± 0.09 0.05 ± 0.07 .42 0.08 ± 0.08 0.11 ± 0.08 .31

DCNVA at PP 0.03 ± 0.11 0.01 ± 0.07 .52 0.07 ± 0.10 0.08 ± 0.06 .77

Mesopic visual acuity (logMAR)

Uncorrected

UIVA at 70 cm 0.32 ± 0.14 0.24 ± 0.16 .18 0.34 ± 0.14 0.36 ± 0.12 .75

UNVA at 40 cm 0.31 ± 0.16 0.24 ± 0.17 .29 0.36 ± 0.11 0.42 ± 0.10 .19

Distance-corrected

DCIVA at 70 cm 0.28 ± 0.15 0.23 ± 0.13 .35 0.34 ± 0.12 0.34 ± 0.12 .92

DCNVA at 40 cm 0.25 ± 0.14 0.19 ± 0.12 .22 0.34 ± 0.13 0.41 ± 0.10 .11

CDVA = corrected distance visual acuity; DCIVA = distance-corrected intermediate visual acuity; 

DCNVA =  distance-corrected near visual acuity; PP = patient-preferred distance; UDVA = uncorrected 

distance visual acuity; UIVA = uncorrected intermediate visual acuity; UNVA = uncorrected near visual 

acuity 

*Trifocal = 15 patients at both visits

†Bifocal = 13 patients at both visits

‡A P value less than 0.05 is statistically significant
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*Trifocal = 15 patients at both visits

†Bifocal = 13 patients at both visits

‡A P value less than 0.05 is statistically significant
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DISCUSSION

To our knowledge, this is the first study to compare the trifocal aspheric FineVision Micro F IOL 

(introduced in 2011) with a commonly used bifocal IOL, the ReSTOR IQ +3.0 D, in a prospective 

randomized controlled manner. This trifocal IOL is designed to supply better intermediate visual 

acuity without impairing near and far vision13; however, dividing the light into 3 foci decreases 

the amount of energy directed to far and near and consequently might affect visual acuity at all 

distances.22 Preliminary studies of the FineVision IOL have shown a mean UDVA ranging from 

−0.04 to 0.19 logMAR, a mean UIVA ranging from −0.10 to 0.20 logMAR, and a mean UNVA 

ranging from 0.00 to 0.26 logMAR.23-26 Previous reports after implantation with the ReSTOR 

IOL showed a mean UDVA ranging from 0.00 to 0.45 logMAR, a mean UIVA ranging from 0.1 

to 0.56 logMAR, and a mean UNVA ranging from 0.00 to 0.1 logMAR.27-30

An experimental study22 comparing the FineVision trifocal IOL to the ReSTOR bifocal IOL 

showed that the image quality at near and far distance was better with the bifocal IOL, whereas 

the trifocal IOL provided better image quality at intermediate distance. Another available trifocal 

IOL, the AT Lisa tri 839MP (Carl Zeiss Meditec AG), showed similar results to the FineVision 

IOL.23-26, 31

In the present study, the refractive results in both study groups were in accordance with those 

in previous studies on diffractive bifocal and trifocal IOLs.27, 28, 30, 32 The present study did not 

find any statistically significant difference in postoperative refraction between the 2 groups. For 

visual acuity, our study did not find any differences between binocular and monocular UDVA 

and UNVA. Binocular UIVA was 0.3 logMAR without any intergroup difference. Comparing 

binocular UIVA with monocular UIVA showed better results in the binocular group, illustrating 

an important role for binocular summation in achieving good visual acuity.

Our results with the FineVision IOL are similar to those of other clinical studies. Cochener et 

al.25 and Vryghem and Heireman26 reported binocular UIVA outcomes (0.10 ± 0.15 logMAR and 

0.05 ± 0.08 logMAR, respectively), our results showed a binocular UIVA of 0.08 ± 0.15 logMAR. 

A possible explanation for this slight difference in outcomes is that in our study, visual acuity was 

assessed with the ETDRS charts (direct representation in logMAR values), whereas Cochener 

et al.25 and Vryghem and Heireman26 used Parinaud optotypes with subsequent conversion to 

logMAR values. Conversion of Parinaud optotypes to logMAR could lead to better results in the 

described studies. Our results in the bifocal group were in accordance with studies with similar 

study populations that assessed visual acuity at comparable distances.5, 28 Because of variations 

in the age of study populations, different tests and variable distances used for intermediate 

visual acuity measurements, a direct comparison of the results in our trifocal group with findings 

in other studies is not possible.
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The trifocal IOL used in this study is designed to improve depth of focus and thus to provide 

good visual acuity, not only at far and near distances but also intermediate. Our study results 

showed photopic pseudoaccommodation (depth of focus) of roughly −3.5 D to +1.75 D in 

the trifocal group and −3.75 D to +1.5 D in the bifocal group. Under mesopic circumstances, 

pseudoaccommodation was roughly −3.5 to +1.75 D in the trifocal group and −3.75 to +1.25 D 

in the bifocal group. Both IOLs performed well at the diopters of defocus representing distance 

(0.0 D) and near (−2.5 D) visual acuity. The trifocal group had a more continuous performance, 

with a statistically significantly better performance at −1.0 D in all lighting conditions than the 

bifocal group (P < .01). Although performance with the trifocal IOL was better at this point of 

defocus, no difference was found in binocular UIVA or DCIVA under photopic and mesopic 

conditions between the bifocal group and the trifocal group. Measurement of intermediate 

visual acuity took place at 70 cm, similar to −1.4 D of defocus, a range in which the results in this 

study showed no statistically significant difference between IOL types. With this knowledge, it 

can be argued that measuring visual acuity at 1 m would probably show a substantially better 

performance with the trifocal IOL.

A decrease in contrast sensitivity is a well-known side effect of diffractive multifocal IOLs. 

Our results showed statistically significantly better binocular results in the bifocal group for 

both the AULCSF at 6 cpd (P = .01) and the mean AULCSF (P = .02). In our study, the binocular 

contrast sensitivity in both groups appeared similar or slightly lower than for the age-related 

cohort, and similar to previous reports about these IOLs (Figure 5).3-12, 23, 24 Even though use of 

the AULCSF enables us to compare contrast sensitivity function results with other tests using 

spatial frequencies (ie, F.A.C.T., Ophtec Vision tester),33, 34 a substantial number of studies still use 

other outcome measures, which limits comparability of outcomes.3 Under photopic conditions, 

no statistically significant difference between the 2 groups was measured; however, under 

mesopic conditions, performance in the bifocal group was statistically significantly better at 

6 cpd (P = .01) and in general (P = .02). However, it is unlikely that this is also clinically relevant 

because the results of the NEI-RQL questionnaire showed that 99% of trifocal patients and 95% 

of bifocal patients were not limited by their visual function during daily activities.

Near visual acuity measurements with standardized charts cannot fully represent the actual 

performance at near distance. Thus, assessment of the reading performance during real reading 

tasks was measured in this study. Similar preoperative performances were found in both groups. 

Postoperatively, there were no statistically significant differences between the groups in reading 

speed, reading acuity, or critical print size measured at 70% and 100% contrast levels. Compared 

with the results described by Rasp et al.,35 our study found better reading acuity and speed but 

similar or slightly lower critical print size. A possible explanation is that our study population 

was younger than that described by Rasp et al.
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Spectacle independence, a desired outcome of cataract surgery with multifocal IOLs, was 

high and in line with results in previous studies.26, 29, 36 This resulted in a high degree of patient 

satisfaction in both groups 6 months postoperatively, results that are in accordance with other 

studies involving the trifocal IOL23, 26 and the bifocal IOL27; however, because those studies 

used different questionnaires, it was not possible to make direct comparisons regarding patient 

satisfaction or the occurrence of side effects (eg, glare and halos). The questionnaire used in this 

study imposed several limitations; most important, it did not assess spectacle use or vision at 

the intermediate distance specifically. However, the secondary results of our study imply high 

spectacle independence, with 80% of trifocal patients and 50% of bifocal patients reporting 

complete spectacle independence. This suggests a good quality of vision at all distances.

A previous report13 suggested that 1.0 mm of decentration of the trifocal IOL theoretically could 

shift the energy balance toward far vision, with negative effects for near and intermediate visual 

acuity. Our study did not confirm those findings; the 1 patient with more than 1.5 mm of IOL 

decentration expressed no complaints.

Despite the randomized nature of this study, there were significant preoperative differences 

between the study groups. One difference was the mean DCNVA at the patient-preferred 

distance was better in the bifocal group. Another was that pupil size was larger in the trifocal 

group under photopic and high mesopic conditions. However, a linear regression analysis showed 

no correlation between preoperative differences and outcomes 3 and 6 months postoperatively. 

Furthermore, the difference in pupil size is not expected to be clinically relevant because the 

difference is less than 0.5 mm. Also, the difference in visual acuity at the patient-preferred 

distance normalized during the follow-up period.

In conclusion, the FineVision Micro F trifocal IOL and the Acrysof ReSTOR IQ +3.0 D bifocal 

IOL were safe and provided good uncorrected near and far visual acuity, with similar contrast 

sensitivity function and reading performance. The defocus curves for photopic and mesopic 

circumstances show similar results, with the trifocal IOL showing more continuous results at all 

ranges from −2.5 D to 0.0 D and statistically significantly better visual acuity at −1.0 D. Despite 

considerably lower intermediate visual acuity measurements (at 70 cm) with both IOLs, the 

patients reported a high overall satisfaction with quality of vision and vision-related quality of 

life. Complete spectacle independency was higher in the trifocal group than in the bifocal group.
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WHAT WAS KNOWN

• Diffractive bifocal IOLs improve near and far uncorrected visual acuity, while intermediate 

visual acuity can be insufficient.

WHAT THIS PAPER ADDS

• The trifocal and bifocal IOLs provided similarly good uncorrected near, far, and intermediate 

visual acuity.

• Although a trifocal IOL might provide more spectacle independence, patients reported high 

levels of satisfaction with the bifocal IOL and the trifocal IOL.
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES 

Table A. Binocular contrast sensitivity 3 months postoperatively.

Mean ± SD

Contrast Sensitivity 

(logCSF)

Age-Related 

(50–75 year) Trifocal IOL* Bifocal IOL* P Value

Photopic (85 cd/m²)

3 cycles per degree 1.56 ± 0.15 1.66 ± 0.17 1.72 ± 0.16 .34

6 cycles per degree 1.80 ± 0.17 1.71 ± 0.21 1.77 ± 0.16 .40

12 cycles per degree 1.50 ± 0.15 1.09 ± 0.32 1.17 ± 0.27 .49

18 cycles per degree 0.93 ± 0.25 0.62 ± 0.31 0.65 ± 0.30 .76

Mesopic (3 cd/m²)

3 cycles per degree 1.56 ± 0.15 1.67 ± 0.18 1.73 ± 0.13 .34

6 cycles per degree 1.80 ± 0.17 1.65 ± 0.20 1.84 ± 0.15 .01†

12 cycles per degree 1.50 ± 0.15 1.08 ± 0.30 1.29 ± 0.22 .07

18 cycles per degree 0.93 ± 0.25 0.61 ± 0.31 0.83 ± 0.30 .08

CSF = contrast sensitivity function

*Trifocal = 13 patients; bifocal = 12 patients

†Statistically significant (P < .05)

Table B. Binocular reading speed 3 months postoperatively 

Radner Reading Test Results 

at 3 Months

Mean ± SD

Trifocal IOL* Bifocal IOL* P Value†

70% contrast

Reading distance (cm) 39.1 ± 5.39 40.6 ± 8.78 .80

Mean reading speed (words/min) 152.7 ± 62.0 141.5 ± 39.8 .59

Maximum reading speed (words/min) 215.8 ± 138.5 171.9 ± 55.7 .30

Reading visual acuity (logRAD) 0.15 ± 0.08 0.09 ± 0.14 .51

SWRVA 0.82 ± 0.19 0.78 ± 0.17 .64

100% contrast

Reading distance (cm) 39.1 ± 5.39 36.4 ± 1.64 .48

Mean reading speed (words/min) 170.8 ± 41.3 154.0 ± 48.8 .35

Maximum reading speed (words/min) 233.2 ± 80.9 214.2 ± 91.2 .58

Reading visual acuity (logRAD) 0.06 ± 0.10 0.07 ± 0.07 .77

SWRVA 0.87 ± 0.17 0.90 ± 0.14 .68

SWRVA = Snellen visual acuity at critical print size

*Trifocal = 13 patients; bifocal = 12 patients

†A P value less than 0.05 is statistically significant
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PREFACE

This thesis provides insights into the safety and efficacy of multifocal (mIOL) and phakic 

intraocular lens (pIOL) implantation used in cataract and (lenticular) refractive surgery to 

correct refractive error and reduce spectacle dependence. Scientific studies are essential 

to ensure that these procedures are safe and live up to their promise of increased spectacle 

independence. 
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PHAKIC INTRAOCULAR LENSES

In the Netherlands, patients who desire pIOL implantation require a thorough ophthalmological 

examination in order to evaluate whether it is safe to perform surgery.1 In addition to approval 

of morphological parameters (endothelial cell density [ECD], anterior chamber depth [ACD]), 

it is important to discuss the patients’ expectations and the required follow-up schedule to 

monitor long-term corneal health (chapters 2, 3 and 4). Eczema, allergies or other conditions 

that might cause the patient to excessively rub their eyes are a relative contraindication for 

pIOL implantation. Continuous rubbing of eyes leads to an intermittent decrease in ACD.2 This 

is thought to significantly increase endothelial cell (EC) loss.3 

Safety of phakic intraocular lenses

Safety concerns of pIOL implantation can largely be divided into two main groups: (1) 

complications associated with high myopia or intraocular surgery in general and (2) chronic 

side effects related to the presence of the pIOL in the eye. 

(1) Retinal complications like myopic macular degeneration, choroidal neovascularization, and 

rhegmatogenous retinal detachments occur more frequently in eyes with high myopia (this 

means a refractive error of -5 D or -6 D and stronger, definitions vary in the literature). This 

can result in a long-term or permanent decrease in visual acuity.4, 5 As discussed in chapters 5 

and 6, cataract surgery is associated with an increased incidence of rhegmatogenous retinal 

detachments.6-9 Studies hypothesize that volumetric changes caused by the removal of the 

crystalline lens result in traction on the retina, causing retinal defects and rhegmatogenous 

detachments.10 pIOLs however do not alter the volume behind the lens, explaining why there 

does not seem to be an increased rate of rhegmatogenous detachments after pIOL implantation 

(chapters 5 and 6). Other complications contributed to intraocular surgery are a (prolonged) 

inflammatory response, pigment dispersion and deposition on the pIOL after implantation, 

perioperative intraocular hemorrhaging (i.e., during the creation of the peripheral iridectomy) 

and increased intraocular pressure. Less frequent complications such as pIOL luxation might 

occur due to trauma or insufficient enclavation.11 

(2) pIOL related complications are reported in multiple papers and include lens luxation, iris 

atrophy and corneal decompensation, sometimes resulting in complete withdrawal of that 

pIOL from the market. For example, all anterior chamber angle-supported pIOLs have been 

withdrawn due to either excessive pressure on the iris root (causing iritis, iris atrophy, uveitis, 

or correctopia), or due to excessive EC loss (causing corneal decompensation).11, 12 Older types 

of posterior chamber pIOLs are associated with cataract formation and sizing differences, and 

have resulted in IOL withdrawal or IOL design modifications (i.e., creating one or more apertures 

to improve aqueous humour flow).11, 12 One specific posterior chamber pIOL was withdrawn 
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due to multiple cases where the IOL had luxated into the vitreous, assumed to be the result 

of damaged zonular fibers caused by excessive friction by the IOL.13 Cataract formation is the 

second common complication related to posterior chamber pIOLs and has been attributed 

to either pIOL-crystalline lens touch (due to incorrect sizing), or altered aqueous circulation 

(due to insufficient nutrient distribution).14-16 Cataract formation in patients with pIOLs can be 

caused by (A) ageing, (B) crystalline lens damage, or possibly by (C) insufficient aqueous humour 

circulation. 11, 14-16 

(A) With advancing age the crystalline lens becomes sclerotic and loses flexibility, resulting 

in decreased accommodative capacity and requirement of reading glasses (i.e., presbyopia) 

(chapter 1).17-19 Age-related structural changes in the fibers and proteins of the crystalline lens 

result in refractive changes, increased light scatter and a decreased lens clarity (i.e., cataract).19 

(B) Crystalline lens trauma due to forceful irrigation, complicated pIOL implantation, or 

intermittent touch of an incorrectly sized posterior chamber pIOL have all been described in 

previous papers.11, 14, 20 Sizing of posterior chamber pIOLs is especially difficult because there is 

no clear correlation between anterior segment measurements and sulcus diameter. Insufficient 

sizing induces higher risks of excessively small or large vaults, causing crystalline lens touch or 

angle closure, respectively. Numerous conference meetings and scientific papers report on the 

optimization of sizing of posterior chamber pIOLs, but further research will hopefully result in 

finding the ‘gold standard’ for preoperative sizing.21, 22

(C) Aqueous humour circulation is responsible for the distribution of nutrients towards the 

surface of the crystalline lens.19 Computer simulations using iris-fixated and posterior chamber 

pIOLs have shown that altered aqueous humour flow is unlikely to cause cataract formation 

in iris-fixated pIOLs and posterior chamber pIOLs with a central hole.15 The models in these 

studies focus on the assessment of shear stress on the surface of the crystalline lens and 

corneal endothelium. Importantly, they show an increased shear stress on the surface of the 

crystalline lens in posterior chamber pIOLs with a small vault.15 It is currently unclear if daily eye 

movements (saccades) affect aqueous humour flow and nutrient distribution. New simulations 

need to be performed in order to assess whether flow is altered and if this might influence 

cataract formation or EC loss. 

Cataract formation and increased EC loss are not limited to specific IOL types, but occur 

with any type of pIOL (chapter 1). It is important to report cataract, both as a complication 

of pIOL implantation and as a possible cause of myopisation (chapters 5 and 6). Increasing 

axial length is presented in chapters 5 and 6 as an alternative hypothesis for myopisation. 

However, the confirmation of either hypothesis was not possible due to insufficient availability 

of data on longitudinal changes in axial length in adults.23-25 It is hard to confirm an association 
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between progressive cataract formation and myopisation based on research since there are no 

guidelines defining how to describe the rate and progression of cataract formation in patients 

with pIOLs. Three options can be identified to gather information on cataract formation in a 

study population.

(I) Cataract formation results in altered refraction and visual acuity, and standardization of 

refractive and visual results are applied by a number of journals. The arrival of standardized 

six- and nine graphs has resulted in standardized outcome measures in the vast majority 

of newly published papers on refractive surgery.26, 27 Via these criteria it can be computed 

how many eyes show a significant decrease in visual acuity or change in refractive error. To 

conclude if these changes are indeed related to cataract formation, ophthalmologists are 

dependent on the authors to provide an adequate and sufficient explanation of the cause of 

these changes. 

(II) Structural evaluation of cataract formation using grading tools requires the investigator 

to visually quantify the amount of cataract. Unfortunately this divides patients into categories 

rather than assigning a numerical value that can be used to assess cataract progression (i.e., 

for the categories two versus four, the amount of cataract does not increase two-fold in the 

second category).28-33 Although some Scheimpflug and optical coherence tomography devices 

can objectively measure lens characteristics, this is not fully automated yet and further studies 

are needed to optimize clinical use.34, 35 

(III) Chapters 5, 6 and 7 report the rate of cataract formation and apply survival analyses to 

provide an estimate as to how long it will take until a certain percentage of pIOLs is explanted 

due to cataract formation, and report potential risk factors for a shorter survival. Survival 

analyses provide a definitive cut-off measure, working with a binary outcome measure 

(explantation yes/no). However, they do not provide insights into the progression of cataract 

formation and implementation is difficult in studies reporting short-term follow-up or small 

numbers of patients. For future reference, long-term studies with large numbers of patients are 

the preferred option, reporting refractive changes and their causes, as well as survival analyses 

and the total number of explantations due to cataract formation. Survival analyses should be 

attempted in small studies, but they should always be supplemented with the mean time and 

total number of explantations in order to provide sufficient standardization over time. 

Endothelial cell loss is the second most common complication related to pIOL implantation. 

Three hypotheses exist, attributing EC loss to either (i) the proximity of the pIOL to the 

corneal endothelium, (ii) the pIOL-related change in aqueous humour flow, or (iii) the chronic 

subclinical inflammatory response to the pIOL (chapters 3, 4 and 7). 
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(i) A shorter distance between the anterior chamber pIOL and the corneal endothelium is 

associated with an increased EC loss (chapters 2, 3 and 7). Posterior chamber pIOLs are 

designed to be positioned further away from the endothelium and are therefore assumed 

to cause less EC loss. This theory cannot be definitely confirmed due to incomplete or 

absent reporting on EC loss in recent research on posterior chamber pIOLs (chapter 1). 

Chapter 4 casts additional doubt upon this theory, because it does not identify a smaller 

preoperative anterior chamber depth as a significant risk-factor for EC loss in eyes with 

foldable iris-fixated pIOLs. Adequately designed studies are needed to prove the validity 

of this hypothesis and assess if there is additional benefit to posterior chamber pIOLs 

regarding EC loss. 

(ii) Alterations in aqueous humour flow have been assessed in iris-fixated and posterior 

chamber pIOLs using computer simulation, and have shown a significant change in aqueous 

humour flow that is unlikely to result in increased EC loss. As mentioned previously, none 

of these studies have implemented the daily movements (saccades) of the eye in their 

estimations.15 New simulations are required to assess whether these movements result 

in significant changes in aqueous humour flow that could explain EC loss, and to assess 

whether design changes are required in pIOLs currently available for implantation. 

(iii) Research regarding the possibility of subclinical inflammation has been met with 

technical difficulties in the past.36 Few methods are available to assess minimal inflammation 

- for example, in eyes not presenting with either cell, flare or the Tyndall Effect during slit 

lamp evaluation. Laser Flare Meters have been used in the past to assess inflammation, and 

the first study using a Laser Flare Cell Meter to assess inflammation in patients with a pIOL 

was published in the early nineties.37 Studies that were performed in the years following 

showed increased flare in eyes with angle-supported and iris-fixated pIOLs, as compared to 

healthy patients without these lenses, and showed highly variable inflammation in eyes with 

iris-fixated p IOLs.38 However, high inter- and intra-observer variability, low repeatability, 

and the time-consuming nature of these measurements have prohibited the implementation 

of the Laser Flare Cell Meter in clinical practice. 

Recently, new molecular techniques have been developed that can detect even small 

amounts of (inflammatory) cytokines from aqueous humour and tears and subsequently 

compute a specific “cytokine profile”. This profile can provide information about the stage of 

inflammation and the progression of disease, as has been shown in patients with other ocular 

diseases associated with inflammation, such as keratoconus and bullous keratopathy.39, 40 

In order to reliably test the inflammatory response in patients with iris-fixated pIOLs, the 

University Eye Clinic Maastricht is currently studying the aqueous and tear fluid cytokine 

profile in patients with iris-fixated pIOLs undergoing cataract surgery. We will investigate 
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a correlation between cytokine biomarkers in aqueous humour and in tears. In case 

inflammation is confirmed as the source of EC loss, additional research might focus on 

modifying the polymer composition of intraocular materials to decrease the inflammation 

profile and optimizing postoperative treatment. 

Regardless of the cause of EC loss, EC monitoring is essential whenever a pIOL is implanted. 

In 2006, the AFSSAPS published a guideline reporting an ECD of 1500 cells/mm2 or less 

as a reason for pIOL explantation, after the Vivarte angle-supported pIOL had to be taken 

of the market.41 After consulting with large numbers of specialists from the field, the AAO 

published a second, more extensive guideline in 2018.42 It describes the importance of correct 

ECD measurements and provides specific endpoints when reporting ECD (i.e., the proportion 

of eyes with ≥25% EC loss after 3 years). In addition, it also refers to clause D.4.2 of the 

ANSI standard Z80.13 Phakic Intraocular Lenses standard for recommendations on how to 

perform ECD measurements. In addition, studies should report the mean of three acceptable 

measurements of the central cornea, identifying at least 100 cells per frame, and use the 

center-to-center method with the same non-contact specular microscope throughout the 

study.42 Identifying 100 cells per image can be challenging: non-contact specular microscopes 

are capable of capturing 120 to 170 cells per image, depending on ECD and the quality of 

the image. Contact specular microscopes on the other hand can capture 700 to 3000 cells 

per image, depending on the skill of the technician.43 Contact specular microscopy however 

is time-consuming and invasive, as well as a skill that requires a certain level of training and 

upkeep, making it more difficult to implement in a busy practice. Another option to increase 

the number of analyzed cells is to use the corner method instead of the center-to center-

method.44 A 2010 study confirmed that the corner method is likely to benefit representation 

of ECD and morphological characteristics in transplanted corneas, but did not find clinically 

relevant differences between these measurement methods in healthy corneas.44 The corner 

method takes up significantly more time in the clinic and probably only has additional 

value in studies on transplanted or diseased corneal endothelium, or in studies focusing on 

morphometric data. Selection of 100 contiguous cells in a non-contact specular microscopic 

image is challenging, even in healthy corneas. For this reason, most studies reporting ECD 

data select 50 contiguous cells and report the mean of three ECD measurements to provide 

reliable results. The ANSI standard might press researchers to select cells that would 

not qualify as clearly identifiable, possibly resulting in misrepresentation of ECD and EC 

morphology. It is important to acknowledge that neither the AFSSAPS, nor the AAO criteria 

present the researcher with cut-off values as to what proportion of eyes is considered ‘safe’ at 

a predefined time point.41, 42 Chapters 3 and 4 report data on these outcomes after different 

follow-up periods and highlight the importance of restructured implantation criteria. The 

observed rates of EC loss in chapters 3 and 4 clearly indicate the need for higher preoperative 

ECD in each age group, in order to provide a safe number of ≥1500 cells/mm2, when cataract 
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surgery becomes necessary. Additional risk-factors for increased EC loss differed between 

chapters 3 and 4, prompting the need for research on different intraocular materials (i.e., 

differences in intraocular inflammation) as a cause for increased EC loss. 

Efficacy of phakic intraocular lenses

Chapter 1 shows that pIOL implantation yields excellent visual and refractive results. An 

analysis of the preoperative characteristics of patients implanted with pIOLs identify (high) 

myopia as the main reason for surgery, followed by (high) astigmatism or (high) hyperopia. 

Preoperative spectacle independence with these high refractive errors is limited, whereas 

the small postoperative refractive error and good uncorrected visual acuity would suggest 

spectacle independence in the majority of patients (chapter 1). Multiple studies assessing 

patient satisfaction, spectacle independence and occurrence of bothersome side-effects have 

indeed reported excellent outcomes, and few bothersome side effects after implantation with 

different types of pIOLs.45, 46 Several questionnaires are available for the evaluation of refractive 

errors, with three questionnaires (i.e., Quality of Life Impact of Refractive Correction [QIRC], 

Quality of Vision [QoV], Near Activity Visual Questionnaire [NAVQ]) showing slightly superior 

results in the assessment of refractive surgery.47

Decreased visual acuity over time has been reported with pIOLs, and can be attributed 

to refractive changes or occurrence of complications. Chapters 5 and 6 report significant 

changes in refractive error over time in a mainly myopic population. Age-related changes of 

the crystalline lens (i.e., myopisation due to cataract formation) did not entirely account for 

these changes. Subgroup analyses imply a significant increase in axial length over time in a 

highly myopic – but small – patient population. Increasing axial length is known to occur in the 

growing, adolescent eye, but is assumed to stop at around the age of 21. These hypotheses are 

based on older epidemiological studies that have used cross-sectional analyses to report axial 

length, resulting in data implying a decrease in axial length with age.23-25 The data presented 

in chapters 5 and 6 suggest that axial length keeps increasing after reaching adulthood. New 

studies are necessary to determine if this is indeed the case, and if so, if it only occurs in (high) 

myopes. Until then, surgeons implanting pIOLs in highly myopic patients should inform their 

patients of the possibility that their refractive error might change slightly over time. 
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MULTIFOCAL INTRAOCULAR LENSES

Cataract surgery

Cataract surgery is a routinely performed procedure, and is rarely associated with complications. 

Nevertheless, complications that can occur include posterior capsular rupture, vitreous loss, 

dropped nucleus and cystoid macular edema. Certain patient groups are at higher risk of 

these complications due to a needle track after intravitreal injection, mature cataract, zonular 

weakness, or previous retinal disease such as diabetic retinopathy.19 Intraocular lenses designed 

to correct presbyopia (multifocal or extended depth of focus [EDOF]) have additional, IOL-

specific, side-effects such as glare, halo’s and decreased contrast sensitivity. These can affect 

postoperative satisfaction (chapters 8 and 9).19, 48-51

Safety of multifocal intraocular lenses 

The light dispersing qualities of mIOLs (i.e., bifocal, trifocal, quadrifocal) and EDOF IOLs 

require a strict preoperative screening to optimize results. In order to generate multiple focal 

points, modern mIOLs use diffraction, but older IOLs used different powered annual zones 

(refraction) in the optic plane to get this result. To guarantee satisfactory results, patients need 

optimal clarity of other refracting media, an optimal central and stable positioning of the IOL,  

and optimal processing of images (i.e., retina free of disease, no neurological disease).19,  48-

50, 52 The patient selection process should be supplemented with an assessment of the needs 

and expectations of the patient. Even an anatomically perfect result will inevitably result in a 

reduction of contrast (more so with diffractive mIOLs), create fixed reading distances, and might 

also induce dysphotopsias like glare and halos (more so with refractive mIOLs).48, 50, 52, 53 Some 

patients never get used to these side-effects and will require more attention, either by additional 

consultations or additional surgery.49 In order to achieve high patient satisfaction, the general 

consensus is that the preoperative consultation should be conducted with one underlying 

thought in mind: ‘under promise and over deliver’.48, 54

The ideal patient wants to be less spectacle dependent but will not mind using extra light when 

reading in a low contrast environment and accepts the possibility of glare and halos at night. The 

increased risk of seeing glare and halos with dilated pupils means that patients that are night-time 

drivers (taxi or lorry drivers), should be discouraged from multifocal or EDOF IOL implantation. 

A second group that should be excluded from implantation are patients that require excellent 

contrast function in order to perform their work (watchmakers, jewelers). Hyperopic or highly 

myopic patients are generally considered best suited for multifocal or EDOF IOL implantation.48 

The reason for this is because when one considers the necessary preoperative spectacle 

dependence in these particular patient groups, the achievement of postoperative spectacle 

independence means that they are far more likely to tolerate IOL-related side-effects. Deciding 

if a patient has the lifestyle and temperament suited for multifocal or EDOF IOLs depends on 
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the assessment of the ophthalmologist during preoperative consultation.19, 48, 50, 52, 53 If a patient 

requires cataract surgery as a refractive procedure in the absence of cataract (refractive lens 

exchange [RLE]), a multifocal contact lens trial can be performed in order to test if the patient 

will accept this type of multifocal refractive solution. Additionally, a patient can be shown images 

of the glare, halos and visual acuity that can be experienced with a multifocal or EDOF IOL. 

No consensus exists as to how questionnaires can be used to evaluate side-effects of multifocal 

and EDOF IOLs. Standardized questionnaires including pictures to illustrate the visual side-

effects (glare and halos), seem to fit these requirements best. Ideally, the level of spectacle 

independence and decreased contrast sensitivity as experienced by the patient should also 

be assessed in these questionnaires. Questionnaires should be easy to fill in by patients on 

their own, shouldn’t be too lengthy, but on the other hand should contain enough questions 

to ensure internal validation. After validation, the questionnaire needs to be translated into 

different languages and validated again for use after translation.47, 55-57 

Contrast sensitivity testing consists of both subjective tests like questionnaires, and objective 

tests using charts with different levels of contrast. Two objective measurement methods have 

been described in this thesis. The first is the regularly used CSV-1000 chart applying the principle 

of recognition of spatially organized grey and white striped patterns with decreasing contrast. It 

is a straightforward technique and can be used with halo simulation and with glasses simulating 

contrast sensitivity in a dimly lit room.58 A second, less frequently used measurement is the 

Radner reading desk, designed to test reading speed at different distances and with different 

font sizes. Various modules enable to also assess reading at different levels of contrast. However, 

these measurements are time-consuming and require optimal patient cooperation and regular 

upkeep of the device and the technicians’ skills.59-61 Multifocal or EDOF IOL implantation is 

known to change contrast sensitivity, and the need for reliable contrast sensitivity testing has 

been emphasized in previous papers.57, 62, 63 The need for standardized reporting is highlighted 

by the large variety of tests used to assess contrast sensitivity, making it difficult to compare 

their results. 

In 2017, the AAO published a consensus statement for clinical studies on EDOF IOLs that 

provides clear instructions on the ideal environment for testing vision, defocus curve, and 

contrast sensitivity.64 It includes the type of contrast sensitivity that should be applied, lighting 

conditions and glare simulation, and shows a preference for digitized charts because of the 

possibility of randomization.51,  64 New developments in contrast sensitivity testing include 

computerized tests that use efficient adaptive measurements to test contrast sensitivity at a 

wider range of stimuli.63 To avoid the difficulties of comparing outcomes of studies, due to the 

variability between testing methods, standardization in reporting of quality of vision after mIOL 

implantation should be implemented by the relevant stakeholders in the field. 
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Efficacy of multifocal intraocular lenses

Chapters 1, 8 and 9 illustrated excellent visual and refractive outcomes after mIOL implantation. 

The large variety of IOLs means a personalized treatment can be applied to the patients’ needs. 

The reported differences in intermediate and near visual acuity between bifocal, trifocal and 

quadrifocal IOLs are inherent to their optical design. Trifocal and quadrifocal IOLs show better 

results at an intermediate distance in comparison to bifocal IOLs, whereas mIOLs show better 

near vision when compared to EDOF lenses (chapter 1). Mini-monovision can be considered 

in order to acquire good visual acuity at intermediate distance by using two bifocal IOLs with 

different additions for near (chapter 8), while optimizing visual acuity at near distance can be 

obtained by using mini-monovision with two EDOF lenses with different power.50, 65, 66 With 

similar reports on glare and halos, as well as similar costs for bifocal, trifocal, quadrifocal and 

EDOF lenses in Europe, trifocal or quadrifocal IOLs are currently the most implanted types of 

mIOL. 

Efficacy-testing after mIOL implantation is generally composed of four objective tests: (1) 

residual refractive error, (2) visual acuity at far, intermediate and near distance, (3) a defocus 

curve that simulates visual acuity at different distances, and (4) contrast-sensitivity at 

standardized spatial frequencies.51, 64, 67, 68 Manufacturers launching a new multifocal or EDOF 

IOL are required to include the abovementioned outcomes in their initial studies, as defined in 

the ANSI standards Z80.12 (on multifocal IOLs) and Z80.35 (on EDOF IOLs).51, 64 In spite of 

these criteria, chapter 1 still showed a lot of variation in outcome measures, including variation 

in reading distances, monocular versus binocular results, and charts (i.e., visual acuity, contrast 

sensitivity) reported in previous studies. Ophthalmological societies and medical journals 

should be in the lead to determine a standardized set of outcomes reported in medical journals, 

similar to the six- and nine-graphs, as reported previously.26, 27, 57, 62, 67 These new guidelines can 

be combined with a 2019 paper instructing researchers on how to perform visual acuity and 

defocus curve measurements.69 Results should include uncorrected monocular and binocular 

vision, as well as distance corrected far, intermediate and near visual acuity, presented in 

logMAR, using standardized charts such as the Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy (ETDRS) 

chart. Residual manifest refractive spherical equivalent, proportion of patients with monocular 

and binocular uncorrected 20/40 and 20/20 vision at far, intermediate and near distance, and 

spectacle-independence should be included in these standardized reports. Vector analyses 

according to Alpins should be performed in studies describing multifocal toric or EDOF toric 

IOLs. Defocus curves should be reported in logMAR, and can be monocular, binocular or both. 

Monocular – best distance corrected - defocus curves are used to prove the benefit of multifocal 

and EDOF IOLs versus monofocal IOLs at intermediate and near distance. Binocular defocus 

curves can represent the effect during day-to-day work, and can have an added benefit if they 

are performed without refractive correction in patients with (mini)monovision. 
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Contrast sensitivity and patient reported outcome measures (PROMs) will in the future become 

more important when selecting an IOL, because of the large number of multifocal and EDOF 

IOLs with good visual and refractive outcomes.70 In an ideal situation one contrast sensitivity test 

and one questionnaire are selected in standardized reports. However, the possible investments 

required in computer-based contrast sensitivity testing, and the lack of reliable questionnaires 

might make it difficult for clinicians to adhere to these criteria.47, 63 Future research should be 

focused on developing reliable tests for PROMs, describing patient satisfaction, spectacle 

independence, glare, and halos.64, 70 The QIRC, QoV, and NAVQ questionnaires show good results 

in the assessment of refractive surgery, and can serve as a starting point for questionnaires47: 

the AAO is currently working together with the industry to develop a reliable and relevant test 

for PROMs in patients with multifocal and EDOF IOLs.71
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IMPACT PARAGRAPH

In performing clinical studies in the field of medicine, it is only logical that its results have an 

impact on society at multiple levels. Clear communication to health care providers, policy 

makers, insurance companies and patients can help them to better understand the impact and 

value of the research on their situation. This thesis presents research in two different fields 

of refractive surgery. As described in chapter 1, spectacle independence can be used with 

implanted intraocular lenses (1) placed additionally in an eye that still has its natural (crystalline) 

lens (phakic intraocular lens implantation) or (2) removing the crystalline lens and placing a 

multifocal or extended depth of focus (EDOF) intraocular lens. Both procedures can only exist 

with a high level of efficacy while providing a safe procedure. 

Chapters 1, 2, 5, and 6 show the highly effective correction of refractive errors in short and 

long term studies in patients with phakic intraocular lenses. The resulting good uncorrected and 

corrected visual acuity has been shown to result in high levels of patient satisfaction, achieving 

the main surgical goal.1 In a similar fashion, chapters 1, 8, and 9 show excellent correction after 

implantation with a multifocal or EDOF intraocular lens. Distance and near visual acuity are 

especially good in patients with multifocal intraocular lenses, with intermediate coming third 

in the priority ranking. EDOF intraocular lenses on the other hand provide good distance and 

intermediate visual acuity, and need (mini)monovision in order to generate a better visual acuity 

at near.2 

However, even though they provide good refractive correction and visual acuity, both phakic 

and the multifocal intraocular lenses described in this thesis can sometimes have lens-specific 

side-effects. 

Anterior chamber phakic lenses are positioned close to the corneal endothelium while using angle-

support (chapter 2) or iris-fixation (chapters 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7) to stay in position. The results of this 

thesis show that angle-supported phakic lenses have higher rates of endothelial cell loss in the first 

six months after implantation compared to iris-fixated phakic lenses. In spite of showing similar 

rates of chronic endothelial cell loss (from 6 months until the end of follow-up), the manufacturer 

marketing angle-supported lenses decided to take them of the market (chapter 2).3, 4 We presented 

an extensive report on long-term safety in eyes with iris-fixated intraocular lenses and the risk 

factors that influence them and describe why (bi)annual check-ups and modified implantation 

criteria should be enforced, statements that have found wide support within the ophthalmological 

community (chapters 3, 4, and 5).5, 6 These lenses should be marketed as a long-term but non-

permanent solution for refractive correction, and come with an obligation for registration of 

implantation, complications, and regular follow-up. In the field of ophthalmology safety issues 

resulted in a discontinuation or modification of multiple phakic lenses that had all initially received 
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their access to the market.4, 7-9 But the most significant recent case of defective medical implants 

occurred in the field of plastic surgery, when Poly Implant Prothèse (PIP) breast implants were 

associated with high rates of complications.10 Follow-up studies in the Netherlands showed 

unreported or unknown deviations from the original specifications in all breast implants used at 

that time. Furthermore, it proved to be difficult to identify which woman was implanted with which 

type of implant, especially if a clinic had gone bankrupt since implantation and the medical records 

were lost.11 The Dutch Society for Plastic Surgery took the lead to construct an opt-out database, 

together with the industry, that obligated surgeons to supply a minimal amount of internationally 

reviewed safety outcomes, as well as patient and product identification. Similar to the field of 

ophthalmology, they previously had opt-in databases where it was recommended to report their 

safety data. However, these types of databases have low participation rates and did not result 

in timely signaling of the PIP related complications. The current opt-out system obligates both 

surgeon and industry to cooperate, and excludes data only if the patient refuses to be registered.11 

A similar symbiotic database between patient, surgeon and industry would be the best solution for 

registration and timely detection of complications in patients implanted with phakic intraocular 

lenses. Patient specific data should only be accessible to the individual patient, and to the clinic that 

performed the surgery. That way the clinic can self-signal and check the safety outcomes, and the 

database safety monitoring board will signal complications with specific implants or clinics that are 

not meeting safety standards. In order to prevent bias, a safety monitoring board or independent 

research body should investigate clinics blinded and only notify clinics when their outcomes show 

severe discrepancies. Safety outcomes should be focused on major complications that can arise 

after phakic intraocular lens implantation and report intraocular pressure, endothelial cell density, 

presence of cataract, and all additional ophthalmological treatments (i.e., glaucoma laser or drops, 

laser refractive correction, lens exchange, lens explanation, cataract surgery, corneal surgery). 

Obligatory safety databases will apply some standardization of outcomes, but there is still 

a large role to play by focus groups and ophthalmological journals to develop standardized 

reporting of these outcomes in the literature. In the most prominent ophthalmological journals, 

efficacy outcomes have to adhere to specific reporting guidelines already.12, 13 However, not 

all papers adhere to this and the lack of standardization of (corneal) health reports, as well as 

explantation rates makes it even harder to compare different types of phakic intraocular lenses 

(chapters 1, and 10).14 Further standardization will help health care providers and patients to 

verify statements promised by manufacturers, whereas obligatory safety databases will help 

the industry to signal unexpected and unwanted results. 

In order to increase comparability and create a clearer overview of the efficacy of different 

multifocal lens designs, similar discussions on testing and reporting in a standardized manner are 

ongoing in the field of multifocal intraocular lenses .15-17 And while manufacturers must adhere 

to a set of testing criteria when they want to publish a report on a new lens design when hits 
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the market, individual reports do not have to meet these criteria to be eligible for publication. 

Further modifications in standardization are absolutely required, both for initial reports on a 

new lens as well as separate studies published after a lens has first entered the market. 

In addition to standardization, technical development in the field of multifocal IOLs is an ongoing 

process. Research shows that most multifocal and EDOF lenses are succeeding in fulfilling 

their promises at providing improved spectacle independence, and have excellent visual acuity 

at multiple distances (chapter 1).2, 18 However, since traditional multifocal and EDOF lenses 

function by dividing incoming light in multiple foci, they may create a variety of unwanted visual 

side effects such as glare, halo’s and loss of contrast (chapters 1, 8, and 9).2, 18 A recent survey 

published by the European Society for Cataract and Refractive Surgery (ESCRS) does not show 

a significant increase in the – self-reported – number of multifocal or EDOF lenses that are 

implanted by their members, but rather a consistently 7-8% ratio of multifocal and EDOF lens 

implantation in their practices since 2016.19 So in spite of continued improvements in quality 

of vision at near and intermediate, patients are not selecting these lenses for implantation. 

Expert panels believe this is not due to the additional costs, but the risk of having to cope with 

multifocal- and EDOF specific side effects such as glare, halo’s, loss of contrast, which prevents 

patients from choosing these lenses for implantation. It seems that safety issues or the risk 

of side-effects, and possibility of lens exchange if they cannot cope with the side-effects, are 

essential in their decision.19 Recently, the industry has responded by developing a new type 

of lenses, that focus more on the absence of side-effects, rather than on the presence of true 

multifocality.2, 20 As these new types of lenses are each using different techniques to achieve 

their goal, there is a variety of names that manufacturers use to define their mechanisms. 

The definition that was recently suggested in a 2020 Ophthalmology publication is enhanced 

monofocal lenses.2 Rather than dividing light to create multiple foci, these lenses are extending 

their one focal point to extend the depth of vision slightly. Further improvement of depth of focus 

can be achieved by implanting the non-dominant eye with a lens that leaves a patient with a -0.25 

diopter (D) to -0.50D residual refractive error postoperatively to create micro-monovision. 

Preliminary results show promising results with patients reporting no visual side-effects, while 

reporting functional visual acuity at the intermediate distance, as well as increased spectacle 

independence. 20-22 Even though newer lenses show less side-effects and expected rates of lens 

exchanges, it is important that obligatory safety databases are constructed for these lenses 

as well. Similar to phakic lenses, it should be an opt-out database where a minimal amount of 

safety data, as well as patient and product identification are stored. Safety data in these lenses 

could initially be limited to registration of lens exchanges due to side-effects, as no standardized 

assessment of optical side-effects exists. Information should be blinded to all but the individual 

patient accessing their own data, or clinics assessing the results of their own patients. Future 

research on specific and validated tests for visual side-effects of these lenses could later be 

added if necessary. 
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Multiple experts at the most recent meeting of the ESCRS firmly are convinced that the 

enhanced monofocal lenses will become increasingly popular and could become the lenses to 

beat in the near future, possibly replacing the traditional monofocal lenses altogether, as some of 

the experts are using these lenses in most of their monofocal patients already.20, 23 It means that 

the added depth of focus from the enhanced monofocal lens could become a part of the natural 

technical evolution of standard cataract surgery and replace the monofocal lenses currently in 

use. A lot of that depends on how these enhanced monofocal lenses will be processed by the 

Dutch health care system, because multifocal or EDOF intraocular lenses are not funded by 

any health insurance policy and require patients to contribute an additional fee. If enhanced 

monofocals are registered as monofocal lenses, fast replacement of regular monofocal lenses 

by enhanced monofocal lenses seems likely. However, if a lens is registered as multifocal or 

EDOF, additional costs are likely and clinics will have to choose if they will ask patients for an 

additional fee for these lenses, or if they will cover the costs of these lenses themselves. This 

decision is likely to take up more time, since a large variety of lenses, a large variety of test 

methods, different reported outcome measures and individually named technologies make it 

very hard to compare and select lenses. 

Standardization of tests and reported outcomes in the field of cataract and refractive surgery 

is essential to answer this question. This thesis has shown how standardized reports on (long-

term) results and complications can convey a clear message to the field of ophthalmology, helping 

to improve policies and provide clear communications between the industry, policymakers, 

doctors and patients alike. It highlights the importance of (inter)national safety databases 

based on a system where collaborations between the industry and ophthalmologists will design 

an obligatory blinded registration with an opt-out system, in order to guarantee sufficient 

participation and prevent bias. 
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SUMMARY

Implantation with a phakic- or multifocal intraocular lens (IOL) aims at improving patients’ 

spectacle independence and, as a result, improving quality of life. Both are elective surgeries 

and are regularly performed in the Netherlands on otherwise healthy patients. It is therefore 

important to ensure that these procedures are both safe and effective. The chapters included 

in this thesis discuss the safety and efficacy of multiple types of anterior chamber phakic IOLs, 

as well as bifocal and trifocal multifocal IOLs.

Chapter 1 starts by outlining the cause and treatment of different refractive errors, introduces 

phakic- and multifocal IOLs, and provides a comprehensive overview of previous results and 

relevant safety issues after phakic- and multifocal IOL implantation. 

Chapter 2 reports the six months to two year safety and efficacy results of the anterior chamber 

angle-supported phakic IOL included in this thesis. Implantation of this lens results in an effective 

correction of moderate to high myopia during the entire two year study period. However, short-

term endothelial cell (EC) loss significantly exceeds that of iris-fixated phakic IOLs, whereas 

chronic EC loss resembles that of iris-fixated lenses. 

Chronic EC loss after iris-fixated phakic IOL implantation is the main focus of chapters  3 

and 4. Both chapters describe a linear increase in EC loss, indicating the need for altered 

implantation criteria to safeguard long-term corneal health. Smaller anterior chamber depth 

and close proximity of the lens to the endothelium are identified as risk factors for increased 

EC loss in eyes with rigid iris-fixated phakic IOLs in chapter 3. However, this complication is 

not observed in foldable iris-fixated phakic IOLs in chapter 4. It is hypothesized that different 

material characteristics are responsible for differences in chronic (subclinical) inflammation and 

subsequent differences in EC loss. 

In chapters 5 and 6 we report visual, refractive and biometric changes over a 10 year period in 

eyes with rigid iris-fixated phakic IOLs, and over a 5 year period in eyes with foldable iris-fixated 

phakic IOLs, respectively. Generally, excellent visual and refractive outcomes are reported as 

well as a slight, but significant, myopisation over time. Cataract formation and increase of the 

axial length are proposed as possible causes for this myopisation. Subgroup analyses using 

biometry showed a significant annual increase in axial length in highly myopic adults. However, 

due to the small number of eyes suited for longitudinal analysis, population-based studies are 

required to confirm these results. 
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Chapter 7 describes the rate of iris-fixated phakic IOL explantation, reasons for explantation 

and the estimated time until explantation. Survival analyses showed that after an estimated 11 

and 15 years 25% and 50% of lenses are explanted, respectively. We found higher preoperative 

age, longer axial length, smaller anterior chamber depth, and smaller preoperative endothelial 

cell density to be risk factors for a shorter time until explantation.

In chapter 8 we report the results of a randomized clinical trial, comparing outcomes after 

implantation of either the same bifocal multifocal IOL in both eyes or a combination of two 

different bifocal multifocal IOLs. Distance corrected visual acuity at far and intermediate 

distances were similar between groups. The group combining two different bifocal multifocal 

IOLs showed superior visual acuity at near distance. 

A second randomized clinical trial is presented in chapter 9, comparing patients after bilateral 

implantation with either a bifocal or trifocal multifocal IOL. Visual acuity at far, intermediate and 

near distance did not differ between groups, but the defocus curve in the trifocal group showed 

superior results at intermediate distance. We found higher numbers of complete spectacle 

independence in the trifocal group. 

Chapter 10 discusses the main findings of this thesis, current and future research, and 

addresses the need for further standardization of safety criteria (i.e., corneal health, side effects 

of multifocal IOLs) and (patient-reported) outcome measures in cataract- and refractive surgery. 

Chapter 11 sheds light on how the results of this thesis could impact society. It suggests an 

obligatory symbiotic database between patient, surgeon and industry for registration and timely 

detection of complications in patients implanted with phakic, multifocal, EDOF, or enhanced 

monofocal intraocular lenses. 
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Het doel van implantatie met een fake- of multifocale intraoculaire lens (IOL) is het vergroten 

van de brilonafhankelijkheid en dientengevolge het verbeteren van de kwaliteit van leven. 

Beide electieve ingrepen worden regelmatig uitgevoerd bij gezonde patiënten. Het is daarom 

belangrijk om de patiënt een bewezen veilige en effectieve behandeling te bieden. Dit proefschrift 

bespreekt de veiligheid en effectiviteit van verschillende soorten fake intraoculaire lenzen 

geplaatst in de voorste oogkamer, alsmede van bifocale- en trifocale multifocale intraoculaire 

lenzen.

In hoofdstuk 1 worden de oorzaak en behandeling uitgelegd van verschillende refractieve 

afwijkingen, fake- en multifocale intraoculaire lenzen geïntroduceerd en een overzicht gegeven 

van eerdere resultaten en veiligheidsoverwegingen na implantatie met een fake- of multifocale 

lens. 

Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft de veiligheid en effectiviteit van een kamerhoekgesteunde fake lens 

in de voorste oogkamer gedurende zes maanden tot twee jaar na implantatie. We vonden een 

effectieve correctie beschreven van matige tot hoge myopie gedurende de gehele follow-up 

periode van twee jaar. Het endotheelcelverlies in de eerste zes maanden na implantatie was 

echter significant meer ten opzichte van patiënten die geïmplanteerd waren met iris-gefixeerde 

fake intraoculaire lenzen in de voorste oogkamer. Het endotheelcelverlies in de postoperatieve 

periode van zes maanden tot twee jaar was vergelijkbaar in beide groepen. 

Hoofdstuk 3 en 4 richten zich beide op het chronische (vanaf zes maanden postoperatief) 

endotheelcelverlies na implantatie met een iris-gefixeerde fake lens in de voorste oogkamer. 

In beide hoofdstukken werd een lineair versnelde afname gezien in het aantal endotheelcellen, 

wat een aanpassing van de preoperatieve criteria noodzakelijk maakt om op de lange termijn 

de gezondheid van het cornea endotheel te beschermen. In hoofdstuk 3 werden een kleinere 

voorste oogkamerdiepte en kortere afstand van de lens tot het endotheel geïdentificeerd als 

risicofactoren voor een versnelde afname van de endotheelcellen, specifiek bij patiënten met 

een rigide iris-gefixeerde fake lens. Deze risicofactoren werden niet bevestigd in hoofdstuk 4, 

dat zich richt op flexibele iris-gefixeerde fake lenzen. Mogelijkerwijs veroorzaken de diverse 

lensmaterialen een verschillende chronische (subklinische) inflammatie en het daaruit 

voortvloeiend verschil in endotheelcelverlies. 

Veranderingen in visus, refractie en biometrie in de periode tien jaar na implantatie met rigide 

iris-gefixeerde lenzen, en vijf jaar na implantatie met flexibele iris-gefixeerde lenzen worden 

respectievelijk beschreven in hoofdstuk 5 en 6. Met de jaren bleven visus en refractie zeer 

goed, en werd er een kleine significantie myopisatie beschreven die mogelijk wordt veroorzaakt 
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door vorming van cataract of groei van het oog (toename van de aslengte). Subgroep analyses 

toonden een significante jaarlijkse toename van de aslengte in deze hoog myope populatie. Door 

de kleine grootte van de subgroep bleek het echter niet mogelijk om een longitudinale analyse 

te verrichten. Aanvullend epidemiologisch onderzoek is derhalve nodig om deze hypothese te 

bevestigen. 

Hoofdstuk 7 beschrijft resultaten rondom explantatie van iris-gefixeerde fake lenzen door 

middel van survival analyses. Het rapporteert het percentage explantaties, de redenen voor 

explantatie en de verwachte tijd tot explantatie (survival). De analyses schatten dat het 

respectievelijk 11 en 15 jaar zal duren tot in 25% en 50% van de gevallen een explantatie van 

de lens is verricht. Risicofactoren voor een kortere survival waren een hogere preoperatieve 

leeftijd, langere aslengte, kleinere voorste oogkamer en lagere endotheelceldichtheid.

In hoofdstuk 8 zijn in een gerandomiseerde klinische studie twee groepen met multifocale 

intraoculaire lenzen met elkaar vergeleken: één groep met hetzelfde type bifocale lens in 

beide ogen en één groep met een combinatie van twee verschillende typen bifocale lenzen. 

Intermediaire en verte visus, gemeten met optimale correctie voor veraf, waren vergelijkbaar 

in beide groepen. Visuele uitkomsten nabij waren significant beter in de groep met twee 

verschillende bifocale lenzen.

Hoofdstuk 9 vergelijkt patiënten met bilaterale implantatie met bifocale en trifocale lenzen met 

elkaar in een tweede gerandomiseerde klinische studie. Visuele uitkomsten veraf, intermediair 

en nabij waren vergelijkbaar tussen de groepen, echter de defocus curve in de trifocale 

groep liet intermediair een significant beter resultaat zien. Het hoogste percentage volledig 

brilonafhankelijke patiënten werd bereikt in de trifocale groep. 

In hoofdstuk 10 vindt een discussie plaats over de voornaamste bevindingen van dit 

proefschrift, evenals suggesties voor huidig en toekomstig onderzoek. Daarnaast bespreekt het 

de noodzaak voor standaardisering van veiligheidsnormen (corneale gezondheid, bijwerkingen 

van multifocale intraoculaire lenzen) en (patiënt gerapporteerde) uitkomstmaten in cataract- en 

refractiechirurgie. 

Hoofdstuk 11 bespreekt de impact van deze thesis op de maatschappij. Het stelt een verplichte 

registratie voor van veiligheidsgegevens waaraan patiënt, oogarts en industrie hun medewerking 

verlenen. Het doel van de database is een vroege detectie van complicaties in patiënten 

geïmplanteerd met fake, multifocale, EDOF of 'enhanced' monofocale intraoculaire lenzen. 
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